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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose 

One of the cornerstones of the classical and new classical 
macroeconomics is Fisher's theory of interest rates, which states 
that real and nominal interest rates always differ by an amount 
equivalent to the inflation rate. Moreover, the real interest rate 
is determined mainly by the long-term rate of time preference, and 
is therefore considered to remain relatively constant. In an 
economy in which the Fisher-effect holds, allocation of capital to 
different uses is unaffected by variations in the price level. 
Hence, inflation cannot have any real effects in the classical 
theory, not at least via the capital markets. 

The Keynesian view on the consequences of inflation, or variations 
in inflation, differs vastly from the classical interpretation. 
The standard Keynesian assumption of rigid or less-than-fully 
flexible nominal wages provides a simple example of circumstances 
under which the Fisher-effect does not hold. If, for example, the 
nominal wage is fixed and the price level drops, the real profits 
of firms also fall. This reduces real income, and hence the real 
rate of return, on shares. On the other hand, the nominal terms of 
government bonds, foreign bonds and other assets without limited 
liability are typically either regulated or. for other reasons 
partially independent of the price level. The real interest rate 

on bonds with fully regulated nominal returns rises with defla
tion. Thus, the real rates of return on shares and such bonds are 
affected in a different way by variations in the price level. 

The reason why the Fisher-effect fails in the Keynesian case is 
that the rigid nominal wage makes distribution of factor income 
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between capital and labor dependent on the price level. Should all 
input supply decisions be made by one representative agent, then 
variations in income distr,ibution need not have any real effects. 1 

On the other hand, if capital and labor supply decisions are 
partly or fully separated, i.e. made by different agents following 
different decisions rules, a source of distortions exists in the 
econamy. If allocation of capital can be adjusted more flexibly 
than nominal wages adjust, then optimizing capital suppliers will 
move capital away from and into firms as exogenous shocks make the 
price level vary. Through the neoclassical production function, 
such reallocations of capital have real effects in terms of 
variations in output and employment. 

As a technical construction, the above source af real fluctuations 
in the economy is similar to what is known as the Tobin effect in 
the context of growth models (see Tobin (1965), Fischer (1979)). 
The Tobin effect is due to the fact that the naminal rate af 
return on money is fixed at zero. Consequently, the real rate of 
return on money varies one-for-one with the inflation rate. 
Therefore, an increase in the inflation rate makes investors shift 
their portfolios towards investments in real capital, which 
increases autput and unemployment. 

It is the purpose of this study to analyze some important macro
economic issues in an economy in which the Fisher-effect fails in 
the sense described above. On one hand, we shall study the 
familiar question of the neutrality af stabilization policy in the 
closed economy context. This analysis can be cannected to the 
works of Lucas (1972) and Fischer (1979), and we hope to be able 
to add some new aspects to this very well known debate. In 

1Note that in principle real effects could emerge if the aggre
gate income of the representative agent is increased by the 
reallocation of capital. One could imagine such a case to be 
possible in a small open economy which perceives a very profitable 
investment opportunity abroad. 
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particular, however, we will emphasize the view on the policy 
neutrality issue adopted by Leijonhufvud (1972, 1981). In Leijon
hufvud's view, an economy has the corridor property: i.e. the 
economy absorbs small shocks by means of automatic stabilizers, 
but large shocks cause real fluctuations unless stabilization 
policy is conducted. 

On the other hand, we shall investigate the adjustment of a small 

open economy to exogenous shocks. Specifically, we will contribute 
to the discussion on endogenous exchange rate cycles in a small 
open economy following a fixed exchange rate regime (for the 
devaluatio.n cycle, see e.g. Paunio (1969), Korkman (1978), (1980); 
for exchange rate jumps caused by speculation, see Krugman (1979), 
Turnovsky (1980), and Obstfeld (1983). 

1.2 Stylized facts 

Rigidity·of the nominal wage and separation of input supply 
decisions - the two vital assumptions motivating this study - are 
to a considerable extent empirical facts in the institutional 
setting of the type of economies found in the Nordic countries 
(Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden). In these economies, a 
typical empirical observation is that a small number of trade 
unions, perhaps even only one, represent workers in the labor 
market. The~e unions usually negotiate nonstaggered nominal wage 
contracts with employers. The contracts normally specify a 
percentage wage increase, which applies throughout the contract 
period and is less than fully indexed. 

Another stylized fact in the Nordic economies is that financial 
markets are not very well developed and tend to be 'thin' and 
ineffi~ient (see Kähkönen (1982), Introduction). One manifestation 
of these features is that a relatively narrow menu of alternative 
assets is effectively avaiiable for average consumers. A large 
proportion of household savings takes the form of bank deposits, 
mortgage payments for loans, and life and pension insurance 
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payments. Under these circumstances, actual capital supply 
decisions are in fact made by highly sophisticated financial 
agents, such as banks and insurance companies. Given the strong 
position of trade unions in the labor market and financial 
intermediaries in the capital market, input supply decisions are 
indeed strongly, if not completely, separated in the Nordic 

economies. 

In addition to the two empirical observations important for the 
motivation of the cases to be studied, we will introduce one more 
commonly observed empirical finding for purely technical reasons. 
This observation - that substitution possibilities are limited in 
the production function (i.e. technology is approximately fixed 
coefficient) in the short run - facilitates the technical analysis 
in a useful manner. 

1.3 Methodology 

Given the assumption of nominal wage rigidity and the aim of 
dynamic analysis, we face a very challenging situation from the 
analytical point of view. Any rigidity in adjustments of relative 
prices generates nonlinearities in the standard macroeconomic 
relationships, which can easily become an obstacle for analytical 
manipulation. If the variations in income distribution implicitly 
caused by the wage rigidity are made a potentially important 
reason for real fluctuations by separating input supply decisions, 
complexity is further magnified. 

Dynamic general equilibrium analysis provides a natural framework 
for studying effects of distortions when agents follow optimizing 
behaviour. This is also the approach that we will mostly pursue 
here. To minimize the complications referred to above, and yet at 
the same time to insert the desired features into the analysis, we 
have to make further choices that restrict the general Walrasian 
model. The first specific assumption is to model capital supply 
decisions according to the principles of dynamic portfolio theory. 
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The main advantage of the portfolio theoretic approach is that it 
is relatively well understood and widely applied in various fields 
of economics, and that its analytical foundations are firmly 
established. 

Thus, we will, for instance, see later that the approach is very 
versatile with respect to various types of changes in the environ
ment that set off dynamic adjustment processes. This proves to be 
particularly useful, since the distortions are transformed into 
real effects via capital supply decisions in our model. The 
portfolio approach restricts analysis in two respects. First, the 
continuous-time representation is much more appropriate for 
dynamic portfolio analysis than the discrete-time representation, 
which is more familiar in macroeconomic applications in general. 
Second, for different assets to be held by a portfolio investor, 
uncertainty must be introduced into the rates of return on assets. 
Furthermore, the stochastic processes specifying the rates of 
return must be of rather specific type. 

Uncertainty is introduced into the economy in a very simple manner 
by assuming that the production process is fundamentally 
stochastic. Specifically, we propose that the marginal produc
tivities of factors follow stochastic processes, which will be 
defined later in detail. 

The overall analytical approach of the study can then be character
ized as stochastic continuous-time general equilibrium analysis. 
The derivation of the framework as well as the references to the 
methodological literature will be presented in the second chapter. 
The only departure from the general approach will be made in the 
open economy analysis, where the nonlinearity of the key relation
ships of the model will reach such a high order that strict ad hoc 
linearizations are needed to carry out even a tentative analysis. 
These choices are discussed in the fourth chapter and the asso

ciated appendix. 
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1.4 Outline of the study and the main results 

As was mentioned above, the main task to be accomplished in the 
second chapter is to derive analytical frameworks for dynamic 
macroeconomic analysis in which rational agents operate in a 
potentially distortionary environment. Some important technical 

results are derived in the chapter. First, a general competitive 
equilibrium (with flexible prices) is constructed in the 
stochastic dynamic economy and the general equilibrium relative 
prices are solved. Second, the macroeconomic frameworks for closed 
and open economy analysis are developed from the basic model. The 
contract wage rigidity, the separation of capital and labor supply 
decisions, and the short-term fixed-coefficient technology are 
built into these frameworks. Finally, the speculative behaviour of 
investors is modelled in open economy conditions in which there 
are positive probabilities of discrete shifts in exchange rates. 

In the third chapter, the familiar policy neutrality question is 

reconsidered. In the analysis, it will be seen that, similar to 
the results of Fischer (1979), anticipated shocks cause fluctua
tions in real variables unless stabilization policy is conducted. 
On the other hand, it will also be seen that Fischer's distributed 
lag-lead price level equation only results in our framework if the 
timing'of the'shock is known with certainty and if there are 
quadratic adjustment costs in production. The standard interpreta
tion of an anticipated shock is that both the magnitude and the 
timing of the shock are exactly known. The results will be very 
different if, instead, we interpret the notion of an anticipated 
shock in a nonconventional sense. The interpretation we apply is 
that a shock is anticipated if its magnitude is known, and if a 
time-interval within which the shock can randomly occur is known 
but not the exact timing of the shock. Under this interpretation, 
gradual price adjustments before the start of the shock will 
indeed be observed, as Fischer predicts. But also, and differently 
from Fischer, there is almost certainly overshooting. in the price 
level. Specifically, if the actual shock implies a decrease in the 
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price level, then the expectations on the timing of the shock 
generate inflation until the shock hits the economy. Thus, under 
the above circumstances, a positive relationship between the price 
level and unemployment rate - or a positively sloped Phillips 
curve - would be empirically observed in the short-run. 

The model of the third chapter incorporates Leijonhufvudls 
corridor property in a certain sense. Thus the economy can adjust 
to unanticipated shocks through automatic stabilizing mechanisms, 
i n our case through the rea 1 ba 1 ance effect. Stab'i 1 i zati on poli cy 
is needed for neutralization of the real effects of anticipated 
shocks. If the timing of the anticipated shocks is known with 
certainty, then only Keynesian fiscal policy can prevent real 
effects from emerging. If, on the other hand, the timing of the 
shocks ~s uncertain, then a specific monetary policy analogous 
here to the interest rate targeting policy familiar from e.g. 
Poole (1970) neutralizes by conducting fiscal policy. Another 
specific monetary policy, analogous to Imoney targeting l , can 
never neutralize,anticipated shocks of either kind. The inter
pretation of small and large is specific and intuitiveTy appealing 
here. A shock can be large if either its measurable magnitude is 
large, or if there is little confusion about its timing, i.e. if 
the distribution for the shock to start within a given short 
sub-interval is dense. A shock is small if either its·magnitude is 
small or if there is a lot of confusion concerning its timing. If 
there is no confusion about the timing, then the shock is always 
large, no matter what the size of the shock iso This extreme case 
is the standard anticipated shock. If there is no information at 
all on the timing of the shock, then the shock is always small. 
This is the case of unanticipated shocks in the standard sense. 

The role of speculative behaviour in the macroeconomic adjustment 
process of a small open economy following the fixed exchange rate 
regime is analysed in the fourth chapter. In general it will be 
seen that an economy which has the contract wage rigidity as an 
institutional feature is likely to experience endogenous devalua-
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tions and revaluations. The presence of speculating investors 
reinforces the tendency for exchange rate jumps to occur. In 
particular, if the country loses or gains a sufficient amount of 
reserves for exogenous reasons, then a strong self-fulfilling 
speculation begins, which only can be stopped by a strong 
exogenous shock or policy measure operating in the opposite 
direction. As real fluctuations are associated with the variations 
in reserves, speculative behaviour can be said to have real costs. 
Countries with no labor mobility across borders as well as 
countries with money illusion in wage-setting are likely to 
experience devaluations more often than revaluations. Countries in 
which contract wages are set according to an ad hoc policy are 
more likely to experience cyclical fluctuations and exchange rate 
changes than countries in which a feedback wage-setting policy is 
followed. On the other hand, the economies of the former type 
recover more steadily after a devaluation than economies of the 

latter type. 



2 OPTIMIZING AGENTS AND MACROECONOMICS: 
TOPICS IN DYNAMIC MODELLING 

2.1 Introduction 

In the following, some dynamic macroeconomic models of a Cobb
Douglas economy are developed. The purpose of these essentially 
technical exercises is to derive frameworks for both closed and 
open economies in which questions of dynamic adjustments of the 
economies in response to exogenous shocks can be analyzed. 

As was pointed out in the first chapter, the economic analysis of 
this study is going to be carried out under non-Walrasian assump
tions, i.e. in a general equilibrium framework in which the 
presence of distortions is allowed. However, it seems useful to 
first developed the model under standard Walrasian assumptions of 
flexible prices, fully rational agents, complete information and 
perfect competition in all markets. In the Walrasian model, 
consumers and firms operate in a continuous-time stochastic 
environment, maximizing intertemporal objective functions. 
Uncertainty is introduced on a very basic level as a property of 
the production technology. One of the analytical contributions of 
this chapter is the solution of the general equilibrium relative 
prices of the Walrasian model in the stochastic stationary state. 

The Walrasian model is then modified by adding the assumptions 
that introduce the desired distortions into the framework. The 
consumers are thus divided into two groups: investors, who only 
supply capital, and workers, who only supply labor. It turns out 
that the natural behavioural pattern for investors is similar to 
that of a closed economy investor and quite different, even in 
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open economy conditions, from that of an international consumer

portfolio investor familiar from e.g. some open economy analyses 
(see Macedo (1981), Meerschwam (1982)). The workers, on the other 
hand, are assumed to behave so that, in order to hedge against an 
uncertain income flow, they form a trade union representing all 
workers in the labor market. The union negotiates wage contracts 

with employers. The contracts fix the time path of the nominal 
wage over a finite period of time. Other prices in the economy are 
assumed to remain fully flexible. 

The emphasis of the economic analyses of the third and fourth 
chapters is on the demand side of the economy, i.e. on the 
behaviour of investors and workers. Therefore, several simplifying 
assumptions are made on the supply side of the economy. Because of 
technical difficulties, no real aggregate capital accumulation in 
excess of potential replacement investments is allowed. Adjust
ments of capital stock are assumed costless in each firm. The only 
exception made in the latter respect is in the applied open 
economy analysis of the fourth chapter. The technology of the 
firms is assumed to be fixed-coefficient in the short-run and 
flexible-coefficient in the long-runo Hence, all shocks that 
ultimately affect employment and output in the short-run exercise 
their effects only through responses of investors to these shocks. 

The connections between the frameworks to be developed here and 
the literature are rather diverse. In some sense, one can of 
course say that the models of this study "are related to the entire 
recent literature on rational expectations. In a specific sense, 
perhaps only the recent work of Kydland - Prescott (1982) is 
fairly similar in approach and goals to ours. However, the 
differences between the studies are vast. The more explicit 
specifications and the stronger emphasis placed on deriving 
analytical results force this study to impose considerable 
simplifications on the supply side of the economy, in particular. 
For similar reasons, Kydland - Prescott are able to apply a more 
general consumer utility function. On the other hand, the way in 
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which our models build in 'the persistence of unemployment' may be 
a more realistic description of the crucial macroeconomic features 
of small, Scandinavian-type open economies. 

In terms of the general approach to macroeconomic issues, our 
models are very alike in spirit to Tobin's asset accumulation 

approach (see e.g. Tobin (1980), Tobin-Macedo (1980), Kouri-Macedo' 
·(1978}). Asset markets phenomena, including speculative portfolio 
behaviour, have a central role in our analyses and can have strong 
and persistent effects on real variables. 

Technically, we apply methods developed in stochastic growth 
theory (see e.g. Bismut (1975), Merton (1975}), in finance (see 
Merton (1969), (1971), (1973), Malliaris-Brock (1982}), in 
international finance (see Macedo (1981), Meerschawn (1982), 
Adler-Dumas (1983}), and in applied mathematics (see Arnold 
(1974}). Two particularly useful reviews in the technical. field 
are those by Malliaris-Brock (1982) and Chow (1979). 

We will proceed as follows. In the second section, the basic 
nonmonetary closed economy model is derived. In the third section, 
the public sector and money are added to the basic model. In the 
fourth section, the basic framework is further extended to include 
the features of a small open economy. In the last section, the 
behaviour of an investor speculating on expected devaluation is 
fully derived. The work in this section constitutes a preliminary 
analysis for the open economy studies of the fourth chapter. The 
analytical method itself has, however, a much broader general 
applicability and we shall use it in the third chapter as well. 
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2.2 The simple nonmonetary economy with flexible prices 

Consider an industry producing one homogeneous good by means of 

technology, using capital and labor as inputs. 

Suppose that the competitive firms are identical and that the 

representative firm has the following basic Cobb-Douglas 

technology 

(1) Yo L6K 1-6 

where Yo production 

L number of units of 1 abor input 

K number of units of capital 

6 b (0,1) constant 

In the dynamic context, technology (1) defines the instantaneous 
rate of production, so that total output over an arbitrary 

time-interval (to' t1) is given by: 

(2) 

where 

The firms raise one unit of capital by issuing one share and hire 
one unit of labour by signing one wage contract. The prices of 
shares and wage contracts are instantaneously determined in the 

markets for capital and labor via the competitive mechanism. Let 
the instantaneous price of a share or the instantaneous price of 
capital be QB(t) and the instantaneous price of a wage contract be 
QH(t). The present value of profits of the representative firm 



over the time-interval (tO,t1), or V(tO,t1l, is then defined by2 

(3) 

where A is a constant to be determined later in the general 

equilibrium 
p is the rate of time preference. 
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In (3), the two cost terms are dynamic representations of input 
costs, i.e. stochastic analogues of Jorgensonian user costs. The 
term A QB(s) corresponds to the user cost of capital under 
certainty in a world with no depreciation, while the term A QH(s) 
is the instantaneous wage rate in general equilibrium. The 
constant A is determined in the general equilibrium implied by the 
stochastic stationary state, which will be specified later. 

It is useful to apply the Euler decomposition for a function which 
is homogeneous of degree one, and write (3) as follows: 

(4) 

2Note that we are analyzing a nonmonetary economy here. Hence, 
(3) defines real profits, and QB(t) and QH(t) are the real price 
of a share and a wage contraet, respectively. Note also that no 
adjustment costs are assumed to be incurred as a result of 
investments. Thus only two simple forms of investments could be 
introduced into (3): On one hand, we could view investments as 
frictionless, instantaneous shifts in the capital stock employed 
in the production process. On the other hand, we could define 
output net of replacement investment needed to maintain productive 
capacity intact. 
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where 
S l-S 

MPL S LLK = marginal productivity of labour 

( ) S l-S 
MPK = l-S

KL K = marginal productivity of capital 

Under certainty, the firm always maximizes the value of integral 

(4) by choosing the amounts of inputs so that the marginal 
productivity of each input is equal to its price. Furthermore, 
competition among firms drives the value of integral (4) to zero. 
Formally, the following identities must hold in the dynamic 

competitive equilibrium: 

Under uncertainty, matters become more complicated. For one thing, 
one must be careful about the meaning of uncertainty in this 
context. If the revenues of the representative firm fol1ow a 
stochastic process and all prices are perfectly flexible, then the 
firm can in principle pass the uncertainty in revenues through 
completely to factor payments and thus make the profits flow 
riskless, so that maximization of (4) is a valid behavioural 
assumption for the firm. On the other hand, if there are rigid
ities in price adjustment - for instance because of wage 
contracts - then the firm cannot make the flow of profits risk
less. In such' cases, the assumption about the risk attitudes of 
the representative firm becomes important. In the relevant parts 
of 'this study, Le. in cases where there are some price rigid

ities, we will follow the convention that the risk attitudes of 
firms are the same as those of the shareholders. This assumption 
implicitly specifies an insurance contract between shareholders 
and workers. To see this, consider a situation between a firm 
with stochastic revenues and its infinitely risk averse workers. 
Such workers are only willing to work at a certain wage rate. 
Imposing the preferences of the shareholders on the decision 
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making of firms then specifies the competitive risk premium in the 
general competitive equilibr;um which shareholders require for 
providing complete insurance to the workers. As the shareholders 
will be assumed to have Cobb-Douglas preferences, the firm facing 
an uncertain profits flow will, instead of (4), maximize the 
expected discounted logarithmic utility of the profits flow, i.e. 

(4 ') 
t 1 -p (s-t ) 

EtO J e 0 10g([M PL-A·QH(s)]L 
t o 

+ lM PK-AQB(s)]K)ds 

-
where V(tO,t

1
) is the expected discounted utility over the 

planning horizon. 

Under uncertain profits flow, competitive firm behaviour is 
gefined by the entry condition: If expected instantaneous utility 
V(tO,tO+dt) is larger than a constant log C, then there is 
costless entry into the industry. The entry condition fixes the 
level of the competitive risk premium, the determination of which 
is examined in appendix 1. Note that the actual entry condition is 
stated in terms of the expected utility from producing over the 
contract period, but with logarithmic preferences, for which the 
coefficient of relative risk aversion equals one, the instanta
neous time-independent risk premium results (see appendix 1). 

To make conditions (5a,b) meaningful in a dynamic environment with 
uncertainty, we need to specify the dynamic behaviour of the two 
marginal productivities. This specification also amounts to 
choosing one basic source of uncertainty in our stylized economy. 
An analytically simple and empirically somewhat interesting source 
of variations in real output "is the qualities of the labor force. 
Suppose then that the productivity of the labor force increases 
over time because of continuing learning-by-doing, but that the 
increase occurs at an uncertain rate. Hence, when the representa-
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tive firm hires a fixed amount L of labor input, it actually 
receives a stochastic sequence of labor input services, denoted by 
L(t). Furthermore, suppose that this sequence' of services can be 

fully characterized by the following stochastic process of 
geometric brownian motion type: 3 

where EdzL = ° 
E(dzL)2 dt. 

zL(t) ~ NlO,IJ, with independent increments zL(s) - zL(u); 

u > s ;;, ta,3I- u, s 

This specification of labor input services means intuitively that 
the effective amount of labour input that can be deployed in 
production changes in an infinitely persistent manner at a rate at 

+ a f'dz • This can be seen clearly when we write explicitly the 
solution of the stochastic differential equation specified in (6): 

-
(7) L(t) 

We interpret the parameter a as the rate of learning-by-doing in 
production, and the standard deviation aL as representing 
absenteeism and other types of labour disturbances in productipn. 

When the labor force has the property specified in (6), i.e. that 

the efficiency of each unit of labor changes over time in an 
uncertain fashion, dynamics with uncertainty are also introduced 
into the aggregate production. This becomes particularly clearcut 

3For a precise definition of the geometric brownian motion 
process, see Malliaris-Brock (1982), pp. 36 - 38 or Arnold (1974), 
pp. 45 - 56. 
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when we study the behaviour of the instantaneous production 
function with the stochastic process of-the efficient labor input 
included. Denoting the stochastic time path of output by y(t} and 
directly applying !to's lemma, we have that 

where y(t} = YO·g(t}, with g(t} as specified below in (9). 

The solution of this stochastic differential equation is 

(9) 

where 1 2 
v = sa - ~ s(l-S}oL 

t 
exp{v(t-tO}+o f dzL} g(t} 

t o 

Assuming that the production process starts exactly at the 
nonstochastic rate of production,4 the solution can further be 
written as 

By differentiating (lO) directly with respect to L and K, the time 
paths of the marginal products are easily found to be 

4This is a convention in the case of geometric brownian motion 
processes, see Malliaris-Brock (1982), p. 34. 
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13 Li3 K1- i3 t 
( lla) MPL (t) L exp{ v (t- to )+cr J dzL} - MP1Og(t) 

to 

(1-13 )Li3 K1- i3 t 
(llb) MPK(t) K exp{v(t-tO)+cr J dzL} == MPKOg(t) 

to 

Thus the two marginal products follow exactly the same stochastic 
processes, and there only can be a constant difference between the 
levels of the marginal products at each point of time. This 
convenient property is due to the Cobb-Douglas technology. Note 
that introducing an analogous basic property for capital would only 
change the parametrization of the g(t) function, and not the 
general structure at all. S 

In (lla,b) we have stated the dynamic solutions for the two 
marginal productivities, given the assumption on the basic 
dynamics specified in (6). In the general competitive equilibrium 

SIn conclusion, then, our assumption on the form of the 
stochastic sequence of labor input services results in a model of 
production with three possible regimes, which can be interpreted 
in terms of the parameters of the labor input process. 

1. v > 0, i.e. a > }(li3)cr~, or the learning-by-doing effects 

overcomes the labor disturbances effect; there is stochastic 
Hicks-neutral technical progress in the economy at an expected 
rate v. 

2. v < 0, i.e. a < }(li3)cr~, or the labor disturbances effect 

overcomes the learning-by-doing effect; there is stochastic 
Hicks-neutral technical regression in the economy at an 
expected rate v. 

3. v = 0, i.e. a = }(li3)cr~, or the two effects cancel each other 

out completely; the technology is stationary with stochastic 
disturbances. 

The second regime is somewhat problematic in the general equilib
rium and is therefore ruled out from later interpretations. 
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with flexible prices, conditions (5a,b) must hold. Hence, we find 
that the real price of a share and a wage contract must have the 
following general solutions: 

There are an infinite number of solutions (12a,b), because the 
initial marginal productivities, or the initial general 
equilibrium price of a share and the corresponding wage rate, are 
still undetermined. To find the appropriate initial values, we 
have to model the demand side of the economy. 

The consumers in our economy are assumed to be identical in every 
respect. Thus, they have identical tastes, endowments, and 
abilities. They plan over an infinite time horizon, which is also 
the time they can participate in the production process. Each 
consumer is assumed to have nominal initial endowments }V BO and 

~VHO of nonhuman and human wealth, respectively, at the initial 
moment ta. Nonhuman wealth consists of the value of a stock of 
resource, which can be either consumed or used as the capital 
input in production. The aggregate initial endowment of the 
resource is K and the initial price QBO. For one unit of resource 
given to a firm, the consumer receives one share in that firm. 

To define the concept of human wealth, we first state that each 
consumer has a constant maximum working capacity ~ in the 

production process. If the consumer sells the right to use the 
working capacity to the producer, he will receive a wage contract 
worth QH{t) in return. Hence, one unit of human capital has a real 
market price QH{t) at time t, so that the initial endowment Qf 
human wealth owned by agent j is 
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In the whole economy, there are n agents living at any moment, all 
of whom have the same ;nitial endowments of human capital. Summing 
up over the n agents we get the following for the economy's 
aggregate endowments: 

Consumers derive utility from consuming the consumption good and 
from leisure. Thus the consumers can either consume their wealth 
and the returns on it by buying consumer goods, or alternatively 
directly consume their human wealth by not working. 

We assume that the representative consumer has the following 
utility function in instantaneous rates of consumption c1(t) and 
leisure c2(t) 

(13) U(t) = alog(c1 (t)) + (1-a)10g(c2(t) 

Thus the instantaneous component of the utility function ;s of the 

Cobb-Douglas type. If we now assume that the representative 
consumer maximizes the expected discounted value over the,planning 
horizon of the instantaneous utility function specified above, we 
can characterize the consumer's decision making situation by the 
following dynamic programming problem. 



(14) max 
{c1 (t),c2(t)} 

00 -p(t-tO) 
Et {J e [alog(c1 (t)) 
O~ 

+(1-a)10g(c2(t))]dt} 

s.t. appropriate constraints. 

where p = rate of time preference 

Expression (14) is a stochastic dynamic programming problem with 
two control variables, instantaneous real consumption c1(t) and 
instantaneous leisure c2(t). Since both forms of spending are 
based on the stocks of and returns on either nonhuman or human 
wealth, the stock of total wealth must be the state variable of 
problem (14), so that the solutions for the controls must be 
functions of the stock of wealth only. We define the total real 
wealth W(t) as the sum of real human wealth VH(t) and real 

nonhuman wealth VB(t), i.e. 

-
(15) . W(t) = VH(t) + VB(t) [y+(l-y)]W(t) QH(t)H + QB(t)K 

where we have defined 

y - Q (t)H + Q (t)K 
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Note that in general cases, y would vary with time. In our case, 
flexible prices and the homogeneity of the Cobb-Douglas technology 
guarantee that y remains constant. 

In order to solve problem (14), we have to derive the dynamic 

equation of motion for the state variable, i.e., the stochastic 
differential equation governing the behaviour of total real 
wealth. Differentiating (15), we have 
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(16 ) dW(t} 

dVH(t} dVB(t} 
The expressions for V (t) and V (tl are obtained directly by 

H B 
differentiating stochastically the definitions for VH(t) and VB(t} 

and recalling the general solutions for QH(t} and QB(t} presented 
above in (12a,b). Thus we have that 

dVH(t} dQH(t} = dg(t} = vdt + odz 
VH(t) QH(tl 9TtI L 

dVB(t} dQB( t} 
= dg(t} = vdt + odz 

VB(t) QB(tl 9TtI L 

Substituting this back into (16), we obtain the following form for 
the stochastic differential equation of real wealth: 

(17) dW(t} [(vdt+odzLh + (vdt+odzL}(l-y}jW(t) 

l vdt+odzLJW(t) 

Expression (17) is not yet the complete form of the stochastic 
differential equation for real wealth, because it does not include 
the effects of the two forms of consumption. Instantaneous real 
consumption decreases the change in real wealth directly by the 
amount c1(t}. Instantaneous leisure, on the other hand, decreases 
the change in real wealth by the flow of real wage income lost by 
not working, denoted by f(t}. In our framework, f(t} is by 

definition the product of the instantaneous wage rate w(t} and the 
instantaneous rate of leisure, c2(t}. Formally, 

Substracting the two consumption value components c1(t} and f(t} 
from (17), we finally obtain for the stochastic differential 
equation governing the time path of real wealth the following: 



Equation (18) is the desired complete form of the equation of 
motion for problem (14). 
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Using equation (18), we can rewrite problem (14) in the following 
revi sed form: 

ta+T -p(t-t ) 
(19) J(W(t),t) _ max Et {J e 0 [alog(c1 (t)) 

{c1(t),c2(t)} 0 t o 
+(1-a)10g(c2(t))]dt} 

To complete the specification of the problem, we have yet to 
discuss the transversality condition for the problem. Our economy 
is a potentially growing or stagnating economy. In both cases it 
appears reasonable that, because the consumer plans over an 
infinite horizon, we require that, in order to be optimal, the 
consumer's decision must be such that the expected value of real 
wealth neither goes to zero or infinity in finite time. This 

amounts to requiring that at any point t of time, t > to' the 
condition Eto[W(tl] = Wo holds. With this convention, we choose to 
study the economy in one specific steady state, the stochastic 
stationary state, the properties of which will be discussed 
somewhat later. 

By applying Bellman's principle of optimality and adding the 

transversality condition, we have that the maximizing choices of 
real consumption and leisure in problem (14) also give the 
maximizing value of the function ~(W(t),t) defined by 
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(20)" Ijl(W(t),t) = 0 = max {alog(c1 (t)) + (1-a)log(c2(t)) 
{c1 (t) ,c2(t)} 

- pJ(W(t)) + aJ~Ö~~~,t)[vW(t)-c1 (t) 

(t) (t)] + 1 a
2
J(W(t),t) a2W(t)2} 

-w c2 "2" aE(t)2 

where (20a) is the transversality condition 

As usual, the optimal solutions for the control variables can be 
found by establishing the first order conditions of (20) and 

setting them equal to zero. The first order conditions are 

(21a) aljl(w(t),t) _ a aJ(W(t),t} = 0 
aC1 (t) - CJ:TIT - aw(t) 

(21b) ap(w(t),t) = ~ _ w(t) aJ(w(t),t) = 0 
ac2(t) C2\tl aw(t) 

To obtain explicit solutions for the control rules, we have to 
find the explicit form of the J(W(t),t) function. Let us start by 
assuming that the J(W(t),t) function has the general form given by 

(22) J(W(t),t) = BOlog(W(t)) + B1 

with undetermined parameters BO and B1• We assume that the control 
rules take the homogeneous-of-degree-one forms in wealth -

ci(t) = 0l(t).W(t), and c2(t) = 02(t)W(t), where 0l(t) and 02(t) 
are the consumption and leisure shares, respectively. The first 
two partial derivatives of (22) needed for calculations are 
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aJ(w(t),t) BO 
aw(t} =wnr 

Substituting the candidate control rules, assumption (22) and the 
partial derivatives of (22) into equation (20), we obtain the 
following equation: 

(23) al 10g(01 (t))+log(W(t))J + (1-a)llog(02(t))+10g(W(t))] 

. BO 
- pBOlog(W(t)) - pB1+ wnr (v-0 1(t)-02(t)w(t))W(t) 

BO 2 2 
-~ 0 W(t) = 0 

W(t) 

Equation (23) implies the following identities in the coefficients 
of the terms involving the state variable of the same degree 

(24a) a + 1 - a - pBO = 0 => BO = ~ 

:r 

Having sol ved the val ues of parameters BO and B1' we easily find 
the optimal contral rules c*(t) and c*(t) by substituting the 
implied value aJ(w(t),t) = 1 into the first order conditions aw(t) pWTfT 
(21a) and (21b). mhe solutions are: 

(25b) (l-a )pW( t) 
w(t} 

(l-a)vW(t) 
w(t) 

Note that the transversality condition (20a) requires that p = v 

holds in solutions (25a,b). Thi~ justifies the second equality 
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signs. If p > v were to hold, then agents would consume real input 
resources in the expected value sense and their expected consump
tion possibilities would end in finite time. On the other hand, if 
p > v, then there would be net saving in the economy and the 
expected future consumption possibilities would become infinitely 
large in finite time. These properties show that the steady state 

equilibrium that we are going to construct is indeed a stochastic 
stationary state. Consumers spend all their income and do not 
accumulate or decumulate capital. All the change in income and 
consumption is due to variations in productivity change and 
constant amounts of inputs are employed in production. The con
sumption rules have a very simple interpretation. Thus, the term 
avW(t) represents the flow of instantaneous income, measured in 
real terms relative to consumption of goods. The consumption rules 
(25a,b) are then exactly analogous to the corresponding rules in 
a static Cobb-Douglas economy, the only difference being the 
income faetor v. Consumption of each good is a fixed fraction of 
the nominal income scaled by the relative price of the type of 
consumption. The fraction is the preference weight of the good in 
the consumer's utility function. 

Consumption of leisure defines the labor supply behavior of 

consumers. It will be shown later that the general equilibrium 
wage rate w(t) equals vQHOg(t). Using this and the definition of 
real wealth, the instantaneous consumption of leisure can be 

written as: 

(26) 

The second form of (26) defines the fraction of real income in 

terms of the wage rate which is consumed in the form of leisure. 
This fraction remains constant over time, as both the wage income 
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and the capital income grow at the same rates. If (26) is divided 
by H, then the fraction of potential labor input which remains 
idle because of the preference for leisure is obtained. Denoting 
the fraction by 1-~, we have the following expression for it: 

(27) 1-~ 

Hence, the labor supply rule of consumers, or the fraction of 
their working capacity that they want to supply as labor, ~, 
becomes: 

(28) 

Thus, with Cobb-Douglas preferences, the fraction of the potential 
working capacity supplied as labor equals the weight of consump
tion in the utility function corrected by a term involving the 
initial relative capital income in terms of the labor income. 
Intuitively, the correction term specifies the effect of capital 
income on the labor supply behaviour of the consumer. The higher 
is the value of the capital endowment of the consumer, as valued 
in the general equilibrium via the production function, the less 
labor the consumer supplies. Empirically, the labor supply rule 

includes aspects of both intertemporal substitution and wealth 
distribution. Intertemporal substitution from working to leisure 
occurs if the capital income rises faster than the labor income. 
Agents with large capital endowments are i'ess willing to work than 
those with small endowments. 

Having now modelled the behaviour of all the agents in the 
economy, we have all the ingredients necessary for finding the 
specific solutions for real prices of shares and the real wage 
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rate. Such relative prices specify the general competitive 
equilibrium in the economy.6 

As we stated above on p. 27, finding the specific solutions to 
prices of shares and wage contracts amounts to finding the initial 
prices of them. The initial prices are found by analysing the 

equilibrium conditions in the three markets of the economy. 

The equilibrium conditions of the dynamic economy over time 
interval [to = O,hJ are the following 

(29a) 
h 
J y(s)ds 

t =0 o 

(29b) L = .Q,H 

(29c) K = K 

Condition (29a) defines the goods market equilibrium, (29b) the 
labor market equilibrium and (29c) the capital market equilibrium. 

The last two conditions are time independent, because the 
respective control rules of the agents are time independent. By 
letting h + 0, we can write condition (29a) approximately as 

(29a') YOh = avWh <=> yO = avWO 

Thus we have a justification for solving the initial equilibrium 

prices from a rather simple purely static problem. 

6In general, the question of the existence of equilibrium in 
continuous-time stochastic models is a difficult problem of 
mathematical economics. The commodity space becomes infinite 
dimensional and, in particular, the compactness of production sets 
becomes much more difficult to establish than in standard exist
ence proofs. For attempts to prove general results, see e.g. 
Bewley (1972), Foldes (1978), and Chichilnisky (1981). 



A eonvenient way to find the equilibrium relative real, faetor 
priees in the statie situation, i.e., for a very short time 

interval [ta=O,h], h + 0, is to note first that the first order 
eonditions of a firm are 

syo 
-L- - AQHO 0 

(l-S)yO 
K - AQBO = 0 

i3YO 
=> L = --

AQHO 

K 
(l-i3)YO 

AQBO 
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Then we get that, if produetion is to be effieient, the following 

eapital-labor ratio must be observed: 

(30) 

superseript D indieates the demand side (in fae tor markets 

We know, on the other hand, that in the growing eeonomy the faetor 
supplies are given by 

Thus we have that the eapital-labor ratio from the supply side is 

(31) 
s 

(~) _ K 
L - R, H 
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In equilibrium, the capital-labor ratios on the supply and demand 
sides of the factor markets must be equal. Equating (30) and (31) 
gives us the desired result: 

(32) 

The relative factor price (32) must emerge from the input market 

equilibrium. It depends, as is expected, on endowments, technology 
parameters and tastes. Equation (32) provides a means of showing 
that for a flexible price economy the labor supply rule is a 
constant. Substituting the solution for ~ in (28) into (32), we 
obtain the following equation: 

From this equation, the following solution for the ratio of 
initial nonhuman wealth to initial human wealth can be developed: 

QBOK _ a(l-S) 
QHOH - S + (l-S)(l-a) 

If the right hand side of the above identity' is substituted into 

(28) for the left hand side expression, the labor supply rule 
takes the following form: 

(28 1 
) ~ = aS 

S + (l-S)(l-a) 

(28 1
) shows that the labor supply rule is indeed a constant, so 

that ~ can be treated parametrically in (32). 
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Hence, we can also solve for the absolute levels of the input 

prices QHO and QBO by using (32) and the goods market equilibrium 
condition (29a). Note that (32) can be written as 

Substituting this solution into (29a') for QHO and using the 
appropriate control rules, we can write the equilibrium condition 
(29a') in the following form: 

(29a") l ~HJSKl-S = Y = vl (l-S)~+S]Q K o a (l-S)~ BO 

This can be solved for QBO to yield 

(33) 
(l-S)~yo 

-
avl (l-S)~+sJK vK 

The absolute value of the price of labor input QHO can then be 
easily solved by substitution. The solution is 

(34) 
s~ S~ 

QHO = av[(l-S)~+S]H - v~H 

Initial input prices (33) and (34) are prices which - if we assume 
technology, preferences, endowments and the initial commodity 
price pO = 1 as given - will clear factor and goods markets in the 
initial equilibrium. Note also that (33) and (34) imply that the 

parameter A used in the profits determination in e.g. (3) must 
equal v in the general equilibrium. Due to the time independent 
control rules of the agents, factor markets will always stay in 
the same equilibrium state in .terms of quantities. The quantities 
produced and consumed will, on the other hand, change continuous
ly. To see that goods markets also stay continuously in equilib-
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rium, let us write for convenience the complete solution for the 
price of a share and a wage contract: 

(35a) 
(l-S)yo t 

QB (t) - exp{v(t-tO) + (J f dzL} = QBOg(t) 
vK to 

SyO t 
QH (t) = v~H exp{v(t-tO) + (J f dzL} = QHOg(t) 

t o 

(35b) 

Note that the above equations and the fact that A = v imply that 
the user costs of inputs to firms, or the instantaneous capital 
income and wage rate for consumers, are: 

The latter equalities provide the justification for the 
substitution applied above in (26). 

When solutions (35a,b) are inserted into the expression for real 
wealth and the terms in the goods market equilibrium condition 
(29a) are explicitly written out in full, condition (29a) becomes: 

(36) 

· I ;~., -. v 



The last equality proves that there is continuous equilibrium in 
the goods market. The equality requires that on the right hand 
side of the first equalfty the following holds: 

avl (1-6) + LJ = 1 
v vt 
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The condition can be checked by carrying out some simple algebraic 
operations. 

Note one particular property of the general equilibrium in the 
simple model; namely, that the price level is indeterminate. The 
equilibrium price of a share and the wage rate were defined in 
real terms with the specific implicit assumption that the price of 
goods remains constant at pO = 1. But any other assumption for the 
time path of the price level can be chosen equally well. Thus, our 
model demonstrates the general fact that in the competitive 
equilibrium only relative prices in terms of the numeraire are 
determined, and the absolute level of all prices remains 
indeterminate. 

2.3 The monetary economy with the public sector included 

To include the publie sector in the analysis, the framework must 
be extended on two fronts. On one hand, we need to specify the 
needs of consumers for public expenditure by changing their 
preferences. On the other hand, we have to define the forms of 
participation of the government in the economy. 

The role of the public sector in an economy with as much explicit 

rationality as ours is not obvious. For illustration, it seems 
useful to first model the public sector as just another 
competitive sector of the nonmonetary economy, which produces 
goods to satisfy the needs of consumers. After we have seen the 
equilibrium characterization of this idealized economy, we will 
then proceed to develop a model in which the role of the public 
sector is more conventional. 
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2.3.1 The publie sector and the economy: the idealized case 

Consider an industry which has a Cobb-Douglas production 

technology for instantaneous production at the initial point of 

time t = to' defined by 

(37) 

The production process defined by (37) uses labor and capital as 

inputs to produce publie goods. It is assumed that when.the 
industry hires an amount Lg of labor it actually receives a 
stochastic sequence of labor input services defined by the 
stochastic process: 

(38) dL g = (agdt+ogdzg)L g, 

E (dz
g

) = 0, 

El (dzi) J = dt. 

Zg ~ N(O,l), and the increments z(s) - z(u), u > s > t o' 
~ u, s, are independent. 

In (38) the parameter ag describes the continuous process of 
learning-by-doing at a rate ag and the parameter 0g represents the 
labor disturbances in the production process. 

We know from the analysis of section 2.2 that, as a consequence of 
assumption (38), the rate of production and the instantaneous 

marginal products of the two inputs are solutions of stochastic 
differential equations. The solutions take the following forms: 

(39) 
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(40) 

(41) 

where we have used the notations 

1 2 vg = ag - ~(1-B)Og' the mean instantaneous rate of change 

of productivity in the publie sector, and 

0g = BO g, the instantaneous standard deviation of the 

rate of change of productivity in the publie sector. 

From the analysis in section 2.2, we also know that in a perfectly 
competitive environment with flexible prices such an industry 
bears no profits risk and has an optimal capital labor ratio of 

(42) 

where Q~o and Q§O are, as in section 2.2, the initial prices of 
one unit labor and capital input. The discounted profits of such 
an industry over an arbitrary time interval (tO,t1) are given by: 

(43) 

where 

t 1 
= J e-p(s-t )[Pg(s)yg(s) - AgQg(S)Lg(S) 

t o 

- AgQ§(S)Kg(S)]dS 

Ag is again a constant to be determined in the general 
equilibrium. 
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The level of production and the relative prices of the output, 
capital and labor of the industry are again determined in the 
general competitive equilibrium via the preferences and initial 
endowments of consumers in an analogous manner to the determina
tion of corresponding variables in the simple model. The demand
side assumptions differ from those of the basic model only in that 
the preferences of consumers now include demand for the good of 
the new industry.7 The new preferences are: 

(44) U(t) = aI logcI (t) + a2 logc2(t) + a3logc3(t); 

aI + a2 + a3 = 1 

where aI' a2 and a3 are the preference weights of private 
consumption, leisure and public expenditure, respectively. 

The composition of wealth changes in that consumers now hold a 
fraction ~I of their nonhuman wealth in the shares of the first 
industry and a fraction ~2 in those of the second industry. Hence, 
the wealth of the representative consumer becomes 

In (45), we have followed the convention that, with homogeneous 
labor markets, the wage rates must be the same in the two 
industries. 

7Technically, we are analyzing the demand for a publicly produced 
private good here. By this simplification, the well-known diffi
culties in representing the aggregate preferences for public goods 
are avoided. The ·concept public good is used for convenience in 
place of the cumbersome concept publicly produced private good. 
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The dynamic decision making problem of the representative consumer 
- analogous to problem (19) in section 2.2 - based on preferences 
(44) and aggregate wealth (45) is then: 

ta+T -p(s-t ) 
(46) J[W(t),t] = max Et {f e 0 

{c1 (t) ,c2(t) ,c3(t) ,sl's2} 0 t o 

lallogcl(s)+a2logc2(s)+a3logc3(s)]ds} 

s.t. dW(t) = lSl(vdt+odzL) + S2(v gdt+o gdzLg"l]W(t) 

- lC1 (t)+w(t)c2(t)+Pg(t)c3(t)]dt 

(i) s1 + s2 1 

(ii) EslW(to+T)j = Wo' s b l tO,tO+Tj 

where the notation of section 2.2 has been used to represent the 
first industry, or the private sector. 

Constraint (ii) in problem (46) can be taken into account as an 
integral part of the standard solution, but because of constraint 
(i) the following Lagrangian must be formed for (46): 

(47) L = allogc1(t) + a2logc2(t) + a3logc3(t} - pJ(W(t),t) 

aJ(w(t),t) . 
+ aw(t) (lslv+s2(v g-II g)jW(t) - c1(t) - w(t)c2(t), 

2 
_ p (t)c (t)) + 1 a J(W(t),t)[s2 0 2+2s s 0 +s2 02]W(t)2 

9 3 ~ aW(t)2 1 1 2 12 2 9 

- ;\(s1+s2-l) 

Equation (47) implies a set of first order conditions which are 
straight-forward to determine. To shorten the exposition we only 
list here the solutions for the control variables implied by such 
first order conditions: 
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(48a) 

(48b) 

(48c) 

(48d) 

(48e) 

where 

v - (v -II ) 
9 9 

minimum variance portfo1io fraction 

specu1ative portfo1io fraction 

However. the solutions in (48) are not yet comp1ete1y open to 
simp1e interpretations. The ro1e of the preference weights al and 
a3' and the income f10w of the representative consumer must_be 
ana1yzed further. First. if we adopt the notation in which W(t) 

stands for the effective rea1 wea1th net of human capita1 spent in 

1eisure. then al and a3 must be appropriate1y adjusted. The con
sumer consumes a11 the income earned on net wea1th. ~ence. it must 
be assumed that a1+a3 = 1 when spending is based on W(t). Tt is 

al a3 
convenient to use the notation a = ---+--- and l-a = ---+---

al a3 al a3 
-

associated with W(t). With the above notation. the two goods 

markets equi1ibrium conditions can be written as: 



t 
(49a) yoexp{ v(t-tO)+a J dz L} 

t o 

(49b) 

- t 
= ap(Sl[QBOK+QH02Hjexp{v(t-tO)+a J dzL} 

t o 
- t t 

+ s2[QBOK+QH02HjeXp{ (vg-rrg)(t-tO) + ag { dzg-a { dZL} 
o 0 

-
(l-a)pW(t) 

Pg(t) 
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The equilibrium conditions reveal a very important fact: The goods 
markets can only be in a dynamic equilibrium if the price of the 
public good follows the. following stochastic process. 

(50) 
d P 
--g = rr dt + a dz = (vg-v)dt + adzL - agdz g Pg 9 rr rr 

Note that the time path of the price of the public good implied by 

(50) i s 

If (50) and (51) are substituted into the equilibrium conditions 

(49a,b), the conditions can be written as: 

t 
(49a ' ) yoexp{v(t-tO) + a J dzL} 

ta 

- t 
= aplQBaK+QH02HJexp{v(t-ta)+a J dzL} 

ta 
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t 
(4gb') YgOexp{vg{t-tO)+crg J dZ g} 

t o 

{l~a)PlQBOK+QHOlHJeXP{Vg{t-tO)+crg J dZ g} 
9 t o 

In (49a' ,b'), the exponential terms on the supply and demand sides 

of the markets are identical. Hence, if the initial values of the 
relevant variables equilibrate the markets in the initial state, 
then the economy will continuously remain in equilibrium. 

The general message of requirement (50) is that in a two good 

model with Cobb-Douglas preferences the price of the good in the 
production of which the mean productivity growth rate is higher, 
must deflate on the average. Also, the required price behaviour of 
the public good makes the two investment alternatives identical 
for the investors, so that investors are indifferent between the 
shares of the two industries. Hence, the portfolio fraction~ 

sl an~ s2 are determined in the goods markets 50 that Sl = al and 
S3 = a3' The labor supply rule becomes analogous to the one in 
section 2.2, i.e.: 

(52) 

The initial state equilibrium conditions of the extended economy 
which determine the initial relative prices are: 



(53a) 

(53b) 

(53c) 

(53d) 

~ 

YO = ap[QBOK+QHOtH] 

L + L = t·H 
9 

K + K K 
9 
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Conditions (53a-d) imply the relative prices of capit?l, labor and 
the public good in terms of the initial price pO = 1 of the 
private good. The .solutionsfor such relative prices are obtained 
in a similar way as those in section 2, and they are: 

(54a) 

(54b) 

(54c) 

QHO 
_ Syo 
- pJl,H 

QBO 
(l-S)yo 

pK 

P = 1 gO 

The above solutions imply that the parameter Ag in the profits 
function of the public sector must equal p. Note again that the 
absolute prices are not determined in the general equilibrium, as 
the price of the private good, or the numeraire, can be freely 

chosen. 

2.3.2 The publicsector and the economy: the conventional case 

In this section, a relatively conventional macroeconomic model is 
developed in which the idealized two sector model is modified in 
several important respects. The role of the public sector in the 
economy will be made technically more conventional by replacing 
the profits function (43) by the government budget constraint. The 
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Keynesian features described above in the first chapter, i.e. the 
separation of capital and labor supply decisions together with 
nominal wage contracting, are introduced into the analysis. Also, 
the distinction between the short-run and the long-run technology 
is stated. 

It is clear that when we introduce Keynesian features into the 

analysis we have to compromise with the notion of rationality to a 
certain extent. In the first chapter, we proposed the separation 
of input supply decisions and nominal wage contracting as institu
tionally plausible assumptions in the economies of the Nordic 

countries. It seems useless to discuss the rationality of such 
institutional arrangements from the point of view of welfare 
economics in this study. However, even the way in which the 
properties are built into the framework poses some questions. One 
of the empirical stylized facts stated in the first chapter is 
that financial intermediaries make the actual capital supply 
decisions in Nordic economies. 

According to the standard neoclassical assumptions, financial 
intermediaries are owned by consumers, exist to economize the 
operations of monetary economies and maximize the preferences of 
the owners. The last characteristic raises the question: why 
should such intermediaries make decisions which could under some 
circumstances decrease the wage income of the owners by causing 
lay-offs? Also, why should owners form a trade union to negotiate 
wage contracts when they will in any case receive the whole of the 
national product as factor payments? These questions suggest that, 
in order to make the effects of variation,in income distribution a 
logically consistent property of the model, financial intermedi
aries must be consuming agents in technical analysis. Hence, 
despite the connotations associated with it, we apply the assump
tion of two types of consumers. Thus there are, on one hand, 
investors, who supply only capital, and, on the other hand, 
workers, who supply only labor. We will assume that the relative 
weights of different forms of consumption (except for leisure) are 
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the same in the preferences of both types of consumers. Note that, 
with Cobb-Douglas preferences, the above assumption is almost 
identical to the assumption of homogeneous consumers and one 
financial intermediary which maximiz~s the owne.rs' preferences, 
but only takes the non-human wealth into account in its decision
making. 80th technical model constructions will generate the same 

consumption, income and unemployment consequences if in the latter 
case we restrict the intertemporal substitution possibilities of 
consumers in labor supply by requiring that a consumer can only 
work either a fixed number of hours per day or not at all. 

We assume first, then, that there are n consumers in the economy. 
In the initial state, the investors in the economy owned the total 
amount K of real capital. There are n1 investors in the economy, 
each of whom held a fraction ~ of the real capital stock in the n1 
initial state. In the initial state general equilibrium, the 
investors exchanged the units of real capital for shares issued by 
firms and for government bonds. One unit of capital corresponds to 
one security, so that the total number of securities equals the 
number of units of capital. On the average, the investors hold all 
the sharesand bonds, but, at times, some securities may also be 
he]d by the workers. The investors do not supply labor at all. The 
holders of the shares own the firms, and here we take this to mean 
that, in addition to receiving the general equilibrium factor 

payments for capital, ,the shareholders also receive the profits or 

bear the losses of the firms. 

The preferences of all the investors with respect to the real 
instantaneous consumption of the private good, ci(t), and the real 
consumption of the public good, cgi(t), are identical with each 
other and are defined by the following utility function: 
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The rest, n-n1, of the consumers are workers who supply labor but 
no capital on the average. 8 Each worker has a maximum instan-
taneous working capacity _1 ___ H, which he can either consume as n-n1 
leisure or supply as labor. The workers also receive utility from 
the instantaneous real consumption of the private and the public 
good. Each worker has identical preferences in the three forms of 
consumption, which are represented by the following instantaneous 
util ity function: 

cw(t) = worker's consumption of the private good. 

c,t w( t) = worker's consumption of leisure. 

cgw(t) = worker's consumption of the public good. 

We require also the following to hold: 

(55a) 

Condition (55a) indicates that the relative weights of the private 
and the public good in the preferences of all agents are the same. 

" 8In our analysis, 'trend' saving and capital formation are 
assumed away. This implies that when the economy is on the trend 
path, i.e. when the rate of time preference and the rate of 
instantaneous real ;ncome are equal, the workers will not 
participate in the asset markets at all. However, in short-term 
analysis, variations in the rate of time preference are, in 
principle, allowed. This implies that there can be net saving and 
dissaving in the model in the short runo Consequently, workers can 
temporarily, at least in principle, participate in the asset 
markets. Thus the fundamental difference between workers and 
investors is that the latter do not supply labor at all. 
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Secondly, we assume that the workers are organized into a trade 
union. 9 The union negotitates nominal wage contracts with a large 
number of competitive firms. The contracts with each individual 
firm start at the same time and their length is fixed at Tc time 
units. Under the assumed conditions in the labor market, the 
contract negotiations will be dominated by the union. The union's 
policy aims at guaranteeing its members the maximum expected real 
wage rate, given expected full employment. The contract wage, and 
thus the actual nominal wage rate paid to the workers, is such 
that the expected rate of change in nominal wages is equal to the 
expected rate of change in the value of the marginal product of 
the firm, and the expected utility for the firm from producing 
during the contract period is at the competitive level. All 
expectations are formed at the time of contracting. The contract 

9The assumption on the presence of the trade union can be theore
tically defended by the asymmetric position of the workers and 
investors with respect to extreme states of nature. If the sub
sistence rate of consumption is somewhat higher than the lowest 
possible instantaneous real income then there are some states of 
nature in which starvation would threaten consumers. Investors 
could survive such states of nature, if real capital is assumed 
edible, but the workers do not have any means of survival. This 
creates a strong incentive for founding a union, which negotiates 
wage contracts in which the extreme states of nature are elimi
nated. Note that this is not a decisive argument, since forming a 
union is just one way of achieving the security objective. Alter
native (and possibly superior) ways would be e.g. storage of 
goods, insurance, or precautionary saving by workers. 
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wage determination in the economy over an arbitrary contract 

period [tO,tO+TCJ is then given by the following two expressions: 10 

(56a) 

(56b) 

where 

d(p(t)MPl(t» 
EtO [ p(tlMP

l 
(t) J 

. 
== w = v 

dl is the minimum risk premium associated with the'use of 
labor input in production such that the firms are 
indifferent between producing and not producing. ll Other 
notation is adopted fro~ the second section. 
w = rate of increase in the contract wage 

Although simple, our assumption on the nature of wage contracts 
describes fairly meaningful union behaviour. In addition to 
equating the expected rate of change in real wages to the expected 
rate of change in marginal productivity of labor, the specifica
tion implies that the expected ratio of wage income to capital 
income remains constant in the economy. Moreover, even though the 
trade union introduces an externality into the decision making of 

10Expressions (56a) and (56b) can be motivated in a simple way by 
considering the problem of a profit maximizing firm which operates 
in a static riskless environment. The first order conditions for 
such a firm with Cobb-Douglas technology are 
S pY - QHl = 0 
(l-S)pY - QBK = 0 
If we define that 
SY L = MPl 

(l-S)Y = MPK 
K 

then (56b) is a dynamic representation of the first order con
dition for labor under uncertainty concerning actual productivity. 
(56a) is obtained from (56b) by direct differentiation. 

11The expression for the risk premium dl is derived in appendix 1. 
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the fi rms by forc i ng them to bea r some profi ts ri sk " i t a 1 so 
allows the firms to adjust to unanticipated distortions in the 
economy by changing the price of the commodity accordingly within 
the contract period. In particular, note that, according to the 
contract setting rule, the contract wage does not respond at all 
to the potential excess demand and supply situations in the labor 

market. This feature creates the possibility of persistent 
unemployment in the analysis. 

Note also that we assume the contract wage to be binding on the 
government as well. 

Firms pay the fixed nominal rate of return on shares. Within the 
wage contract period, exogenous productivity and price shocks may 
hit the economy. Because of the rigid labor costs, this would 
affect the profits of the firms. It is a~sumed that the firms 
accumulate such profits and losses in each subperiod in a separate 
fund, which is established by the shareholders as part of the 
terms of shares. The proceeds of the fund are shared by investors 
in proportion to their holdings of shares. As a consequence of 
this assumption, the firms do not substitute between capital and 
labor within the contract period. Only shocks of a fairly struc
tural nature, such as changes in the contract wage setting rule, 
will cause variations in the capital-labor ratio. The technology 
becomes essentially a fixed-coefficient technology in the short 
run and a Cobb-Douglas technology in the long runo The variations 
in the balance of the fund may affect the expected returns on 
shares and thereby the portfolio decisions of the investors. Hence 
the investors, by their portfolio choices, set the scale of pro

duction. The firms adjust unemployment so as to maintain the 
equilibrium or long-run capital labor ratio. 

The last general assumption we state is that the economy is a 
monetary economy. Thus, the government has established a conven
tion that all prices in the economy are expressed in terms of the 
currency, which is the only means of payment in the economy. The 
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transactions demand for money is determined by the transactions 
technology, which is assumed to be such that, for one unit of 
expenditure, b{t) units of-money are needed to carry out the 
transaction. Thus the quantity theory, or, in a dynamic context, 
the Cagan money demand function, defines the aggregate transac
tions demand for money in the economy. Formally, this can be 
expressed as 

(57) p{t)y{t) = b{t)M{t) 

where M{t) = transactions demand for money. 

The consequences of the above assumptions on the private sector 
deserve some comments. First, and as usual, the key role of the 
quantity theory identity (57) is in fixing the price level of the 
economy. Second, the separation of workers from investors makes 
labor supply independent of income distribution. Third, the 
construction of profits funds, which makes the technology fixed
coefficient in the short run, also makes the conventional aggre
gate supply curve vertical. Thus, all the shocks which affect the 
profits of firms may affect aggregate supply only by making 
investors adjust their portfolios; consequently, the aggregate 
supply curve shifts. In the standard static graphical exposition, 
the goods markets can be represented by the following figure: 
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Fig. 1. 

GOODS MARKETS EQUILlBRIUM 

p 

y 

In the figure, goods markets are in an equilibrium at point 
(po,yO). A typical demand shock would shift the demand curve to a 

new position. Whether there will be real effects or not in the 
economy depends on whether the investors react to the implied 
change in the price level by adjusting their portfolios. If they 
do, the supply curve will shift as well and there will be real 
effects. If they do not, the supply curve remains where it was and 
the price adjustment equilibrates the goods markets. 

The government produces public goods by means of the technology 
defined in (37), where v g = v is assumed for simplicity. To hire 
the desired amount of labor, the government pays the same contract 
wage to workers as private firms do. To raise capital and to 
finance deficits, the government issues two types of bonds. One 
bond of either type is exchanged for one unit of capital. One of 
the bonds is the riskless asset of the economy, i.e. its nominal 
rate of return is riskless. By contrast, the other bond is risky, 
having a stochastic nominal return. The prices of the two bonds 

follow the following processes: 
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(58a) 

(58b) 

where Q~ (t) price of a risky bond at time t 

Q~{t) price of a riskless bond at time t 
r nominal rate of return on the riskless bond 
rG nominal mean rate of return on the risky bond 

We assume that the riskless return r is always positive and fixed. 

Hence, riskless bonds dominate money holdings as the riskless 
asset of the economy and money is only demanded for transactions 
purposes. Note that, with these assumptions, riskless bonds are in 
effect the speculative money of the economy. 

The mean return rG on the risky bond is determined in the asset 
market equilibrium in a way to be seen later via the requirement 
that the total fraction of capital held in public assets is l-a. 
The government raises revenues by levying taxes on income. The 
aggregate net tax flow is T{t), the determination of which is 
discussed below. 

Under the new assumptions on the economy and the public sector, 
the decision problem of consumers must be split into the problem 
of a representative investor and the problem of a representative 
worker. The two problems can be formulated as follows: 

(59) 
'to+T -p. (s-t

O
) 

max Et {J e 1 

{ci {t)cgi {t),sl'S2'S3} 0 to 
°la;lOgc;{s)+{l-a;)logcg;{s)]ds} 
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s.t. dVB(t) = [~l(rBdt+oBdzB) + ~2(rGdt+oGdzG) + ~3rdt]VB(t) 

- lp(t)ci(t) + Pg(t)Cgi(t)]dt 

(60) 
ta+T -Pi Cs-tO) 

max Et 1 f e 
1 c1w(t) ,c2(t) ,c3w(t)} 0 to 
·la1wlogc1w(s)+a2wlogc2(s)+a3wlogc3w(s)Jds} 

where indexes i refer to the representative investor and indexes w 
to the representative worker. The notation concerning the 
non-human wealth determination in (59) has been generalized from 
that used in the idealized case of section 2.3.1. The notation 
will be defined completely below after equations (61). 

The two problems are relatively easy to solve along the lines 
followed in section 2.2, and therefore we only list here the 
optimal consumption, labor supply and portfolio rules which are 
consistent with our assumptions for the extended model: 

(61a) c(t) = p(~l VB(t) + p(~) VH(t) 

= (l-a)p V (t) + (l-a)p -
(61b) cg(t) VH(t) Pg(t) B Pg(t) 

(61c) ,dt) 
(1-a2W)P 

= 1 w(t) VH(t) - a2w 

(61d) 1 PBG 
~1 2 2 (rB-r) 2 (rG-r). 

°B (l-PBG ) °BoG(l-PBG ) 
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(61e) 

where the following notation and assumptions have been used 

c(t} = ci(t} + c1w(t} 

cg(t} = cgi(t} + c3w(t} 

Pi=Pw=P 

-
VH(t} = QH(t}~H 

~l portfolio fraction of shares, 

~2 portfolio fraction of risky government bonds, 

~3 portfolio fraction of riskless government bonds 

rB(t} == rBdt + 0BdzB = nominal return on shares, 

rB = v, 0BdzB = odzL 

rG(t} - rGdt + 0GdzG = nominal return on risky govern-

ment bonds, 0GdzG = ogdzg 

r = nominal return on riskless government bonds, 
~(t) = rate of labor supply, 

PBG = correlation coefficient between processes 
(dzB, dzG)· 

Conditions (61d-f) define directly the required mean return rG on 

the risky government bond, given the rest of the parameters. To 
simplify notation and subsequent analysis, we assume that the 



government bonds are less risky than shares and that the 

stochastic processes dZB and dZG are correlated so that 
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0G = 0BPBG· These technical assumptions imply the economic 
assumption that, when capital moves between the two sectors, the 
portfolio fraction ~3 remains constant and substitution only 
occurs between shares and risky bonds. Using (61d-f) and the above 

assumptions, and requiring that 1-a = ~1 + ~2' we obtain the 
following solution for rG: 

(62) 

By the above assumptions on the publie sector asset returns, the 
prices of government bonds are given by the following functions: 

(63a) 

(63b) 

The analogue of the idealized publie sector profit function in the 
present more realistic case is the government budget constraint. 
By our assumptions, the government budget constraint is given by: 

(64) dM(t) = dQ~(t)B~(t) + dQ~(t)B~(t) + dQH(t)Lg(t) 

+ dB~(t)Q~(t) + dB~(t)Q~(t} + dLg(t)QH(t) - T(t) 

dZG 1 1 2 2 
(rG+oG ~)QG(t)BG(t) + rQG(t)BG(t) 

+ rB~(t)Q~(t) + dB~(t)Q~(t) + WoH(t)Lg(t) 

+ dLg(t)QH(t) - T(t) = G(t) - T(t) 
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where dM(t) = instantaneous change in money supply 

G(t) = dQ~(t)B~(t) + dQ~(t)B~(t) + dQH(t)Lg(t) 

+ dB~(t)Q~(t) + dB~(t)Q~(t) + dLg(t)QH(t) 

According to (64), the instantaneous change in money supply 

follows a stochastic process determined by several factors. The 
first three terms on the right hand side of (64) refer to factor 
payments made by the government to the private sector. Conven
tionally, these terms can be interpreted as government expen
diture. The following two terms are the effects of changes in the 
stocks of the two types of government bonds. Such changes can be 
indications of either open market operations, implying that 
dB~(t) = -dB~(t), or crowding out or crowding in, requiring capi
tal flows between the private and the public sector. The sixth 
term is the effect of a change in public sector employment on the 
financial position of the government. The last term is the tax 
revenue of the government. 

All possible government policies can be characterized in terms of 
the government budget constraint. As to the effects of policies, 
recall, for instance, that, through the quantity theory equation 
(57), decisions on the right hand side of (64), which cause money 
supply to vary, give rise to variations in the price level. The 
first question of interest is to try to find the policy which 
would guarantee a full employment general equilibrium. Such a 
policy is simply found. If the government sets Lg = (l-u)lH, 
B~+ B~= (l-u)K always, and then collects back all the factor 

payments from consumers in taxes, general equilibrium is reached. 
This requires different tax flows from workers and investors, 
however. Specifically, for the general equilibrium the government 

has to set12 

12Note that in order for policy (65), (66) not to allow for 
distortions, the classification of consumers into investors and 
workers must be exogenous. A distortion would arise if some of the 
consumers could choose whether 'to be a worker or not. 
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(66) 

where refers to investors and w to workers. 

With the general equilibrium poliey, the production and consump
tion of publie goods are at equilibrium levels •. Also, all the 
income created by publie activities is taxed so that only the 
income generated by the private sector is left for purchasing 
private goods. Hence, as consumption is independent of income 
distribution between workers and investors, private production and 
consumption must be equal. 

The policy that guarantees full employment equilibrium seems to be 
very unrealistic, however, if practical situations are considered. 
Problems with demand revelation mechanisms in the case of publie 
goods are well-known, and we have chosen a very simple way to 
avoid them by studying publicly produced private goods. Moreover, 
in reality, lack of information may prevent the government from 
conducting the perfect poliey. For these reasons, we will next 
briefly describe alternative practical policies and their 
formulation. 

It is clear that there are many alternative policies available to 
the government which guarantee full employment and government 
budget balance in the sense of (64) when the economy operates on 
the long-term trend path. It is only in the distortionary 

situations that the role and type of policy become critical. To 
ignore uninteresting cases, let us define that, for any plausible 
government poliey, the budget balance holds in the sense of (64) 
when there are no distortions present in the economy, i.e.: 
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(67) 

where 

dM(t) 

refers to the general equilibrium time paths of 

variables 

The government's role can be simplified in the formal model by 

using the familiar disposable income notation. The model (61) then 

becomes: 

(61a') 

(61c-f) as above 

Note that, if the government is running a balanced budget and no 
expenditure is financed by money printing, then the following 
identity must hold in the consumption function (61a'): 

-
(68) p(VB(t)+VH(t)) - T(t) p(t)y(t) 

Equation (68) states that consumers spend all national income 
earned in the private sector on private goods, if the government 
runs a balanced budget in the restricted sense above. Wi~h the 
notation of the simplified model (61a'), (61c-f), all the charac
terizations of fiscal policy can be carried out in terms of the 

disposable income. 

Threedifferent policy regimes will be considered in the analysis 
of the third chapter. A common feature to all the regimes is that 
the government always employs a fraction 1-a of the labor force. 
The choice of the three specific regimes is based on the type of 
distortion that the policy maker is to deal with. In our analysis, 
the potential distortion arises from the fact that, owing to some 

exogenous events, the price level may fluctuate. This makes the 
real rate of return on shares fluctuate. As the riskless nominal 
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interest rate is always fixed at r, investors will be willing to 
reallocate their portfolios, if this is allowed, or if the 
distortion is not neutralized. 

In order to make the analysis interesting, we impose the.following 
general restriction: The government prevents all speculative 

actions that are taken after the shock has started. This assump
tion can be motivated by some considerations. First, it is 
reasonable to assume that the government observes the shock and 
understands its consequences at the latest at the time when it 
occurs. If this were not accepted, the government would be 
believed to have inferior information relative to the investors. 
Second, the government also knows that any action that the 
investors take after the onset of the shock aims at samehow 
circumventing the effects of the contract wage rigidity, which 
they are already paid for in the form of the risk premium. If the 
government were to allow the portfolio adjustments after the shock 
has hit the economy, it would be conducting policy in favor of 
investors. One example of a policy that would eliminate trading 
after the onset of such a shöck is a specific tax. 13 

What investors can do under the above restriction is to engage in 
speculative portf~lio adjustments before the shock actually 
occurs. Any government's policy rules must be related to such 
behaviour in circumstances where the goxernment may have poor 
information. The first policy regime can be viewed as analogous' to 
the familiar money targeting monetary poliey. When the government 
follows this regime, it fixes a money supply rule and sells as 
many bonds on the::terms defined in (58a,b) as investors want to 
buy. Since the bo~ds sell at the general equilibrium terms, the 

13An appropriate policy would be to impose a specific capital 
income tax on investors. If the government announced that all the 
additional income that investors would receive from portfolio 
adjustments after the shock would be taxed to finance unemployment 
benefits indirectly caused by those portfolio adjustments, then 
investors would have no incentive to reallocate investments. 
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government knows that, when there are no distortions, it will 
raise the general equilibrium amount of capital. When a shock that 
changes the price level hits the economy, there will be redis
tribution of income between investors and workers. If the 
investors anticipate the shock in advance, by the substitution 
assumption stated above after (61) they trade shares for risky 
bonds, or vice versa, depending on the shock. Hence, the amount of 
speculative money remains constant and the 'money targeting 
policy' characterization is justifiable for the regime. The money 
targeting policy regime can be specified by the following ex
pressions: 

(69a) 

(69b) 

(69c) 

dM{ t) _ 
~-v 

dQ~(t) 
.,....-,.........- = 
QG(t) 

dQ~(t) 
QG(t) rdt 

In (69al, we have determined that the government chooses the 
specific money supply rule by which the money supply grows at the 
mean rate of growth of productivity. 

The second policy regime can be seen as analogous to the interest 
rate targeting monetary policy. In this policy, the government 
tries to adjust the nominal terms' on government bonds so that 
variations in the price level do not cause capital to shift 
between the two sectors. The rate of return on the riskless bond 
must be held. constant by definition, so that only the mean rate of 
return or the nominal price of the risky bonds can be adjusted. 
Later, it will be seen that, under this policy regime, the 
investors speculate by trading risky bonds for riskless bonds, and 
vice versa. As riskless bonds are an exact analogue of speculative 
money in our model, we can let the government fix the transactions 
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money supply and yet have a perfectly flexible supply schedule of 

riskless claims on the government. This, on the other hand, is 
the key characteristic of the interest rate targeting policy in 
traditional analyses (see e.g. Poole (1970». Formally, we can 
define the interest rate targeting regime by the following 

expressions: 

d M{t) = v M(t) (70a) 

1 Q~{t) QGR{t) 
QBR(t) =osm (70b) 

(70c) 
d Q~{t) 

r dt 
Q~{t) 

Condition (70b) requires that the ratios between the real price of 
a risky bond and the real price of a share, indicated by subscript 
R, and between the respective nominal prices must be equal. This 
is the requirement that variations in the price level will not 
cause variations in the relative preferability between risky bonds 

and shares. 

Finally, we will specify the regime of the Keynesian stabilization 
policy, the objective of which is to minimize real fluctuations in 
the economy. In our model, this amounts to minimizing the 
unemployment rate. In the Keynesian regime, the government can 
freely choose both the net tax flow dt) 'and the money supply 
rule. The Keynesian regime can be characterized by the following 

minimization problem: 

(71) min {un{t»2 

t dt}, M{t)} 
s. t. (64) 
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where un(t) 

- -
(L(t)+Lg(t)-(L(t)+Lg(t» 

unemployment rate = _ _ 
L(t) + Lg(t) 

refers to the full employment equilibrium level 
of the respective variable 

In the cases which we will study, the minimization problem (71) 
turns out to be trivial, as policies guaranteeing a zero rate of 
unemployment are always available. 

In the general framework presented above, various experiments in 
closed economy macroeconomics can be studied. Particular 
complexities in the model due to stochastic variations about the 
trend path can be avoided by studying cases in which there is an 
exogenous shift in some of the parameters, but during which the 
stochastic variations, at least in the public sector, are equal to 
zero. One such case is studied in the third chapter, where the 
effects of a temporary shift in savings behaviour are analyzed. 

2.4 A model of a small open economy 

The basic assumptions of the 'conventional' closed economy model 
are used to a large extent as the underlying assumptions in the 
open economy model. Thus the assumptions on two different groups 
of consumers, the trade union, wage contracts and profits funds 
are retained unchanged in the open economy analysis. Additional 
assumptions are needed for different blocks of the economy: the 
preferences of consumers must include the need for imports, the 
position of the government with respect to the economy has to be 
simplified slightly, and the links between the home country and 
the rest of the world must be specified. 

It is assumed that the representative investor has a weight 

a4i in his Cobb-Douglas utility function representing consumption 
of imported goods, or cmi(t). The corresponding weight of the 
representative worker is a4w. In particular, we require that 



(72) 
a4i a4w 

ali + a3i + a4i alw + a3w + a4w 

Condition (72) states again that the relative weights of imports 
are the same,in the preferences of both investors and workers. 
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The government of the home country, is in principle, simila~ to 
the one specified in the closed economy model. Thus the government 

provides the economy with public services, supplfes money and 
levies taxes to partially finance public expenditure. The main 
difference is that the government issues only one bond at a 
riskless rate of return r to raise capital in the home economy. 
The government fixes the size of the public sector at 0.3' i.e. the 
government always employs a fraction 0.3 of the labor and capital 
of the home economy in public sector activities. At a rate of 
return r, a fraction s3 of the capital owned by investors is 
supplied to the government. Hence, if s3 < 0.3' then the government 
borrows the implied difference in capital from abroad. If, 
alternatively, s3 > 0.3 then the government invests the excess 
capital abroad. If labor is immobile, the government has no 
corresponding problem with labor supply, as long as it pays the 
contract wage to workers. The other difference in the government 
position is that the autonomy of the government with respect to 
the money supply rule is limited by the influence of the rest of 
the worl,d. Our specifi c assumpti on i n thi s respect i s that the 
government sets the money supply rule so as to eliminate 
systematic, anticipated inflation rate differences between the 

home country and the rest of the world. 

The home country is a small economy relative to the rest of the 

world. In particular, the foreign currency prices p~(t} and p~(t} 
of the imported and exported goods are exogenous to the domestic 
investors. In the analysis, we ignore variations in the terms of 
trade and assume that imported and exported goods are physically 
measured in units such that p~(t} = p~(t} = p*(t). The world price 
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level is determined by the money supply abroad through the 
quantity theory. The rate of growth of money supply abroad is 
given by: 

(73) 

where 

dM*(t} = m*(t} = (v*+rr*}dt + a*du M*(tl 

du ~ N(O,1) i. i. d. 

v* = world rate of growth of productivity 
rr* = mean world inflation rate 

The time path of the world price level, p*(t}, implied by the 

quantity theory and the money supply rule (73) is: 

t 
(74) p*(t} POexp{rr*(t-tO} + a* f du} 

to 

According to (74), the world price level follows a geometric 

brownian motion stochastic process, where the random component is 
due to the presumed inability of the policy authority of the rest 
of the world to set the money supply precisely. We stated above 
that the home country government sets the money supply so that no 
systematic differences occur between domestic and foreign 
inflation rates. This requires that the domestic rate of growth of 
money supply under nondistortionary conditions is: 

(75) ~~H} :: m(t} (v+rr*}dt 

Money supply rule (75) implies that the time path of the expected 

home country price level, EtOp(t), becomes 

On the other hand, the domestic price level and the world price 
level must be connected via the exchange rate s(t} as follows: 
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(77) p{t) = s{t)p*{t) 

We assume that the home country tries to keep the exchange rate 
Po 

fixed at the initial level So = ~. Hence, the actual price level 
o 

in the home country becomes: 

(78) p{t) 

Thus, the actual price level is the home country varies directly 
with the world price level variations. 

The home country supports the initial exchange rate by intervening 
continuously in the market for foreign currency. To be able to do 
so, the central banks of the home country and the rest of the 
world exchange currencies at the initial exchange rate, so that 
the expected time path of the foreign exchange reserves of the 

home country, EtOR{t), is: 

When domestic agents respond to exogenous shocks, the time path of 

actual reserves may deviate from the autonomous path. We assume 
that there ex;st a critical lower bound ~(t) and an upper bound 
R{t) of reserves such that, if the actual level of reserves falls 
below B{t), then the home country devalues, and, if the reserves -
rise above R{t), then the home country revalues. The limits are 

defined by: 
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-
The exogeneity of the limits B(t) and R(t) is assumed for con-

venience here. Endogenous determination of such limits could 
possibly be derived along the principles of some inventory theore
tic models or models of the demand for transactions balances 
(models of Miller-Orr, Baumol-Tobin etc.), but such a specifica
tion is considered ~oo costly in terms of additional complexities 
to be worth deriving here. 

The percentage of both the devaluation and the revaluation is 

always assumed to be constant at k. The idea behind the assumption 
is that such a policy is required by an outside authority, e.g. by 
the IMF. This type of policy assumption is at first glance very 
naive. However, it turns out later in the fourth chapter that it 
is not as restrictive as it may appear. For it will be seen that, 
if k is arbitrarily set small and e.g. a devaluation must be 
carried out, there is practically always speculation going on at 
the time of the devaluation. If a devaluation of k-percent is not 
large enough, speculation continues and a new devaluation must 
occur. This process must be repeated until the economy has 
'searched' the devaluation which is correct multiple of k-percent. 

The interest rate in the world financial market is uncertain. 
Specifically, the nominal rate of return on bonds denominated in 
foreign currency is: 

(81) 

where 

dQ*B(t) 
Q~(t) 

r*dt + o*dz* B B B 

rB = mean foreign interest rate 

0s = standard deviation of the process dz~ 
dzS - N(O,l) i.i.d 

At this rate of return, domestic investors and the government can 
invest in foreign bonds or borrow from the foreign financial 
market. To simplify the analysis, we adopt the assumption that 
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substitutions in the porfolios of domestie investors oeeur only 
between shares and foreign bonds, and thus the portfolio share of 
the government bonds remains eonstant. Teehnieally, we assume that 
the risks attaehed to foreign bonds are smaller than those 

attaehed to shares. In that ease 08 = PB*OB' PB* = eorr(dzBdzs)' 
guarantees the proposed portfolio adjustments. 

Given the above assumptions, we eould reformulate deeision 

problems of the representative investor and worker. Sinee, 
however, sueh formulations would be exaetly analogous to those 
presented in seetion 2.3, we do not present them here. In 
eonelusion, we list the aggregate eonsumption and portfolio rules 
of the eeonomy)4 

(82a) c(t) 
<X1 P -

= PTtTlVB(t)+VH(t)J 

(82b) cg(t) 
<X3 P -

= o=TtTlVB(t)+VH(t)J 
Pg 

(82e) em(t) 
<X4P -

sop*(tl l VB(t)+VH(t)] 

14Note the interesting difference between portfolio rules (82e,f) 
and the eonventional portfolio rules of an international 
eonsumer-investor found in e.g. Maeedo (1981) and Meersehwam 
(1982). Rules (82e,f), derived under the fixed exehange rate 
regime, are similar to elosed eeonomy portfolio rules, while the 
eonventional rules of the international investor, obtained under 
flexible exehange rates, inelude hedging against variations in the 
international purehasing power of the portfolio. The latter type 
of hedging beeomes effeetive under fixed exehange rates only 
through speeulation against diserete jumps in the exehange rate. 
This effeet will be derived in seetion 2.5. 
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(82d) R, = 1-u2w 

(82e) 1;1 2 1 2 (rB-rS) 
0" B (l-p B*) 

(82f) 2 2 1 2 (rS-r) 1 
1;2 - 2 2 (rB-r) 

O"BPB* (l-p B*) O"B(1-PB*) 

(82g) 1;3 1 - 1;1 - 1;2 

where uI = uI i' u3 = u3i' u4 = u4i 
em(t) = demand for imports 

1;1 portfolio fraetion of shares 

1;2 portfolio fraetion of foreign bonds 

1;3 portfolio fraetion of government bonds 

We ean again abstraet from the publie seetor and leisure eonsump

tion in the eonsumption rules above, and state the rules in terms 
of disposable ineome. Let, then, u be the preferenee weight of 
eonsumption of the domestie good and 1-u that of imports. Then 
(82a) and (82e) ean be replaeed by 

On the basis of (82a'), (82e') and (82e-g) we ean state the 
important open eeonomy variables relevant for further analysis. 
Sinee produetion in the domestie private seetor is determined in 
the same way as in the elosed eeonomy model, exports are given by 
the following residual 

(83) x(t) = y(t) - e(t) 
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The current account surplus in home currency then becomes: 

The stock of capital exports is the value of domestic capital held 
in foreign bonds. The stock of capital imports, on the other hand, 
is the residual capital imports by the government needed to 
satisfy capital needs in the public and, possibly, the private 
sector. 15 Denoting the home currency values of the stock of exports 

by Xc(tl and the stock of imports by Mc(tl, the expressions for 
them are: 

(85al 

-
(85bl Mc(tl = sO(1-sl(tl-s2 (tllQB(tlK 

The net inflow of capital, C(tl, measured in home currency, 
follows from instantaneous changes in the stocks in (85a,bl, and 
is given by: 

-
(86l c(tl -sOds2 (tlQS(tlK 

Note that valuation changes in (85a,bl represent interest receipts 
and payments, and are included in the disposable income and hence 
in the current account surplus. 

15The needs in the public sector can include the equilibrium gap 
in finance, or u3 - s3, and the possible finance for government 
budget deficit. The latter will be ignored here. The needs in the 
private· sector can be due to the equilibrium gap l-u3-s1, as 
investors could in principle be net exporters or importers of 
capital in the equilibrium. Full employment equilibrium in the 
home country requires capital imports by the government, if 
investors are net exporters of capital in the equilibrium. This 
could happen in the general equilibrium, if the government lets 
investors hedge optimally against all risks and bears the 
aggregate risk itself. In the open economy model, the government 
would then be financing firms by loans. 
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The current account surplus and the net capital inflow together 
determine the instantaneous change in reserves in excess of the 
exogenous policy-generated change that was implicitly defined in 
(79). Measured in home currency, the non-policy-generated 
instantaneous change in reserves is simply: 

(87) dR(t)n = S(t) + C(t) 

Expression (87) defines a complicated stochastic differential 
equation. This can be seen by writing out its complete explicit 
form as follows: 

(88) 
t 

sopåexp{rr*(t-tO)+a* J du}[yoexp{v(t-tO) 
t o 

t t 
+ a J dz} - {v(lSl(t)QBOexp{rB(t-tO)+aB J dz B} 

t o t o 
t 

+S2(t)QSOexp{rB(t-tO)+ag J dzg} 
t o 

-
+s3QGOexp{r(t-tO)} ]K 

+ (sl(t)+u3)QHOexP{v(t-tO)}tH) - T(t)}] 

t 
- sOds2 (t)QgOexp{rS(t-tO)+aS J dzS} 

t o 

It is clear that the global general equilibrium mean of the 
non-policy-generated change in reserves is zero, even though the 
expected change for other than policy reasons can temporarily 
differ from zero. Such temporary deviations are due to speculative 
responses of agents to exogenous events. The stochastic parts in 
(88) will not in general sum to zero, except under very specific 
assumptions concerning government policy analogous to assumptions 
(65) and (66) in the closed economy case. 



The change in total reserves consists of the policy-generated 
change defined in (79) and the non-policy-generated change 
specified in (88), and is 

(89) dR(t) = dR(t)P + dR(t)n 
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The above remarks concerning the non-policy-generated change 
indicate that the probability distribution of the change in total 
reserves is likely to have time dependent parameters. In addition, 
the time dependence of the moments of (89) may be highly 
nonlinear. 

The model developed so far provides a sufficient framework for 

open economy analysis except in one important aspect. The policy 
of the home country government to try to follow the fixed exchange 
rate regime can, with appropriate sequences of shocks, to which 
agents respond, create devaluation or revaluation expectations. 
These expectations can generate speculative behaviour, which may 
have strong feedback effects on the economy and can lead to 
temporary deviations from zero of the mean of (88) as mentioned 
above. Therefore, we have to examine in what ways exchange rate 
expectations and the implied speculation may affect decision 
making. 

2.5 Speculation and fixed exchange rates 

In principle, expectations of discrete jumps in the exchange rate 
can affect the economy through both the goods and the financial 
markets. If goods are storable, devaluation expectations would, 

for instance, most likely lead to a speculative bui)d-up of 
inventories of the imported goods before devaluation. Furthermore, 
such expectations would cause exports of capital, since the 
expected rate of return on foreign asset would increase. In our 
analysis, we have assumed goods to be non-storable, so that only 
the asset market effects of jump expectations are relevant for our 
purposes. Consider then the representative investor in the open 
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economy environment. He can, as was assumed above, invest his 
wealth in shares, government bonds and foreign bonds. With the 
assumed preferences, his consumption and portfolio problems are 
separable, and hence we will suppress the consumption decisions 
for simplicity at this stage. The portfolio problem of the 
investor can be completely characterized by the following Bellman

equation: 

(90) 0 max EtO{U[C(t}] - pJ(VB(t,s},s,t) 
{1;1,1;2,1;3} 

where 

aJ(VB(t,s),s,t} 
+ aVB(t,s) dVB(t,s) 

1 a2J(VB(t,s},s,t) 
+2 aVB(t,s) ldVB(t,s}] 

dVB(t,S} = l1;l(rBdt+cr Bdz ) + 1;2(rsdt+crSdz*} + 1;3 rdt]VB(t,s} 

1;3= 1 - 1; C 1; 2 

ulc(t)J = generalized utility index 

In order to find out how the behaviour of the investor changes 
with exchange rate jump expectations, we have to determined in 
what ways equation (90) must be adjusted so that it takes discrete 
jumps in the exchange rate into account. 

First, we construct a purely technical derivation and give an 
interpretation to it at_a later stage. Suppose, then, that there 
is a small probability A that, at any instant, the exchange rate 

can discretely jump from the ;nitial level so to the level 
sl = (l+k)sO· In economic terms, this means that a k-percent 
devaluation is likely to happen in the home country, but that 
the timing of the event is unknown within a finite time interval 
and can occur with equal likelihood at any moment. With these 
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assumptions, the exchange rate follows a Poisson process defined 
by16: 

(91) ds = kdv 

where dv = 0 with probability 1 - A 

dv = 1 with probability A 

A is defined by the following statements: 

Pr{devaluation occurs once in the time interval (t,t+h)} 
= ~h + O(h) 

Pr{devaluation ~oes not occur in the time interval 
(t,t+h)} = 1 - Ah + O(h) 

Pr{devaluation occurs more than once in the time interval 
(t,t+h)} = O(h) 
and O(h) is of the asymptotic order zero in the following 
sense: ~(h) is O(h) if lim (~(h)/h) = 0 

h+O 

It can be shown that, with assumption (91), the Bellman equation 

representing the decision making situation of the investor changes 
into the following form: 17 

(92) 0 = max Eto{ulc(t)] - pJ(VB(t,s),s,t) 
{~1'~2'~3} 

aJ(VB(t,s),s,t) 
+ aVB(t,s) dVB(t,s) 

1 a2J(VB(t,s),s,t) 
+ ~ aVB(t,s) ldVB(t,s)]} 

-
+ AlJ(VB(s1,t),s1,t) - J(VB(so,t),so,t)]} 

16See Merton (1971), pp. 395 - 396. 

17See Malliaris- Brock (1982), pp. 121 - 124. 
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Intuitively, the change in the Bellman equation due to the 
possible jump in the exchange rate is easy to interpret. The last 
term in (92) represents the expected value of the change in the 
utility of the investor, given that the_wealth level of the 
investor may jump with the probability A. 

Equation (92) can be developed into an operational form by 
studying the change in real wealth due to the jump in the exchange 
rate. The total wealth levels of the investor measured in home 

currency before and after the devaluation are the following: 

-
(93a) VB(t,so) = lSl (t)QB(t)+s2(t)sOQS(t)+s3(t)QG(t)]K 

-
(93b) VB(t,sl) lSl(t)QB(t)+s2(t)slQS(t)+s3(t)QG(t)]K 

Thus, as is to be expected, the change in real wealth is a 
fraction k of the home currency value of the foreign currency 
denominated assets in the portfolio, where k is the devaluation 
percentage. By using (94), we can now develop an operational 
representation for the last term of equation (92). Applying the 
Taylor approximation, the term can be written as follows: 

-
(95) AlJ(VB(t,sl),t,sl) - J(VB(t,so),t,sO)] 

- aJ(VBl t,sO),t,soJ) 
= A( aVB[(t,sol,t,so] s2k VB(t,so) 

a2J( VBl t,so)·t,sOJ) 2 2 2 
+ 2 s2(sl-Es1) VB(t,so) ) 

aVBl t,so),t,so] 

The approximation in (95) becomes useful when one observes that 
the other partials of the J-function in (92) are also evaluated at 
5 = 50. If we assume first that the devaluation percentage is 
known with certainty to be equal to k, then the second order term 
in (95) disappears from the point of view of equation (92), in 
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which expectations are taken over the entire right hand side of 
the equation. Substituting (95) now into (92), taking into account 
the constraints of (90) and reordering terms, we can write 
equation (92) in the following form: 

(96) 0 = max {u[c(t}] - pJ(VB(t,sO},so,t} 
{s1's2 } 

aJ{VB(t,sO},so,t} * -
+ aVB(t,sO) Ilsl(rB-r}+s2(rB+Ak-r}-r]VB(t,sO} 

2 
1 a J(VB(t,sO},so,t} l 2 2 2 * 

-c(t}} + 2 2 sl GB+ sl s2PB*GBGb 
a VB (t, sO) 

+S~GB2JVB(t,so}2} 

With the Cobb-Douglas preferences, the above Bellman-equation 
implies the following optimal portfolio rules: 

(97a) 

(97b) 1 -
s2 = (r*-Ak-r) 

*2 (1:" 2) B GB PB* 

Thus the effect of-devaluation speculation on investment behaviour 
is startlingly simple. If the devaluation percentage k is known 
with certainty, the effect is simply that the mean return on 

foreign assets is -i·ncreased from the investor's point of view by 
Ak percent. Otherwise, the portfolio rules remain exactly the same 

as they were without devaluation expectations. 
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If, alternatively, it is assumed that k is perceived to be an 
independent random variable with distribution k ~ F(k,o~) and that 
the higher-than-the-second moments of the distribution are not 
critical for the validity of approximation (95), then matters 
become only slightly more complicated. With such assumptions, 

equation (96) becomes: 

(98) 0 = max {ulc(t)J - pJ(VB(t,sO),so,t) 
{1;1' 1;2} 

aJ(VB(t,sO),so,t) -
+ aVB(t,sOJ l[1;1(rB-r)+1;2(rS+Ak-r)]VB(t,sO) 

1 a
2
J(VB(t,so),so,(t)) [ 2 2 2 * 

- c(t)} +"2"" 2 1;1°B+ 1;11;2 PB*oBoB 
a VB (t, sO) 

+1;~(0~2+~0~)JVB/~ so)2 

Equation (98) leads to the following optimal portfolio rules: 

(99a) 1;1 = 

(99b) 

The portfolio rules in (99) with an uncertain devaluation 
percentage differ from (97) in only two respects. First, the 
uncertainty of the devaluation percentage increases the total 
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uncertainty of the devaluation percentage increases the total 
variance of the portfolio, thus increasing the common denominators 

in ~l and ~2' This means an adjustment of portfolios towards the 
riskless asset. Secondly, the risky devaluation speculation adds 
a discount to holdings of shares, because shares are free from 
this type of risk. Consequently, the demand for shares becomes 

larger with a risky than a riskless devaluation percentage. 

The technical derivation of the effects of exchan~e rate 

speculation on the behaviour of an investor is now complete. In 
the analysis, the probability A was treated purely parametrically 

and here we seek to present an interpretation for the endogenous 
determination of A. 

The determination of reserves was specified above in (89), where 
exchange rate speculation was not explicitly included. An equation 
of type (89) determines the instantaneous probability distribution 
of the change in reserves. Let the density function and the 
distribution function of dR(t) at time t be ft(dR(t)) and 
Ft(dR(t)), respectively. An evaluation point of Ft(dR(t)) defines 
the probability for the event that reserves change by the spec
ified amount during the following time-interval dt. The two 
evaluation points that are analytically of special interest to us 
are the devaluation and revaluation limits B(t) and R(t) defined 
above in (80a,b). Two probabilities can be defined in terms of 
B(t) and R(t) as follows: 

(lOOa) Pr{devaluation occurs within the time interval (t,t+dt)} 

d = Ft(~(t)):: At 

(lOOb) Pr{ revaluation occurs within the time interval (t, t+dt)} 

= l-F t(R(t)) :: A~ 
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The probabilities Ä~ and A~ are the gross probabilities for a 
devaluation or a revaluation to occur within a short interval. 
Note that, in the technical portfolio rules, the gross probabil
ities would enter symmetrically but with opposite signs, since the 
sign of the rate of return effect depends on the sign of the 
change in the exchange rate. It is then useful to define two 

alternative probabilities which combine the effects of the gross 
probabilities. Specifically, we state that 

(lOla) At = Prldevaluation occurs and revaluation does not occur 
wi thi n the time i nterva 1 (t, t+dt) } 

d r °f d r Ät - At , 1 Ät > At 

(lOlb) At = Prlrevaluation occurs and devaluation does not occur 
within the time interval (t, t+dt)} 

r d 0 r d = At - At , lf At > At 

The probabilities At defined by ~lOla,b) are the operational 
counterparts of the probability A used in the technical analysis. 

Note in particular that, if \~ ~ A~ and there are 'net' expecta
tions of devaluation, then the Ä's in the portfolio rules (97) and 

(99) can be replaced directly by ~he At defined in (lOla). If, 
alternatively, A~ > A~, then the A 's can again be replaced by the 
At defined in (lOlb), but the signs of all the terms involving 

revaluation speculation must be changed. How the probabilities Ät 
are actually obtained is an entirely different issue, the com
plexity of which is easily hidden by technical treatments such as 
the one above. In principle, agents form estimates of At by 
interpreting economic events in light of the open economy model 
that generates the instantaneous distribution Ft(dR(t)) of the 
change in reserves. It would be natural to assume that such 
estimates were rational expectations on the probabilities At , 
However, the information processing problem of agents in forming 
such estimates is a formidable challenge. The dynamics in the 
change in reserves is likely to be of a high order and the 



problems in determining the time path of the probabilities At in 
the fourth chapter where the macroeconomic consequences of 
speculation are analyzed in a linearized version of the open 
economy model developed above. 
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It should be clear that the procedure developed above is 

applicable to a variety of situations in wh;ch an agent ;s 
speculating on an event the timing of which he does not know 
precisely. We will also apply the procedure in the closed economy 
analysis of the th;rd chapter, where one case to be analyzed 
includes a demand shock, the magnitude of which agents know with 
certainty, but the timing of which they are unsure of. 

2.6 Concluding remarks 

In the above analysis, three different frameworks were developed. 
First, a simple closed economy nonmonetary model was derived. The 
computation of the general equilibrium relative prices of this 
economy was presented. The basic framework was then extended to 
include the public sector, demand for money and the input market 
mechanism generating Keynesian rigidities in the economy. Finally, 
the model was extended further to include exports and imports of 
goods and capital under the small open economy assumptions. 

As a somewhat separate piece of analysis, the behaviour of an 
international investor making decisions under devaluation 
expectations was examined. The portfolio rules of the investor 
were derived, given both a certain and an uncertain devaluation 
percentage. It was shown that a positive probability of a 

k-percent devaluation, where k is certain, makes the investor 
favour assets denominated in foreign currency. It was also shown 
that if k is a random variable, then demand for the riskless asset 
increases relative to the case of a certain k and more at the cost 
of the foreign assets. 



3 SPECULATION AND THE REAL BALANCE EFFECT: THE NEUTRALITY OF 

STABILIZATION POLICY RECONSIDERED 

3.1 Introduction 

In the historical debate on the pol icy-neutral ity question, three 
phases can be distinguished. The basic classical position was 
that, with flexible prices, the Walrasian general equilibrium 
world operates continuously in full employment and there is no 
room for welfare improvements by means of economic policy. The 
opposing claim was that, by introducing Keynesian rigidities into 
price adjustments, it became possible to model situations in which 
the full use of real resources required policy actions from the 
public authority. The classical school found a counterargument in 
the real balance effect (see Pigou (1943) and Patinkin (1948, 
1956) for the traditional position, Tobin (1980) and Fischer 
(1981) for a reconsideration, and McCallum (1983) for a recent 
application in a dynamic rational expectations model), being again 
able to claim that no policy was necessary. The essence of the 
real balance effect was that varia~ions in the price level create 
capital gains or losses for those agents who are holding money. 
These capital gains or losses have a balancing effect on aggregate 
demand, thus allowing the economy to adjust in full employment. 

The same kind of policy effectiveness debate has been going on 
again since the early 1970's. The emphasis in the early phases of 
the controversy (e.g. in the early works of Lucas) was on the 
rational expectations hypothesis. In short, it was claimed that, 
if agents form their expectations rationally, then systematic 
policy would, once again, have no effects on real economic 
variables. Later on, it became clear through the counter examples 
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of e.g. Phelps - Taylor (1977) and Fischer (1977) that the crucial 
assumption for policy neutrality was, in fact, the price flexibi
lity assumption, and not so much the rational expectations 
hypothesis. This point was especially emphasized in Tobin (1980, 
essay 2). 

In the following, we try to carry out a dynamic policy 

effectiveness analysis in which the separation of capital and 
labor supply decisions and a Keynesian rigidity in the form of 
nominal wage contracts are allowed to create potentially feasible 
conditions for nonneutrality results. However, we also allow for 
the presence of the real balance effect, which provides the 
economy with a potential automatic stabilizing mechanism. 

Specifically, we will study effects of demand disturbances in the 
closed economy model developed above in section 2.3. The money 
targeting regime, as defined in section 2.3, is the neutral 
government policy in our model, because it does not eliminate in 
any way the fundamental distortion in the economy. Hence, we say 
that the automatic stabilizing mechanism, i.e. the real balance 
effect, neutralizes the demand shock if the shock causes no real 
effects under the money targeting policy. The consequences of the 
same shocks are then compared under the alternative monetary 
policy, or the interest rate targeting, regime and under the 
Keynesian stabilization policy. If the shock causes no real 
effects under the policy regime, we say that the policy is 

nonneutral. 

The basic demand disturbance - a temporary shift in the rate of 

time preference of consumers, or a savings shock - is analyzed 
under three different informational assumptions. First, it is 
assumed that the shock is unanticipated. Second, the shock is 
assumed to be anticipated in the sense that agents know precisely 
the timing of the demand shift. Finally, the shock is assumed to 
be anticipated, but now in the sense that agents know exactly the 
time-interval within which the shock hits, but do not know the 
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precise timing of the shock within the time-interval. A specific 
feature and novelty of the analysis is that, while the analysis 
itself is carried out in continuous time, the shocks are discrete 
events in all the three cases. This choice reflects the view that, 
in many or even most cases, events are fundamentally discrete in 
nature but occur in a timewise continuous environment. 

The two types of anticipated shocks cause very different responses 
in the economy. If the timing of the shock is known precisely, 
then both the price level and output adjust an instant before the 
shock occurs, and never start adjusting gradually at the time when 
the shock is announced. Gradual adjustment patterns would only be 
obtained if costs of adjustment were assumed. If the timing of the 
shock is uncertain, then both the price level and output start 
adjusting gradually at the time when investors get to know about 
the shock. The price path always includes overshooting. Thus, 
during the speculation preceding the actual onset of the shock, 
the price level changes in the opposite direction to that implied 
by the shock itself. Consequently, during the speculative periods 
before the shock, the price level and the unemployment rate are 
positively associated, i.e., the observed Phillips-curve rela
tionship is positively sloped during these periods. 

The effects of anticipated shocks on the price level and output 
are similar to those obtained in Fischer (1979) during the period 
when the shock is in effect. However, there are marked differences 
in the dynamic responses of the variables before and after the 
shocks. Contrary to what was stated out above about the responses 
in our model, in Fischer's model the price level always adjusts 

gradually to anticipated temporary shocks, with geometric lead and 
lag weights assigned to the shocks. Moreover, overshooting in the 
price level never results in Fischer's model, given the parameter 
assumptions that he uses. 

Our findings can also be connected to a small branch of the 
literature initiated by Leijonhufvud (1973, 1981). The main point 
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of Leijonhufvud's analysis was that an economy has the corridor 
property: the economy can adjust to small shocks without policy 
intervention, but needs policy measures to absorb large shocks in 
full employment. Furthermore, Keynesian fiscal policy rather than 
monetary policy is needed to neutralize the real effects of very 
large shocks. We will reach analogous conclusions in terms of the 
unanticipated and anticipated shocks, and in terms of the money 
targeting, interest rate targeting and Keynesian policy regimes. 
In particular, we will see that the real balance effect combined 
with the money targeting policy regime will only neutralize shocks 
if they are unanticipated. The interest rate targeting policy will 
neutralize anticipated shocks which are of moderate size, while 
Keynesian fiscal policy'is needed to eliminate the real effects of 
very large anticipated shocks. 

The fundamental reason for the results obtained is variations in 
income distribution implied by the fixed contract wage. Investors 
react to such variations within the contract period, and their 
responses make the vertical supply curve shift. Viewed from a 
slightly different angle, variations in the price level make the 
relative preferabilities of different investment opportunities 
vary, and hence make investors adjust their portfolios. This 
mechanism, generally called the Tobin effect and first introduced 
in Tobin (1965) and Mundell (1963), is widely used as a way of 
introducing the non-neutrality of money into a neoclassical growth 
model and is the driving force of e.g. the analysis by Fischer 
(1979). 

3.2 Description of the experiments and the basic argument 

The model of the monetary economy with the conventional public 
sector developed in section 2.3.2 will be used in the following 
analysis. It was seen that the model is a general equilibrium 
model, in which agents behave optimally and form their expecta
tions rationally. A Keynesian rigidity is built into the economy 
by the assumption of nominal wage contracts, which are negotiated 
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between individual firms and the trade union representing the 
workers. Both the technology and preferences in the economy are of 
the Cobb-Douglas type, but the simplifying assumptions on profits 
funds described in section 2.3.2 and the nonresponsiveness of 
union behaviour to disequilibria in labor markets make technology 

fixed-coefficient in the short runo 

The equations of the model and the notation used are listed here 

for convenience: 

(102a) 

(102b) 

(l02c) 

(l02d) 

(l02e) 

(102f) 

(102g) p(t)y(t) = b(t)M(t) 

where c(t) = aggregate demand, or consumption 
y(t) = aggregate supply 

p(t) = price level 
VB(t) = ~onhuman wealth [~lQB(t)+~2Q~(t)+~2Q~(t)]K; 

K = stock of real capital 
~ 

VH(t) = actual human wealth = ~QH(t)H 
~ = labor supply; H = stock of working capacity 
T(t) = tax flow 

" 



1;1 portfolio fraction of shares 

1;2 = portfolio fraction of risky government bonds 

1;3 portfolio fraction of riskless government bonds 
rB (t) - rBdt + aBdzB = vdt + adzL = nominal rate of 

return on shares 

rG(t) - rGdt + aGdzG = nominal rate of return on risky 
government bonds 

r nominal rate of return on riskless government 
bonds 

PBG correlation coefficient between processes 
(dzB, dzG) 

M(t) transactions demand for money 
b(t) velocity of money 
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The contract wage, which is also binding on the public sector, is 
always set in the way specified above in section 2.3.2 i.e.: 

(103a) 
. 
w = v 

(103b) 

To simplify the exposition - without making the analysis any less 
general - we assume that the mean velocity of money equals one and 
that short-term variations in the velocity completely absorb 

random variation in the instantaneous output. These assumptions 
can be formalized as follows: 

t 
(104b) b(t) = exp{a J dzL} 

t o 

In our case, this assumption guarantees that the time path of the 
price level will not be affected by stochastic variations in 
output about the mean. 
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The effects on the economy of very simple demand shocks are 

analyzed in the following. In principle, analysis of two types of 
shifts in demand behaviour is possible in our framework. From the 
point of view of economic motivation, a shift in the preference 
weights of consumers is the simpler case. If the preference weight 
of public services increases in the utility functions of con
sumers, there is a decrease in the equilibrium size of the private 
sector. If the shift of inputs between sectors is frictionless, 
then this type of shock has no analytical interest, as full 
employment general equilibrium is always guaranteed. If, on the 
other hand, moving resources between sectors is costly, then the 
case becomes interesting, but technically complicated even with 
the simplest adjustment cost assumptions. 

The second type of shocks are shifts in saving behaviour. The 
transversality condition (46 iii) set above in section 2.3.1 for 
converting the infinite horizon problem into a finite horizon one 
implies that p = v always holds. This is the same as requiring 
that no capital formation, or no net saving, ever occurs in the 
economy. To allow for the possibility of saving shocks, we have to 
weaken the transversality condition. 

Interpret then the representative investor and worker, who are 
optimizing over infinite time horizons, as a sequence of 
overlapping generations of agents with constant life-times of 
TL time units and with some weight for a bequest motive in pre
ferences. Consider the agents whose life-times end at tO+NTL, 
where N is a very large integer. In discounting problems, the 
decisions of the Nth generation must have a positive amount of 

capital at the end of its life-time, because the bequest motive 
has some weight in the utility function of the generation. We can 
then assume - without significantly affecting the decision making 
of the generations in the near future - that the representative 
investor of the Nth generation has a stock K of capital at the end 

of his life-time. With equally minimal effects, we can assume that 
at the same time the representative worker has no capital. At time 
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tO+NTL, then, the economy has the same endowments as at time ta. 
If we assume further that later generations have identical pre
ferences to the Nth generation, we no longer restrict the choices 

of the generations in the near future. On these assumptions, the 
transversality condition (46 ii) in section 2.3.1 must be 
replaced by the following condition: 

(105 ) 

Condition (l05) differs from (46 ii) in that, in the former·, the 
equality p = v must only hold from time ta+NTL on, whereas, in 
the latter, it must hold throughout the time horizon. 

With condition (105), we have a theoretical justification for 

allowing for differences between the rate of time preference p and 
the mean rate of growth of productivity v in the near future. Such 
differences imply temporary accumulation or decumulation of 
capital, i.e. periods of net saving or dissaving. A complete 
theory of saving and investment could be constructed in our model 
by specifying a relationship between the rate of time preference 
p, the rates of return on different assets, the contract wage rate 
increase and the bequest targets of each generation. 18 To keep 
matters simple, we are much less ambitious and will only consider 
temporary exogenous shifts in the rate of time preference p. 
Specifically, we will study the adjustments in the economy if the 
rate of time preference drops from the zero saving level p = v to 
the level (l-k)p, where k S (0,1). After a while, a shift back 
to the initial level p occurs. A shock of this type can be thought 

to represent an exogenous increase in the preference weight of the 
bequest motive. Note that in order for condition (105) to hold, at 

18This type of theory development would imply endogenization of 
the rate of time preference e.g. in the sense developed by Uzawa 
(1968) and recently applied by, for example, Obstfeld (1981). 
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least one generation before to+NTL must dissave to an appropriate 

extent. 

The above basic savings shock will be studied under three differ

ent informational assumptions and the assum~tion that agents hold 
rational expectations. ln the first case, all consumer start 
saving at the same time, but they are only aware of their own plan 
in advance. A similar asymmetry concerning information on indi
vidual and aggregate decisions is assumed to hold when agents 
return to the trend behaviour. Thus, the temporary demand disturb
ance is an unanticipated event in the first experiment. ln the 
second case, all consumers both start and stop saving at the same 
time, and are fully aware of this fact in advance. The demand 
shock is then anticipated and agents know the timing of the shock 

with certainty. 

ln the third case, a more general shock is analyzed. The basic 
structure of the case is that all agents are known to make the 
same savings decision within a certain time-interval. The deci
sions of a fraction of agents are smoothly distributed over the 
time-interval, while the decisions of other groups of agents are 
truncated about different time points within that interval. None· 
of the agents knows which segment he belongs and no one can infer 
better than probabilistic information on the timing of the 
truncated decisions. Thus the agents have subjective probability 
distributions for both the decisions of the fraction of agents in 
the first cohort and for the timing of the truncated decisions 
within the interval. Note that the decisions of agents in the 
first cohort accumulate the aggregate shock continuously, while 

the effects of the truncated decisions are discrete. 

The idea behind the above general shock structure is that while, 

in general. the decisions of 'atomic' agents can be thought to be 
spread over the whole time interval according to some smooth 
distribution, there could be factors unspecified in the model 
which would implicitly 'group' the decisions of some fractions of 
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agents about the same time point. Empirically, such unspecified 
factors could, for example, be exogenous changes in pension 
schemes, which would probably make agents close to retirement and 
young agents respond very differently. One could imagine that the 
former group would react quickly and at about the same time by 
changing their saving behaviour, while the reaction of the young 
would be more diffuse. 

We abstract from the complicated general structure by studying the 
simple case in which only the workers start and stöp saving at the 
same times, but in which investors know only the scale of the 
decision and the time-intervals within which the commencement and 
termination of saving occur with probability one. To make the 
magnitude of the aggregate shock comparable to the other cases, we 
~ knowing that the income share of workers is s(l-dL) in the 
stationary state - assume that the workers' rate of time pre
ference fa" s to the level (1 - S (l~d) )p, which investors know. 

L 

The saving increases the potential supply of capital in the 

economy. If the consumers actually supply the accumulated capital 
to firms and the public sector, then the economy will move to a 

new equilibrium. In the new steady state, both production and 
consumption would be greater than in the initial state. The 
relative price of capital would be lower, since the economy would 
move along the aggregate production function. For simplicity, we 
want to abstract from shifts in stationary states and merely 
concentrate on analyzing pure demand disturbances. Hence, we make 
the final simplifying assumption that the net saving is pure 
hoarding, i.e. that the aggregate supply of capital in the input 

markets remains constant. With this assumption, the only direct 
consequence of the savings shock is a shift in aggregate demand. 

The three experiments are analyzed under the three policy regimes 

defined above in section 2.3.2. The basic argument concerning the 
policy neutrality issue can be illustrated in terms of Figure 2. 
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Fig.2. 

DEMAND DISTURBANCE AND REAL EFFECTS 

p 

L-________________ ~ __ ~ ______________ y 

In terms of the familiar static demand-supply diagram, the savings 
shock implies, in all three experiments, a temporary shift of the 
aggregate demand curve form the initial position ADO to position 
AD- 1• With a vertical aggregate supply curve, there will only be 

real effects as a result of the shock if the supply curve moves 
from the initial position ASO to an arbitrary new position AS-1• 

The shift in the supply curve will take place if investors take 
speculative actions against the demand shock. Investors are likely 
to do so, as the decrease in the price level implied by the demand 

shift will change their investment opportunities. The latter is 
caused by the wage contracting, which makes the Fisher effect 
fail. If any of the policy regimes is such that under it the shift 
in the supply curve will not occur, then we can say that this 
policy is not neutral relative to the disturbance. 



3.3 Adjustment of the economy to unanticipated shocks 

Let us consider first the case of unanticipated shocks. Suppose 
then that at time t s each agent starts to hoard a fraction k of 
his income flow. Furthermore, let all agents be aware only of 
their own saving plans in advance so that the aggregate shock 

emerges as a surprise to all agents. The aggregate shock implies 
, that the nominal money balances available for transactions uses 

drop to a new time path (l-k)M(t). The quantity theory equation 
determines the price level of .the economy continuously, i.e. the 
following identity must hold: 

(106) y(t) = b(t) M(t) <=> E ly(t)J = M(t) PTIT 0 PTIT 

where the latter identity is based on (104). 
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In the pre-shock equilibrium, money supply grows at a constant 
rate v in all policy regimes so that the price level stays 
constant at PO' Let us therefore denote the general price p(t) by 
the multiplicative form h(t)po' Using this notation, the quantity 
theory equation becomes: 

(107) 

Because the shock is unanticipated, investors cannot take specu

lative actions in .~dvance and at time t s production y(t) remains 
unchanged. Consequently, the price must drop to the level (l-k)PO 
in order to make the remaining money balances sufficient for 

carrying out all the transactions in the goods market. 

Investors observe at time t s that the profits of firms fall as the 
price level drops. This makes shares a less favourable investment 
for them relative to government bonds and investors would, ceteris 
paribus, be willing to adjust their portfolios towards bonds. But 
at the same time the government observes the shock as well, and, 
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by our assumption stated in section 2.3.2 above, prevents such 
profitable trading. Hence, investors are stuck with their port
folios and income distribution changes in favor of workers. 
Because of the Cobb-Oouglas preferences, this does not have any 
effects on aggregate consumption, as it is neutral to variations 
in income distribution. 

At time ts+Ts ' again as a surprise, agents stop accumulating 
hoarding balances. Nominal transactions balances return to the 
path M(t) and, again, there is no change in output since investors 
cannot speculate on the unanticipated event. With the unantici
pated shock, the function h(t) governing the time path of the 
price level takes the following form: 

Graphically, the time path of the price level in the case of the 
unanticipated shock is shown in Figure 3. 

In the aggregate demand-aggregate supply framework, the effects of 
the unanticipated shock can be represented as a temporary shift in 
the demand curve. This is done in Figure 4. 

The demand curve shifts at time t s from position AOO to position 
A01, and moves back at time ts+Ts ' Because investors cannot make 
speculative arrangements to eliminate the effects of the shock on 
their wealth position, the aggregate supply curve stays in its 

initial position AS. The economy adjusts to the shock purely in 
terms of price adjustment. The temporary price decrease raises the 
r~al value of the residual money balances so that the goods market 
equilibrium is guaranteed. Thus, we can say that the real balance 
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THE TIME PATH OF THE PRICE LEVEL ASSOCIATED WITH AN 
UNANTICIPATED TEMPORARY INCREASE IN SAVING 
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Fig.4. 

SHIFT IN AGGREGATE DEMAND ASSOCIATED WITH AN 
UNANTICIPATED TEMPORARY INCREASE IN SAVING 
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effect fully neutralizes the unanticipated disturbance, and none 
of the policy regimes can do any better in stabilizing real 
fluctuations. 

3.4 Adjustment of the economy to anticipated shocks 
with certain timing 

Alternatively, let us consider the same saving shock with the only 
difference being that private agents know at time ta < t s that all 
agents start hoarding a fraction k of their income at time t s and 
continue net saving for Ts time units. Both workers and investors 
then know that at time t s the nominal transactions balances drop 
discretely to the new time path (1-k)M(t), returning back to the 
original path M(t) at time t s+Ts .19 

Even with perfect information on the event, workers cannot hedge 
in any way against price level variations, as they have no 
alternative ways of earning their income and have already fixed 
the contract wage before t s• In this case they obviously would 
have no motivation for such behaviour, as the price level is 
likely to fall if there were no employment effects. Investors, on 
the other hand, can hedge against price level variations, as they 
can in principle adjust the composition of their portfolios. 

To see the hedging alternatives of the representative investor, 
let us study the change in the value of one share relative to the 
value of other assets. In the second chapter, we adopted the 
convention that the riskless government bonds are identical with 
money except for having a positive nominal interest rate. Hence 

the real price of a riskless bond varies in exactly the same way 
as does the real price of money, or follows the time path given 
by: 

19Note that, for simplicity, the shock is assumed to start and 
stop within one contract period in all the three cases. This 
restriction is only relevant in the anticipated cases. 
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(109) 

where h(t): p(t) = h(t)PO 

Equation (109) impl ies that if the price level fall s, i .e. if 
h(t) < 1, then the real price of the riskless bond rises. Because 
h(t) = 1 before the shock, the investor can trade one share for 
QB(t)/Q~(t) riskless bonds any time before the shock. When the 
shock occurs and the price level changes, this exchange ratio 
changes as well. Note that the price level change is deterministic 
and does not change the stochastic properties of the time path of 
the price of shares. Consequently, we can simplify the analysis by 
studying the change in the mean price path of shares. 

With the assumed contract wage determination and assuming a 
discrete shock, the mean real price of one share is determined by 
the profits function of the firm as follows: 

(110) 
1 poy(t) 

Po h ( t 1 [h ( t) - B] v K 

_ lh(t)-B
J 

y(t) 
- h(tl ---vr 

where QBR(t) = mean real price of one share 
B . = S(l-dL) = risk-premium-corrected income share 

of labour 
y(t) = mean output 

The mean real price of a share in no-shock conditions is obtained 
from (110) simply by setting h(t) = 1. Equation (110) implies that 
the real price of a share decreases with the saving shock. This is 
due to the fact that the nominal wage is ihdependent of the price 
level, and therefore the real labor costs rise as the price level 
falls. As the owners of firms, investors must bear all the losses 
of sales revenues. By comparison, recall that the real price of 
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one riskless bond rises with the saving shock. The difference in 
the asymmetric changes in real prices of different assets is an 
indication of the fact that the Fisher-effect does not hold in the 
rigid contract wage economy. 

The shock-adjusted mean real price of a share can also be 

expressed in terms of the no-shock real price as follows: 

(111) QBR(t) (h(t)-B) (1 B) y(t) 
h(t)(l-B) - ~ 

_ (h(t)-B) ( ) 
- h(t)(l-B) EolQBR t J 

Presuming that h(t) < 1 during the saving period, it is clear that 
the investor has two different mean relative prices at which he 
can trade shares for riskless bonds: one price at time ts-dt and 
another - a less favourable one - at time ts+dt. By using (111), 
the two relative prices can be expressed in easily comparable 
forms 

(112a) 

(112b) 

where - refers to time t s - dt and + to time t s + dt, and EO to 
the expectation formed at time ta. 

Equation (112b) reveals that the real value of one share in terms 
of the price level changes by a factor (~I~~)B) at time t s • This 

observation gives us a foundation for deriving the trading policy 
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for an optimizing investor who knows the timing and the magnitude 

of the shock in advance. 

In his trading strategy, the investor has to consider two factors. 
First, the saving shock tends to decrease the price level in a 
similar way as in the case of the unanticipated shock. Second, the 

investor reduces aggregate supply in the market as he moves 
capital from firms to the public sector. Through the quantity 
theory equation, this tends to eliminate the price level effect of 
the saving shock. The two contributions to the price level can be 
seen by writing out the quantity theory equation which takes the 
speculative action of the investor into account: 20 

(113) 

where 

(1-v(t))y(t) (1-k)M(t) 
h(t)PO 

v(t) fraction of output lost by the actions of 

investors. 

Identity (113) can only hold if 

(114) _ (1-k) 
h(t) - (1-v(t)) 

The investor's problem of optimal speculation (or arbitrage in the 
. riskless case) can now readily be specified. As the production 

technology of the firms has the fixed-coefficient property in the 
short run, then the variable v(t) can be interpreted as the 
fraction of the share of capital allocated to firms in the 
investor's no-shock equilibrium portfolio that he trades for' 

bonds. Formally, the variable v(t) can be defined as: 

20Note that in (113) we have used assumption (104) on the specific 
form of b(t). 
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( 115) v(t) 
S1 (t) 

1---
~1 

where ~1 = equi1ibrium va1ue of the fraction of shares 

The gain for the investor from trading a fraction v(t) of shares 

for bonds at time ts-dt rather than at ts+dt, denoted by GS
, is 

given by the fo11owing expression: 

( 116) GS = v(t)ll _ (h(t)-B)j 
1 - B 

1 1 - k 
v(t)l - 1 - v(tl j 1 - B 

The motivation contained in expression (116) can most c1ear1y be 
seen from the first form. The first form states, name1y, that, by 
trading at time ts-dt, the agent avoids a 10ss [1 - (r(:)sB)] per 

unit. or the drop in the rea1 va1ue of a share. The optima1 po1icy 
of the investor is obtained by maximizing (116). Specifica11y, the 
investor's trading prob1em is: 

(117) 

1 _ 1 - k 
max v(t) l 1 - v(tl j 
{v(t)} 1 - B 

The feasib1e solution for (117) is given by: 

(118) v(t) v = 1 - /1I=kT 

Thus the investor moves a fraction 1 - /1I=kT of his capita1 in 
firms into government bonds at time ts-dt. Private production then 
drops by a factor /1I=kT. Using (114) the price 1eve1 equation 

becomes 
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(119) p(t) h(t)PO = ITI=KT Po 

Therefore, the price level drops at time t s by a factor I~, or 

equiproportionately with production. 

An exactly analogous sequence of events occurs at time ts+Ts• 
Investors move capital from ~he public sector to the private 
sector and the equilibrium savings behavior resumes. The time path 
of the price level is drawn in Figure 5. 

The price level drops to the level I~ Po at time t s and then 
rises back to Po at time ts+Ts• Note the difference between the 
standard results for price level behaviour in the case of 
anticipated shocks, presented e.g. in Fischer (1979), and the path 
drawn in Figure 5. We shall discuss the difference in detail in 

section 3.7. 21 

In the static supply-demand diagram in Figure 6, the effects of 
the shock can be demonstrated very clearly. At time t s ' both the 
demand and supply schedules shift to the left so that both the 
price level and output drop by a fraction I~ on,the new 

equilibrium paths. At time ts+Ts ' both curves move back to their 
initial positions. 

21Note that we have ignored the fact that the trading must occur 
dt time units before the shock. This would imply another dis
continuity in the price level at time ts-dt. However, when we let 
dt approach zero, then at the limit we will approximately have the 
price path of the form obtained in the analysis. 
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Fig.5. 

THE TIME PATH OF THE PRICE LEVEL ASSOCIATED WITH AN 
ANTICIPATED TEMPORARY INCREASE IN SAVING 
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SHIFTS IN AGGREGATE DEMAND AND SUPPLY ASSOCIATED WITH 
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So far, we have not made any reference to the policy regimes in 
effect. This is because the above analysis is valid for both the 
money targeting and the interest rate targeting policies, and, 
because under the Keynesian regime, the disturbance can be 
completely neutralized. In the money targeting regime, the 
government is always ready to trade any amounts of risky bonds at 
the prevailing general equilibrium terms. Thus investors will 
effectively trade shares for risky bonds before the start of the 
saving period and risky bonds for shares before the return to the 
trend saving behaviour. On the other hand, in the interest rate 
targeting regime, the government ties the price of the risky bonds 
to the price level so that the ratios between the real prices of 
shares and risky bonds and their nominal prices remain the same. 
Hence, investors will perceive shares and risky bonds as neutral 
investment opportunities relative to price level variations. But, 
by assumption, the nominal price of riskless bonds (speculative 
money) is fixed. Therefore, investors will shift capital between 
the private and the public sector by exchanging shares and 
riskless bonds in the same way as before. In conclusion, both 
types of mone.tary pol i cy regimes wi 11 1 ead to the same real 
effects described above. In this sense, both policy regimes are 
neutral relative to the demand disturbance. 

It is easy to construct an example in which a Keynesian stabiliza
tion policy fully neutralizes the real and the price effects. Let 
the government run a budget deficit during the saving period by, 
e.g., decreasing the tax flow and assume that the deficit is 
financed by money printing. Specifically, let the deficit be of 
'such a magnitude that at time t s ' money supply increases by a 

fraction kM(t} and continues to follow the escalated time path 
until time Ts • Then the nominal transactions balances in the 
economy remain on the equilibrium time path regardless of the 
hoarding decision of consumers. Hence, the price level stays at pO 

throughout the time axis. But then there is no motivatfon for 
investors to speculate and there will be no real effects either. 
The Keynesian stabilization policy is nonneutral in that it 
completely eliminates the real effects of the demand shock. 
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The Keynesian stabilization policy is nonneutral in that it 

completely eliminates the real effects of the demand shock. 

3.5 Adjustment of the economy to anticipated shocks 
with uncertain timing 

As the final case, we will now consider a more general anticipated 
shock. Investors know that a fraction k of the aggregate transac
tions balances is temporarily hoarded by workers, but they do not 
know precisely the timing and the duration of the shock. Specifi

cally, at time ta investors form expectations that, by time t s ' 
the described aggregate saving starts discretely with probability 
one. Once the shock has started, investors find out that, by time 
ts+Ts > t s ' the trend behaviour resumes, again discretely and with 
probability one. The time path of the transactions balances net of 
hoarding are depicted in Figure 7. 

Fig.7. 

THE SAVING SHOCK WITH UNCERTAIN TIMING 
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The figure indicates that the shock can start at any moment within 
the time interval (to,ts ). The shock can stop at any time within 

the whole interval (tO,ts+Ts). If the shock startes at time ta, 
then it will stop by tO+Ts at the l?test, but can stop at any time 
before ta+Ts. If the shock starts at the last feasible moment t s ' 
then the last possible time by which the shock will end is at ts+Ts • 

For simplification, we assume that the timing of both the start 
and the end of the shock is expected to be uniformly distributed 
over the respective time interval. Consider the start of the 
shock. If the probability that the shock will start within.the 
time interval (to,ts ) is one and th~ event has a uniform 
distribution, then the following holds: 

(120a) Pr{shock starts within an arbitrary subinterval h, h + dt} 

t : t = Ah 
s 0 

(120b) Pr{shock does not start within interval h} 

= 1 - t : t = (I-A)h 
s 0 

(120c) Pr{shock starts more than once within interval h} = 0 

Thus the instantaneous probability for the start of the shock 
satisfies the conditions of the Poisson process and we can invoke 
the approach developed for devaluation speculation in section 2.5 
for modelling the behaviour of investors here. 

Note the important fact that the instantaneous probability 1. 

depends on time. To see this, assume that the shock has not 
started by time t l b (to,ts). The probability that the shock 
starts within interval (tl ,ts ) is one and the occurrence of the 
event within small subintervals of equal length is still uniformly 

distributed. Then the probability, denoted by 1.1, that the shock 

starts within an arbitrary small subinterval h + dt b (tl ,ts)' 
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given that it did not start by t1• is given by the following 
expression: 

(121) 1 

The general instantaneous,probability At corresponding to 
A1 in (121) is obtained as 

(122) Atdt = Pr{shock starts within an arbitrary subinterval 
h+ dt. h b (t1 t s )' when it is known that it did 

t - t 
not start by time t} 1 s 0 Adt 

t s - t t s - t 

The time path of the instantaneous probability At as defined in 
(122) is drawn in Figure8. 

Fig.8. 

TIME PATH OF INSTANTANEOUS PROBABILlTY"t 
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Note that if the shock did not start by time ts-h, where h is the 
unit of measurement, then the probability that the event will 

occur within the last interval h equals one. 

We saw in the previous section that the start of the saving shock 

makes shares less desirable to investors, so that they should 

adjust their portfolios appropriately. On the other hand, in 
section 2.5 we developed an approach by means of which the effect 
of a devaluation with uncertain timing could be taken into account 
in the decision making of an investor. The saving ~hock as modelled 
here is an exact analogue of a devaluation with uncertain timing, 
as to the analytical technique. Thus similar portfolio rules to 
the rules in (97) specify precisely the time dependent substitu
tion in the representative investor's portfolio. Applying directly 
portfolio rule (97a), we obtain the following for the fraction of 
shares which takes into account the uncertain timing of the saving 

shock: 

(123) 

where k = _k_ 
1-B 

In (123), the last term in the square brackets captures the effect 

on portfolio composition of the event that a drop of k per cent 
occurs in the price level with a probability At. 22 We saw above 
that At is an increasing function, so that (123) implies a gradual 
shift of capital from the private sector to government bonds. But 
this decreases private sector output by exactly the same percen

tage as the portfolio composition changes. Through the quantity 
theory equation, the price level must inflate as the shock has not 

22Recall from section 3.4 that a decrease of k-percent in the 
price level does not affect the real price of a share equipropor
tionately. The actual effect k is obtained by substituting 1-k for 
h(t) into (l12b) and subtracting the result from one. 
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yet occurred, and therefore rule (123) must be corrected for the 
possible effects of inflation. 

How the rule is affected by inflation rate depends on how the mean 
real rates of return on various assets are related to a non
stochastic inflation rate. The mean real rates of return on 

government bonds and shares are obtained by logårithmically dif
ferentiating the mean real price of the respective securities and 
are given by: 

(124a) 
dQ~R(t)/dt r dh(t) 

-1 G - liITI 
QGR(t) 

dQBR(t)/dt = B dh(t) 
(124b) rB + hTfJ 

QBR(t) 
h(t)-B 

From (124a,b) it is clear that the Fisher effect does not hold in 
our model. As was pointed out in the previous section for a 
discrete jump in the price level, it is the fixed contract wage 
that makes the real rate of return on shares respond nonneutrally 
to inflation. While a positive inflation rate decreases by its 
absolute magnitude the mean real interest on government bonds, it 
actually increases the mean real rate of return on shares. 

The inflation-adjusted portfolio rule for shares is obtained by 
substituting the right hand sides of (124a,b) for rG and rB 
respectively, in equation (123). The inflation-adjusted rule then 
becomes: 
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dh(t)/dt 
(125) ~1 (t) = 2 1 2 [rB-rG+ h(t) - A kJ 

(J B (l-p BG ) [1 - nrh J t 

dh(t)/dt 
[ h( t) B 

[1 - nrrrJ 

Equation (125) is.a complete expression for describing the gradual 
shift of resources from the private to the public sector. Note 
that the two terms in the square brackets have different signs but 
that the second terms must dominate in magnitude. The second term 
specifies the effect on the investor's behaviour of speculation on 
the event that the shock hits the economy. The first term speci
fies the counter effect due to the fact that investors speculate 
on the possible shock before it occurs. This implies a movement of 
capital between the two sectors and makes the actual price level 
shift in the opposite direction to that implied by the actual 

shock. 

Equation (125) is useless, however, unless we are able to deter
mine the implied time path of the price level prior to the 

occurrence of the actual shock, or the form of the function h(t). 
In order to do so, we form an expression for the variable v(t) 
- the fraction by which the private sector output changes because 
of specul ati on - a'nd then use the quantity theory equati on to 
determine the function h(t). 

Equation (125) implies a representation for the variable v(t). 
Applying directly·~the definition of v(t) stated in (115) on (125), 

we obtain 
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(126) 

where 

dh(t)/dt 
v(t)s = _ 1 [ h(t~ - AiJ 

~ (rB-rG) (1 - hTIT) 

= ·-f [ II ( t) _ A kJ 
o (1 _ ~) t 

v(t)s = percentage deviation of capital in the private 

sector from the trend value ~1' as implied by (124) 
1 

II (t) 

~1 (rB-rG) 

= dh(t)/dt 
h(t) 

As was seen in equations (113) and (114), the quantity theory 
equation implies directly that prior to the occurrence of the 
shock 

(127) h(t) 1 

With the right hand side of (126) substituted into it for v(t)s, 
equation (127) determines implicitly the time path of the actual 
price level before the shock occurs. It is clear that equation 
(127) contains so much nonlinearity that it cannot be analytically 
solved. For small shocks, we can simplify equation (127) by using 
the evaluation h(t) = 1 for all. t. Then (127) can be solved for 
the inflation rate as follows: 

(128) II (t) 

According to (128), the price level rises at an accelerating rate 
(~it) > 0) before the shock enters. 



The solution for the function h(t} implied by (128) is of the 
general from: 
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The value of the constant hO can be found by considering the 

situation just before time t s ' the last possib1e moment for the 
shock to enter. If the shock has not occurred and ts-t + dt, then 
the probabi1ity At grows 1arge. At time ts-dt, or one unit before 
t s ; the probabi1ity that the shock hits in the fo1lowing interva1 

dt is one. Therefore, at time ts-dt, the investor is exact1y in 
the same position as he is if he knows the timing of the shock 
with certainty. It was shown above that in that case the optima1 

price leve1 for the investor at time t s is 1TI=kT PO' or that 
h(ts} = 1T1=kT. If the shock has not hit by time ts-dt, then, by 
the princip1e of optima1ity, the fo11owing must ho1d: 

Identity (130) is simply due to the fact that, within the 

subinterva1 (ts-dt, t s )' the price level must fall by a fraction k 

and it must end up at the 1eve1 1TI=kT PO' If the right hand side 
of (130) is substituted into (129) for the 1eft hand side and the 
right hand side of (128) is eva1uated at t = ts-dt, the fo11owing 
is obtained: 

(131) k + 1TI=kT = hoexp{-k 10g (l}} 

(131) imp1ies that 
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The particu1ar solution of (129) which is feasib1e from the point 
of view of the princip1e of optima1ity is then 

-
(132) h(t) lk + ITI=KTJexp{-k 10g (ts-t)} 

-
where h(t) is the approximate solution fo·r h(t) 

Reca11 here that solution (132) is on1y an approximation for the 
actua1 function h(t). Solution (132) approximates by first order 
dynamics the actua1 higher order non1inear dynamics. The resu1t 
seems p1ausib1e, however. To see this, substitute (132) and (128) 
into (126) for h(t) and rr(t), respective1y. At h(t) = 1, 
v(t)s equa1s zero. At h(t) > 1, the second term of (126) in square 

brackets becomes 1arger than the first term. Hence, v(t)s becomes 
strict1y· positive. Furthermore, v(t)s increases at an acce1erating 
speed as h(t) increases. A11 these properties imp1ied by the 

approximate solution (132) are in harmony with the fact that the 
driving force in the price dynamics is speculation on an event, the 
probability of which increases with time at an accelerating speed. 

Because of the solution for h(t) is only approximate, substitu
tions of h(t) and rr(t) into (126) will not give a solution for 
v(t)s which will satisfy the quantity theory equation (127). For 

the correct h(t) with higher than first order dynamics, the ter
minal condition (130) due to the principle of optimality would be 
just one boundary condition fixing one of the unknown constants of 
integration. Other conditions would be needed to guarantee that 
v(t)s generated by (126) would satisfy the quantity theory equa

tion. Therefore, we have to solve the approximate v(t)s directly 
from (127) by substituting the approximate solution (132) into 
(127) for h(t). Such an approximate solution for v(t)s, denoted by 
~(t)s, then becomes 
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(133) 

The approximate time paths of the price 1eve1 and the portfo1io 

fraction s1(t) are drawn in Figure 9. Note that, with the short
term fixed-coefficient techno1ogy, the portfo1io fraction s1(t) is 
a representation of output that abstracts away from the poten
tia11y confusing stochastic trend in output itse1f. 

The figure is drawn assuming that the shock actua11y starts at 
time t s • Were this not the case, the on1y difference wou1d be that 
price 1eve1 and output wou1d fo110w the same time paths for a 
shorter period of time. 

At time to' when agents first get to know about the shock, both 
the price 1eve1 and output jump, the former upwards and the 1atter 
downwards. After that, the price 1eve1 inf1ates and output 
decreases gradua11y unti1 the shock enters. 

At the time when the saving period actua11y begins, the price 
1eve1 jumps discrete1y downwards by k-percent. At the same time, 
investors start forming expectations and specu1ate on the end of 
the saving period, as we11 as start increasing investments in the 
private sector. This begins to f100d the goods ,market with excess 
supp1y, so that via the quantity theory equation the price 1eve1 
begins to def1ate. The price 1eve1 and the portfo1io fraction 
sl (t) fo110w time paths ana10gous to (132) and (133) unti1 again 
the shock enters, i.e. the saving period ends. 

In conc1usion, we present in Figure 10 the time paths of the price 
1eve1 and the portfo1io fraction s1(t) throughout the entire 
period when specu1ative behaviour is in effect. 
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Fig.9. 

PRICE LEVEL AND PORTFOLlO FRACTION ~1 (t) WHEN 
INVESTORS SPECULATE ON A SAVING SHOCK WITH 
UNCERTAIN TIMING:SITUATION BEFORE THE SHOCK 
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Fig.10. 

PRICE LEVEL AND PORTFOLlO FRACTION ~1(t) WHEN INVESTORS 
SPECULATE ON A SAVING SHOCK WITH UNCERTAIN TIMING: 
THE WHOLE PERIOD 
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At time ta, investors get to know about the aggregate saving shock 
within the next ts-to time units. They begin to speculate on the 
start of the shock so as to derive capital gains from the expected 
change in the real relative prices of various investment oppor
tunities. It is optimal for the investors to choose a speculative 
path, which implies a drop in the price level to I~ Po if the 

shock occurs at time t s ' the last possible time. The optimal spe
culative behaviour of investors leads to gradual decreases in 
capital - hence in output - in the private sector. Through the 
quantity theory equation, the gradual decline in aggregate supply 
causes a gradual increase in the price level. The implied price 
path has the property that, if the shock hits at time t s ' then the 
price level does indeed jump to the level I~ PO' 

If the shock actually starts at time t s < t s ' then the price level 
jumps down immediately by k percent to the path shown by the 
broken line in the figure, which is parallel to the original path 
valid before the shock. Note that the actual price level after the 
start of the shock is now lower than it would have been if the 
timing of the shock had been known with certainty. This is an 
indication of the fact that investors take a more cautious specu
lative position if there is uncertainty concerning the timing of 
the shock. 

At time t s ' or when the aggregate saving period starts, investors 
form the view that, within the next Ts time units, the stationary 
state consumption-saving behaviour resumes. They gradually start 
investing more and more in the private sector. The optimal specu

lative path is again, in principle, determined by the terminal 
condition that the price level must end up being 1~'P6 at the 
last pos~ible time for the stationary state behaviour to resume, 
or at t +Ts ' This cannot be right, however. The initial price 

1 s -
level Po for the new speculation period, or p(ts )' is lower than 

the corresponding price level I~ Po in the case of the shock 
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with certain timing. This would imply that the new stationary 
state price level would be lower than the corresponding price 
level before the shock if the drop in saving occurred at the 
latest possible time. This means, on the other hand, that output 
would be on a higher path in such a stationary state equilibrium. 
Because of the labour constraint, this cannot be possible and 

therefore optimizing investors cannot plan such an investment 
policy. The relevant terminal condition for the investors must 
then be that, if the shock hits at the latest p.ossible time, then 
the price level must jump to the initial stationary state level, 
i.e. to PO' This is the same thing as requiring that_the fraction 
~l(t) must be at the stationary state level at time ts+Ts ' or at 
the last possible time for the shock to occur. 

With this terminal condition, the time paths of p(t) and sl(t) 
shown by the solid lines result. If th~ s!ationary state consump
tion-saving behaviour resumes at time t +T , or before the last s s 
possible time, then the stock of capital in the private sector has 
no~ returned to the stationary state level, but is below that 
level. Consequently, aggregate supply ends up on a lower and the 
price level on a higher time path than in the general equilibrium 
stationary state before the shock. There is no mechanism in this 
model which would move the economy back to the stationary state in 
the short runo However, in the ensuing wage contracting the 
implied permanent shift in income distribution in favour of 
capital will be corrected. According to the wage contracting condi
tion (103b), the expected real wage over the contract period must 
be equal to the value of the marginal product of labor corrected 
for the risk premium. Enforcement of this condition decreases the 
real return on shares so that investors move back to their initial 
stationary state portfolio composition. With the fixed money 
supply rule, this implies a drop in the price level back to Po so 
that the initial stationary state resumes. The adjustments in the 
economy can again be illustrated in the static demand-supply 
diagram. This is done in Figure 11. 
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Fig. 11. 

AGGREGATE DEMAND AND SUPPLY IN THE CASE OF AN 
ANTICIPATED SAVING SHOCK WITH UNCERTAIN TIMING 
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When speculation on the falling price level begins, the supply 
curve starts moving to the left. The shock hits when the supply 
curve is in position AS1 and moves the demand curve to position 
A01• Speculation on the upward jump in the price level then 

starts, shifting the supply curve to the right. When the supply 
curve ~s in position AS2, the saving period ends, shifting the 
demand curve back to position AOO. The goods market equilibrium 
moves first along the demand curve AOO from point ° to point 1, 
then jumps along the supply curve AS1 from point 1 to point 2, 
again moves gradually along the demand curve A01 from point 2 to 
point 3, and finally jumps along the supply curve AS1 from point 3 
to point 4. At the following contracting time, the supply curve 
shifts back to the initial position ASO and the initial stationary 
state general equilibrium resumes. This must happen because the 
long-term determinants of the equilibrium - technology, 
preferences, and endowments - remain unchanged. 

Finally, we note that the dynamic paths in the present case con
tain an interesting prediction. Ouring periods when investors spe-
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culate on an event but the event has not occurred, the price level 
and output are positively related. Hence, during such periods, 
positively sloped short-term Phillips curves would be empirically 
observed. The average medium-term implicit Phillips-curve rela
tionship would have the standard negative slope, while the long
term implicit Phillips-curve would be vertical. In the example, 

medium-term would mean e.g. the period of speculation on the start 
of the shock and the actual start, while the long-term would 
include the whole adjustment process. 

3.6 Anticipated shocks with uncertain timing and 
the neutrality of policy 

In the analysis of the previous section, we assumed implicitly 
that the government is following the money targeting policy 
regime. The analysis showed that real effects result under this 
policy regime. Hence, we say that the money targeting monetary 
policy is neutral in eliminating the real effects of demand 
disturbances. 

Consider, alternatively, the economy in which agents are antici
pating the same shock but know that the government is following 
the interest rate targeting pol icy. Under this poHcy, the govern

ment ties the nominal rate of return on risky bonds to the infla
tion rate in such a way that the real rates of return on both 
shares and risky bonds vary identically as the inflation rate 
varies. In (124a,b), we stated the 'non-administered' real rates 
of return on the risky government bonds and shares. Let us denote 
by rG(t) the inflation dependent nominal rate of return on the 

risky bonds. We can then solve for this rate of return by 
establishing the following condition: 

(34) 
dh(t) 

B ~ dh(t) 
rB + h(t) - B - [rG(t) -: h(t)] 
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The inflation dependent nominal rate of return implied by (33) is: 

(135) r (t) = r + dh(t) 
G G h(t) - B 

Recall that the interest rate targeting policy makes the real 
price of a risky bond remain in constant proportion to the real 

price of a share. Hence capital gains and losses due to discrete 
price level changes are the same for holding either risky bonds or 
shares in numbers worth the same amounts of money. Using the 
latter fact and (135) in equation (125), which gives the time
dependent equation for the portfolio fraction ~l(t), one observes 
that, under the interest rate targeting policy, the portfolio 
fraction of shares becomes independent of the inflation rate. 
Mathematically, this can be seen by noting that, if 

rG(t) - ~~~f) -Atk is substituted into (125) for rG, then the 
second term in the latter form of the solution becomes equal to 
zero. 

The above conclusion clarifies the motivation for the interest 
rate targeting policy. By following such a policy, the government 
tries to neutralize the consequences of the failure of the 
Fisher-effect or the basic distortion. What the interest rate 
targeting policy actually does is to transform the movements of 
capital between the private and the public sector caused by 

anticipated price level variations into portfolio adjustments 
among the public sector assets. Thus, in effect, the interest rate 
targeting policy eliminates crowding out and crowding in phenomena 
that are the manifestation of the real effects under the money 

targeting policy. The portfolio adjustment among the public sector 
assets implied by the interest rate targeting policy can be seen 

B dh(t) 
by substituting rB + h(~ - Atk for rB, rG(t) + ~~n) -Atk for 

rG, and r - ~r~f) for r into the portfolio fraction of risky bonds 
stated in (102d). If the basic convenience assumption aG = aBP BG 
is used, the price-level-dependent portfolio fraction ~2 becomes: 
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(136) 

where 

~2 = general equilibrium level of ~2 

According to (136), the portfolio fraction ~2 increases if the 
inflation rate rises and decreases if there are expectations of a 
downward discrete jump in the price level. Since the fraction 
~1 remains constant, the fraction of riskless government bonds (or 
speculative money) must adjust accordingly. 

Equipped with (136), we åre ready to analyze price and output 
adjustments under the interest rate targeting regime. When the 
only shock affecting the economy is the anticipated discrete 
demand shift with uncertain timing, we can further simplify 
equation (136). In such a case, the actual inflation rate is zero 
before the shock, as long as ~1 remains constant at ~1. Thus, the 
time path of ~2 becomes very simple in the case that we are 
studying and is23 : 

The time path of ~2 is drawn in Figure 12, where it is assumed 
that the shock hits at the last possible moment t s • 

23Note that if there were a mixture of shocks - say the decisions 
of some agents were smoothly distributed over a time interval and 
the rest were anticipated to decide at the same unknown time 
within an interval - then the general expression (136) for ~2(t) 
would become relevant. In such a case, the dynamics of ~2(t) could 
potentially become complicated. 
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Fig.12. 

PORTFOLlO FRACTION ~2 UNDER THE INTEREST RATE 
TARGETING REGIME 

~2 (t) 
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Two alternative time paths for ~2) are drawn in the figure, one 

for a" små 11 parameter va.l ue k (eurve ~~ (t)) and the other for a 
large k (eurve ~~(t)). The latter leads to a faster substitution 

from risky to riskless bonds and, at time te' all risky bonds are 
eonverted into riskless bonds. The substitution possibilities are 

then exhausted at time te' given that the government will not 
finanee the ongoing speeulation. The time path with a small value 

of k, on the other hand, implies a positive value of ~2 at time 
t s ' so that all of the adjustment eapaeity has not been exhausted 
during the speeulation period. In praetieal situations. there 
eould be a positive eonstraint for ~2 as well. Sueh a eonstraint. 
like ~2 in the figure. eould arise if e.g. the government only 
adjusts the nominal terms of the maturing risky bonds when they 
are re-;ssued. If sueh an ;nstitutional eonstraint were to exist. 
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then the adjustment capacity would be insufficient in the case of 
the small shock as well. 

A question of considerable importance is then: what happens if no 

more substitution among public sector securities is possible? The 
answer lies in the fact that, once such a situation emerges, there 

are still two investment alternatives open to investors. While the 
investors cannot speculate any more on the demand shock by 
substituting from risky to riskless bonds, they can still continue 
speculation by shifting capital from shares into riskless bonds. 
But the latter speculation is approximately characterized by the 
price level equation (132) and the shift coefficient equation 
(133). What happens, then, at the time when there are no more 
substitution possibilities among the public sector.assets is that 
investors shift their investments discretely from the private to 
the public sector to the extent that the portfolio fraction ~l(t) 
drops discretely on the time path implied by (133) evaluated at 
that time. Likewise, the price level jumps discretely on the time 
path (132). The shifts are indeed discrete, because the investment 
opportunity set changes discretely. From the time of the shift 
onwards, equations (132) and (133) govern the dynamics of the 
price level and real variables. 

As a final point concerning the interest rate targeting regime, 

one should note that, even in cases where k is so small that ~2 as 
determined by (137) will not come up against any constraint within 
the i nterva 1 (to' t s)' there can be rea 1 effects. Thi s i s due to 
the fact that (137) will characterize the behaviour of investors 
only up to time t s-2h, h + dt. If the shock has not started by 

time ts-h, or one unit of measurement before the last possible 
time for the shock to enter, agents know with certainty the timing 
of the shock, i.e. that it will start at t s • We know from the 
analysis of section 3.4 that under such circumstances the money 
targeting and the interest rate targeting policies are indiffer
ent. Under both policies', the underlying factor in the behaviour 
of investors is that it is optimal for them. to make the price 
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level fall by a factor 11I=kT rather than by 1-k. Under the 

interest rate targeting regime, they can only carry this out by 
moving all risky bonds and a fraction 11I=kT of capital invested 

in firms into riskless bonds. 

In' principle, there can be three different types of adjustment 

processes in the .economy under the interest rate targeting policy, 
given the anticipated demand shock with uncertain timing. The 

price level and output adjustments in the three cases are 

illustrated in Figure 13. 

In panels (a) and (b), two alternative paths for the price level 

and the portfolio fraction s1(t) are drawn for a small shock. The 
shock is considered to be small in this context if the speculation 
caused by the shock does not imply a level of the portfolio frac
tion s2 smaller than the exogenous constraint ~2 during the inter
val (to,ts) in which the actual shock is known to hit. The solid 
lines portray the case in which the shock hits at t s < t s • They 

show that the price level jumps temporarily to the level (1-k)PO 
and that the portfolio fraction ~1 remains constant at s1. Thus 
the paths are identical to those in the unanticipated case. The 
interest rate targeting policy has neutralized the shock. The 
broken lines, on the other hand, show the case in which the shock 
starts and stops at the last possible moments, i.e. at times 
t s and ts+Ts ' respectively. The price level jumps temporarily down 
to I1I=kTPO and the portfolio fraction s1 drops as well. These 
effects are similar to those in the anticipated case with certain 

timing. For both cases in panels (a.b), the adjustment paths of 

the portfolio fraction s2 are also drawn. In both case~, s2 drops 
discretely at time to. If the shock stops before time t +T , or _ s s 
before the latest possible time if it started at t s ' then there is 

a discrete jump 'in s2 at the time when the shock stops. This is so 

because the price level returns to Po after the shock stops and 
~2 is the optimal s2 for investors at tha~ price level. 
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PRICE LEVEL AND PORTFOLlO FRACTION ~1 (t) WHEN INVENTORS 
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In panels (c) and (d), the time paths of the price level and the 

portfolio fraction ~l(t) are drawn in the case where the value of 
parameter k is so large that the portfo~io fraction ~2 comes up 
against the constraint ~2 at time t < t , or before the shock - c s 
starts. At time tc' investors observe the discrete change in 
investment opportunities and reallocate their portfolios so that 

the fraction ~1 jumps down to the path implied by (133) and the 
price level up to the path determined bYN(132). Output decreases 
and the price level inflates until time t , at which point the s 
shock starts and the price level falls by the factor 1-k. 
Investors then start to speculate on the end of the saving period. 
The portfol!o fraction ~1 increases and the price level deflates. 
At time ts+Ts ' saving ends and the price level jumps up by factor 
~. If! as in our case, the shock ends before the last possible 

moment ts+Ts ' then the price level does not fall as far as the 

level (l-k)PO' Consequently, the new no-shock price level is above 
the stationary state price level PO' Output is, y'espectively, 
below its stationary state time path. Investors will not adjust 
their portfolios to the stationary state allocation, because doing 
so would decrease the price level and cause them larger capital 
losses than gains. The final adjustment to the stationary state 

equilibrium occurs at the next wage contracting time tc~ntr' 

The consequences of the shock could also be illustrated by means 
of demand-supply diagrams, but they would clearly only be replicas 
of the previous figures and are not therefore shown here. 

A general conclusion concerning the neutrality of alternative 
monetary policies emerges from the analysis. The money targeting 

policy regime is always neutral, i.e. it cannot eliminate the real 
effects of any anticipated shocks. This is so because it has no 
impact whatever on the basic distortion, whose effect is felt 
through variations in investment opportunities. From this point of 
view, the money targeting policy can be seen as the passive policy 
or the no-policy option of the government. The interest rate 
targeting policy, on the other hand, affects the basic distortion 
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by partially regulating investment opportunities. Hence, this type 
of policy is not neutral relative to small anticipated shocks. 
However, large shocks cause real effects under the interest rate 
targeting regime as well. The size of the shock must be understood 
in a special way here. A shock is large in the conventional sense, 
if parameter k takes a large value. However, a shock is also large 

if the probability At is large. Thus, an intuitively appealing 
interpretation arises: -the less confusion there is about the 
timing of shocks, the more likely it is that there will be real 
effects under this type of monetary policy. 

Agaih it is clear that Keynesian stabilization policy can 
eliminate all real effects, i.e. it is always nonneutral. If the 
government announces that, if a shock occurs, it will always 
depart from the balanced budget in the way described in 
section 3.4, there will never be anticipations of variations in 
the price level and hence no real effects either. 

3.7 Neutrality of policy: Connections with Fischer and 
Leijonhufvud 

Our analysis is linked to the conventional policy neutrality 
debate on the rational expectations models in a slightly different 
way than usual. We construct an economy with a distortion by 
introducing contract wage rigidity. We also allow for the possi
bility that an automatic stabilizing factor - the real balance 
effect - possibly neutralizes the real consequences of demand 
disturbances. Under this general setting, we study whether demand 
disturbances will have effects on the level of output and un
employment when the government follows alternative policy regimes. 
We say that a policy regime is nonneutral if there are no real 
fluctuations under the regime. 

Because of the slight difference in emphasis, our analysis is not 
phrased directly in the same way, e.g. in terms of the money 
supply rules, as are the 'classic' writings on the theme by Lucas 
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(1972), Sargent-Wallace (1975), Phelps-Taylor (1977) and Fischer 
(1979). It should be clear, however, that, given the distortion in 
our model, at least some 'standard' nonneutrality propositions 

must be implied by the model. ' 

Two properties of our model serve to locate pur analysis in 
relation to the models in the literature. First, we have built the 
property of a vertical aggregate supply curve into the model. Real 
effects can only result if the aggregate supply.curve shifts. 
Hence, our model differs strongly from the standard Lucas-Sargent
Wallace approach, in which confusions among firms about local and 
global price shocks generate a short-term negatively sloped 
Phillips-curve which makes unanticipated events have real effects. 
Second, a mechanism analogous in a stationary economy to the Tobin 
effect of some models of growth economies is a central driving 
'force of the real effects in our model. 24 Thus, variations in the 

anticipated inflation rate change the allocation of capital 
between real and nominal assets. This feature of our model 
immediately identifies the analysis by Fischer (1979) as being 

closely related and potentially comparable to ours. 

Comparisons of the results of the two studies are only relevant as 
long as they concern anticipated events. This follows from the 
fact that, in our model, only shifts of the supply curve can cause 

real effects. Such shifts can, as was seen in sections 3.3 - 3.6, 
only be realized if an event was unanticipated at the wage 
contracting time but is anticipated by investors before it 
actually occurs. It is clear from our preceding analyses that 
anticipated events in the above sense, which cause variations in 
the price level - be they either changes in money supply or demand 
shocks under the money targeting regime - will have real effects. 

Qualitatively, this conclusion is identical to Fischer's. 

24The Tobin effect, introduced in Tobin (1965) and Mundell (1963), 
is an important component of the recent studies of e.g. Fischer 
(1979), Singleton (1983), and Summers (1981). 
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However, there are two important differences between the studies 
concerning the dynamic paths of the relevant variables. First, if 
the anticipated discrete shock with certain timing in our analysis 
is taken to correspond to Fischer's anticipated temporary shock, 
then the studies differ in that the price paths generated in our 
experiment will never have the geometric lead and lag structure 
typical of the price paths in Fischer's study. In particular, an 
agent who started speculating on a shock with certain timing at 
the time when it is announced, would behave suboptimally in our 
model. The only way in which one could obtain gradually adjusting 
price paths in our model is by introducing adjustment costs into 
portfolio adjustments. To us, this seems to suggest that, in a 
model with similar structure to that of Fischer, the phrase 'money 
is nonneutral' is in fact identical to another phrase 'portfolio 
adjustments are costly'.25 Note that the above conclusion points 

out the different sources of nonneutralities in the two types of 
models: our model does not assume adjustment costs, but money is 
nonneutral in it. The origins of the nonneutrality in our model 
are the separation of capital and labor supply decisions and the 
rigidity of the contract wage. These assumptions make variations in 
income distribution become influential in the economy. In a 
technical sense, this is the same thing as saying that the Tobin 
effect is the driving force of the model. 

Another difference between the dynamic paths generated by the two 
models arises if the case of the anticipated discrete shock with 
uncertain timing is compared to the case of the temporary antici
pated shock in Fischer. The former event generates gradually 
adjusting time paths for both the price level and real variables. 

However, the crucial feature of this case is that the price level 

250ne comment by Fischer gives some indirect support to our 
interpretation. While discussing anticipated temporary shocks, he 
states "For neutral money, neither anticipated nor unanticipated 
changes in the money stock have any effect on subsequent price 
levels" (Fischer (1979) p. 241). 
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always overshoots, which never happens in Fischer's case. Thus, if 

the actual shock decreases the equilibrium price level, the 

speculative behaviour before the shock makes the price level 
gradually inflate. The overall effect will always be in the 

direction implied by the discrete event itself, and is thus 
analogous to the price response in Fischer. The gradual dynamics in 

our model in this case, even without adjustment costs, can be 
understood by noting that confusion about the timing of the event 

creates opportunity costs of not speculating before the event, 
since the expected value of speculative actions is positive. These 
opportunity costs are exactly analogous to standard adjustment 

costs, and it would be a surprise if the two did not result in 

similar dynamic paths in a given model. 

As to overshooting in the price level, it seems that Fischer's 
analysis precludes this phenomenon, because he requires that 'the 

expected real return on capital has a greater influence on the 
demand for capital than on the demand for real balances relative 

to the influence of the expected rate of inflation on the respect

ive asset demands' (Fischer, p. 232). This requirement guarantees 

that the coefficient of the expected price level is positive in 

the equation for the current price level. However, in our view, 

the requirement seems to ignore,the fact that if investors 
substitute in favour of capital in the current period in anticipa

tion of higher inflation in the future, they flood the goods 
market in the current period. With a fixed money stock, this would 

decrease the current price level. In conclusion, we would prefer 
changing the direction of the requirement which would guarantee 

overshooting. However, this might change other results of the 
model as well, and would make other parts of the discussion above 

potentially irrelevant. 

One of the main results of our analysis was that it provided 

rankings of alternative policy regimes relative to their effi
ciencies in neutralizing real fluctuations caused by demand shocks. 

Viewed in this light, our results can be interpreted in terms of 
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the notion of corridor first introduced by Leijonhufvud (1973).26 
According to his view, an economy can adjust by means of automatic 
stabilizing mechanisms to small shocks, but adjustment to large 
shocks in full employment requires stabilization policy measures. 
Furthermore, as regards the shocks requiring policy measures, the 
smaller shocks can be absorbed by monetary policy, but the larger 
ones require the use of traditional Keynesian fiscal policy. 

In our specific set-up, unanticipated discrete shocks can never 
make optimizing investors speculate on variations in income 
distribution. Hence, the change in the price level implied by the 
shock changes the real value of transactions balances so that the 
goods markets remain in equilibrium and no unemployment results. 
In this sense, the automatic stabilizing mechanism in our economy 

- the real balance effect - neutralizes the unanticipated shocks so 
that no real fluctuations emerge. 

If, on the other hand, the demand shocks are anticipated, stabil
ization policy is always needed to neutralize the real effects. 
Owing to the specific type of distortion in our model, the money 
targeting policy regime is useless for stabilization, and hence 
the interest rate targeting regime is the relevant monetary policy 
to consider hence. Our analysis showed that the interest ~ate 
targeting policy is effective in neutralizing relatively small 
anticipated shocks. However, If the shocks are very large, then 
only the traditional Keynesian fiscal policy can eliminate the 
real consequences of them. The size of the shock must be under
stood in the specific extended sense characterized above in 
section 3.6. A shock is large in the standard meaning if the 

26There are only a few papers known to this author in which the 
notion or corridor is even referred to. Besides Leijonhufvud 
(1973; also published in his essay collection in 1981), there are 
only a comment by Grossman (1974) and two papers by Howitt (1978, 
1979) which deal with the issue. The only formalized examples of 
the phenomenon familiar to this author are in Howitt (1978). See 
also the book review by Howitt (1983). 
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magnitude of the parameter characterizing the shock - in our case 

the magnitude of k - is large. But a shock is also large if the 
probability distribution of its timing is dense. In the extreme, a 
shock, the timing of which is known with certainty, is so large 
that, independently of the value of parameter k, real effects will 

always result under monetary policy. 

In conclusion, the economy that we have constructed seems to have 
the corridor property, although in a slightly different spirit 
than in Leijonhufvud's original description. If we accept the view 
that the likelihood of an event being anticipated increases with 
the value of the shock-size parameter k, then the resemblance 
would be even closer. A basic difference is, of course, that we 
have derived the results in a fairly neoclassical framework, in 
which only the contract wage is a fixed price. Leijonhufvud's 
remarks are mostly made in a fix-price environment. 

3.8 Reality and robustness of the results: critical remarks 

The reality and robustness of the results can be questioned in two 

respects. One could, on one hand, raise some doubts on the 
empirical relevance of the key assumptions that generate the 
results. On the other hand, one could critisize some theoretical 

and technical choices that we .have made. 

In our model, the distortion that is the driving force of the 
nonneutrality and the corridor results is due to two assumptions. 
First, input supply decisions are separated. Second, fixed 
contract wages are negotiated over finite time-intervals between 

employers and trade unions representing workers. These assumptions 
make variations in income distribution influential in the economy. 
If a shock that affects the price level enters within a contract 
period, investors can respond optimally to the implied change in 

income distribution, while employees are tied to the wage 

contract. 
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Of the two assumptions, the separation of input supply decisions 
is an institutional fact in some Nordic countries. Actual 
allocation of capital among alternative investment opportunities 
is mainly carried out by often cartellized or oligopolistic 
financial intermediaries. Labor supply behaviour is decided by 
trade unions, which represent a very large proportion of the labor 

force. The assumption of rigid nominal wages over the contract 
period is not entirely accurate in Nordic labor markets. Wage 

drift has been substantial at times, but never in such proportions 
that the nominal wages were actually fully flexible. Some rigidity 
in nominal wages over the contract period is guaranteed merely by 
the fact that, e.g. in the public sector, wage drift is 
negligible. 

Separation of labor and capital supply decisions as constructed in 
our model implies a sharp departure from the standard neoclassical 
assumption. In the neoclassical model, labor supply decisions are 
based on intertemporal substitution between leisure and work. 27 the 
labor supply decision of an agent then becomes dependent on his 
capital income. In our model, such intertemporal substitution 
possibilities are completely eliminated by the above separation., 
Thus, labor supply is always fixed and unemployment is caused by 
investment decisions, hence being involuntary. Our choic~ for the 
unemployment mechanisms possibly reflects the common view among 
practicing economists in the Nordic countries that hardly any of 
the standard macroeconomic hypotheses are less plausible than the 
notions of intertemporal substitution and the implied voluntary 
unemployment. The standard critique of the neoclassical labor 
market model would claim that weekly working hours, i.e. the issue 

of intertemporal substitution, are set for years or decades by 
legislation. An individual has basically a choice between working 
zero hours or working the agreed full time. Flexibilities in 

27This has been the standard approach at least since the seminal 
work by Lucas-Rapping (1969) and is the assumption adopted 
recently by, among many others, Kydland-Prescott (1982). 



full-time working in the form of overtime or part-time work are 
insignificantly small. Few individuals are believed to have any 
flexibility in labor supply under such circumstances. 
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An empirical example of macroeconomic adjustment processes in 

which variations in income distribution are believed to play an 
important role is the" phenomenon called the devaluation cycle. 
This phenomenon is analyzed more closely in the following chapter, 
but we briefly mention here the main features of the cycle. 
Exogenous events and wage contracts may make the profitability of 
firms decrease. Indirectly, this is associated with increasing 
pressures against the exchange rate. If the process continues so 
long that a devaluation is carried out, the profitability of firms 
improves substantially. Because returns on shares and income 
distribution vary accordingly, it is likely that firms, or their 
owners, act so as to accelerate the process and to shorten the 
cycle. Such acts will have real effects, as will be seen in the 

following chapter. 

There are some remarks to be made concerning the theoretical 
choices that we have adopted. The most important and consequential 
choice in the theoretical arguments is the approach followed in 
modelling investor behaviour. The portfolio behaviour in our model 
is a variant of the mean-variance tradition, which has been 
heavily critisized in general. The particular property of the 
mean-variance analysis, which proves to be crucial in our 
analysis, is the linearity of the optimal portfolio rules in the 
mean rates of return on assets. Besides being very convenient 
analytically, this property is the fundamental technical factor 

that generates the corridor property for the economy. Linearity 
implies that there are rates of return on each asset at which 
implied demands for those assets would become negative, i.e. 
agents would like to sell short in those assets. To illustrate the 
issue, we draw the demand function for the riskless bond as a 
function of the inflation rate in Figure 14. 
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Fig.14. 

DEMAND FOR RISKLESS BONDS AND THE INFLATION RATE 
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Note that the figure is drawn under the interest rate targeting 
regime. If the inflation rate (or Atk for an expected upwards jump 
in the price level) rises above rr*, then agents want to borrow at 
the riskless rate from to government. This creates a problem if 
one recalls that riskless bonds were specified so. as to be exact 
analogues of speculative money, the only difference being that 
bonds pay a positive interest rate. Thus, at inflation rr*, 
'conventional' speculative money would not be held at all. The 

linearity of the demand function then makes room for the inter
pretation that there would be a very high inflation rate at which 
all money holdings would fall to zero, an empirically implausible 
situation. Such an interpretation is incorrect, however. Immedi
ately an investor starts converting more than his speculative 
money holdings into other assets, he begins to give up his 
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transactions balances. Through the quantity theory equation, given 
an interest inelastic velocity of money, this will cause decreases 
in the price level because output remains on its equilibrium time 
path. Therefore, such portfolio adjustments are not optimal. The 
inflation rate cannot escape the level rr* and there is a discon
tinuity in the demand function for speculative money at that 

inflation rate. 

What the foregoing discussion points out is that the separation 
between transactions and speculative money demand is very import
ant. This is why we have replaced speculative money in the 
analysis by a dominant asset, the riskless bond. The question 
whether the demand for the riskless asset can become negative or 
not is then purely one of an institutional constraint. If the 
government also lends at the riskless rate, then the linear demand 
function for riskless bonds continues into the negative region as 
well as inflation rates above rr*; otherwise it does not. 

While the linearity of asset demand functions does not pose a 
problem in terms of empirically plausible portfolio holdings, it 
is, of course, a restrictive assumption in the general sense. 
However, in general, any dynamic analysis requires sufficiently 
linear functional forms. For instance, the portfolio demand 
equations in Fischer (1979) are linear in rates of return as well 

as in the inflation rate. 

Another theoretical approach worth some discussion here is our 
decision to study discrete shocks in a continuous-time model. Even 
though the choice may seem implausible at first glance, it has 

several merits. First, it is likely that individual agents always 
respond discretely to any changes in the environment. In addition, 
changes in the environment are basically discrete events - even 
rates of change adjust discretely at times. The basic issue is 
then whether the decisions of different agents are so spread out 
over some time-interval that the aggregate decision is smoothed to 
an approximately continuous adjustment. Another relevant question 
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is whether agents anticipate a discrete or smooth aggregate shock. 
Nothing conclusive can be said here on these questions. Second, 
the analysis of discrete events seems to be considerably simpler 
than one might have expected. In fact, it seems that speculation 
on discrete events does not necessarily increase the nonlinearity 
from which smooth aggregate shocks would ari se. Actually, it would 

be hard to find simpler price and output dynamics in an analogous 
model with smooth aggregate shocks. Third, discrete shocks with 
uncertain timing seem to generate quite plausible dynamics in 
relevant variables. This would become especially clear if one 
added other shocks to the model which partly affected within the 
same time-interval, or if one made the speculation interval 
flexible, i.e. allowed the latest possible time for the shock to 
start to vary. Augmented by these two features, our model could 
generate price and output paths with rare and moderate discrete 
jumps. Costs of adjustment in portfolio reallocations would 
further smooth out discrete jumps in the time paths. 

3.9 Conclusion 

The main results of the analysis were broadly discussed and 
evaluated in the two previous sections. Therefore, only. few 
concluding remarks are made here. 

The presence of rationally behaving investors in the asset markets 
seems to have a potentially destabilizing effect on the economy. 
When anticipated demand shocks hit the economy, such agents 
respond by adjusting their portfolios optimally. These responses 
force the government to adopt the interest rate targeting monetary 

policy regime. Otherwise, crowding in and crowding out periods may 
result, implying variations in the rate of unemployment in our 
framework. 

The monetary policy reactions of the government may not be 
sufficient to guarantee full employment. If the anticipated demand 
shocks are very large either in the sense of having a large 
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absolute magnitude or in the sense of having little uncertainty 
concerning their timing, real effects result under monetary 
poliey. Only traditional Keynesian fiscal policy can neutralize 
such effects. Thus the economy has the corridor property: The 
economy can adjust to very large demand shocks in full employment 
only by means of Keynesian stabilization poliey, while adjustment 
through monetary policy is possible in the case of moderately 
large anticipated shocks and through the real balance effect in 
the case on unanticipated shocks. 



4 SPECULATION, FIXED EXCHANGE RATES AND 
THE SMALL OPEN ECONOMY 

4.1 Introduction 

It is sometimes suggested that countries operating under fixed 
exchange rate regimes experience periodic exchange rate changes 
which are generated by the responses of the agents in these 
countries to exogenous shocks. These endogenous exchange rate 
adjustments are thought to have the tendency to repeat themselves, 
i.e., to be cyclical in nature. 

The specific phenomenon of endogenous exchange rate cycles has 

received little attention in the literature. Two categories of 
studies can be distinguished. In the Finnish experience, cyclical
ly recurrent devaluations have been an empirical fact. This 
observation has given rise to a number of studies, including 
studies by Paunio (1969), Korkman (1978, 1980), and Kouri' (1979), 
in which recurrent devaluations are an important building block in 
the general macroeconomic adjustment process. The lack of flexi
bility in the wage-price adjustment mechanism due to economywide 
wage contracting is, in asense, replaced by the adjustment forms 
generated by the devaluation cycle: In its most simplified 
interpretation, the devaluation cycle can be related to variations 
in faetor income distribution and to the underlying struggle for 
income shares in the economy between trade unions and, indirectly, 
the shareholders of firms. Thus, in the course of the cycle, but 
before devaluation, wage contracts are such that the real profit
ability of the firms decreases, causing losses to the share
holders. On the other hand, devaluation generates capital gains to 
portfolio holders who have positive net positions in foreign 
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assets. After the devaluation, the profitability of the firms 
improves since their home currency revenues rise. Thus the 
cumulative relative income gains of employed labor in the course 
of the cycle up to the devaluation are partially, fully, or more 
than fully eliminated by the relative losses after the devalua
tion. Associated with these cyclical trends in the profitability 
of firms are the real adjustments. Thus, typically, unemployment 
increases in the.course of the cycle before the devaluation and 
decreases after the devaluation. According to this view, the 
fundamental reason for the recurrent devaluations is the loss of 
international competitiveness in the open sector of the home 
country.28 This, it is claimed, is due to the tendency for nominal 

wages to be set too high in wage contracts. 

The idea of endogenous exchange rate jumps has also been studied 
in a more restricted sense. The works of Krugman (1979), Turnovsky 
(1980) and Obstfeld (1982) view such jumps as consequences of 
exchange rate crises caused by optimizing investors who speculate 
on the timing and magnitude of the exchange rate jump. If, for 

instance, an economy has suffered substantial reserve losses, 
speculating agents launch an attack on the remaining reserves in 
order to maximize capital gains perceived to emerge as a con
sequence of the devaluation. This attack ultimately forces the 
authorities to carry out the devaluation. In this approach, 
general macroeconomic aspects are largely ignored, both to avoid 
technical problems" and because there is not motivation for such 

• f 

considerations since all prices in the economy except the exchange 

rate are perfectly flexible • 
. ~~ 

In the following, we analyze the macroeconomic adjustment process 
of a small open e~~nomy in which there is wage contracting. Our 
main interest is the nature and the role of exchange rate jumps in 

28A clear description of the stylized facts of the devaluation 
cycle can be found in Kouri (1979), pp. 137 - 142. 
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this process. Two different wage contract rules are studied. It 
will be shown that if the wage contract exerts any rigidity on the 
adjustments of firms, i.e. if nominal wages adjust more slowly 
than prices, then endogenous exchange rate jumps are an essential 
element of the general macroeconomic adjustment process. Specu
lators are assigned an important role in the unfolding of the 

endogenous cycle. In particular, it will be shown that at some 
point in the macroeconomic adjustment process, speculation can 
become so potent that, unless it is countered by strong exogenous 

shocks, it becomes self-fulfilling. 

The analysis also shows that the economy has the same likelihood 
of experiencing both self-fulfilling revaluation and devaluation 
speculation only if there is fully flexible labor supply, even at 
the domestic full-employment level. This implies internationally 
mobile labor and an infinitely elastic labor supply at the home 
country wage rate. If there is any rigidity in labor supply at the 
full-employment level, then the economy is biased towards ex
periencing endogenous devaluation cycles more often than revalua
tion cycles. In this light, jumps in the exchange rate provide the 
economy with an ultimate adjustment channel when nominal wages, 
labor supply and the amount of reserves fail to adjust. 

The contract wages are set either according to an ad hoc rule, in 
which the rate of increase in the real contract wage is always set 
equal to the expected rate of growth of productivity, or according 
to the feedback rule. In the latter, the rate of increase in the 
contract wage is set so as to maximize trade union preferences, 
which give weight to both nominal wage rate increases and un

employment. It turns out that if the union follows the .ad hoc 
poliey, then the economy is more prone to exchange rate cycles 
than if the union follows the feedback poliey. This conclusion is 
independent of whether the economy is biased or neutral relative 
to the two types of exchange rate cycles. On the other hand, the 
former type of economy is more responsive to exchange rate policy 

than the latter; a devaluation leads to a steadier recovery in the 



ad hoc wage setting economy than in the feedback wage setting 

economy. 
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Technically, the analysis of this chapter is developed on the 

basis of the open economy model of sections 2.4 - 2.5. The 
important departure from that model in the technical sense is that 

the analysis here is carried out in the discrete-time format. The 
economic forces generating the results are the same as in the 
closed economy analysis of the previous chapter. The separation of 
input supply decisions and the contract wage rigidity make 
variations in income distribution influential in the economy. This 
amounts to making the Tobin effect operate in the allocation of 
capital. The portfolio choices of investors then give rise to the 
possibly systematic tendencies towards reserves and unemployment. 

In the general sense, our work can be related to the main body of 
recent studies on open economy macroeconomics. Hence, our reserves 
determination model is a fixed exchange rate regime analogue to 
the exchange rate determination models under flexible exchange 
rates. Our model makes extensive use of portfolio theoretic 
arguments and is therefore an intellectual relative of the 
Branson-Kouri portfolio balance approach. But in addition to the 
monetary side, our model includes the real side of the economy as 
well. Thus, our work also parellels the branch of literature 
started by Dornbusch (1976). In comparison to Dornbusch, the real 
side of the economy is more complete and is based on a general 
equilibrium framework with optimizing consumers and firms. 
Interestingly, although not surprisingly, an analogue of the 

overshooting hypothesis can result in our model, but is not a 

necessary outcome in it. 

We proceed as follows. First, we describe the basic research 
question in a discrete-time open economy variant of our general 
framework developed in sections 2.4 - 2.5. The discrete-time 
variant is a somewhat linearized yersion of the basic model, but 
still contains seriously nonlinear features. Consequently, only 
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approximate qualitative properties of the model can be discussed. 
Secondly, using the qualitative properties of the nonlinear model, 
we develop a strictly linear framework, in which the research 
questions can be analytically answered. 

4.2 Existence of the endogenous exchange rate cycle: 

the nonlinear model case 

We follow a two-stage strategy in our analysis. In the first 

stage, we briefly study the exchange rate cycle in general terms 
in a discrete-time nonlinear model. In the second stage, we 
construct a linear model in which questions relating to the 
macroeconomic adjustment process are investigated in some detail. 
The reason for the chosen strategy is to be found in technical 
difficulties. The nonlinear model is an essentially direct 
conversion of the continuous time analysis developed above in 
sections 2.4 - 2.5. Hence, the model also has the strong choice
theoretic foundations of the basic framework. However, the model 
is inherently too nonlinear for a satisfactory study of the type 
of problems that we are interested in here. Therefore, we hope to 
be able first to derive enough information on the local behaviour 
of the nonlinear model, so that we can form a linear model with 
the same local properties. In doing so, we hope that some'of the 
strengths of the general equilibrium choice-theoretic approach 
will be transmitted to the conclusions. 

4.2.1 Description of the nonlinear model 

The notion of the small open economy is the general set-up for our 

analysis. The agents of the home country are price takers in all 
the international markets. In particular, the world market prices 

of the imported and the exported goods are P~t and P~t' respect
ively. As we want to abstract from variations in the terms of 
trade and instead concentrate on variations in the world price 
level, we assume that goods are physically measured in units such 
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that P~t = P~t = pl. The world price level pl is determined by the 

quantity theory of money and is given by 

(138) 

where 

P* = (1+m*-v*)tp* 
t t 0 

mt = rate of growth of money supply abroad 

v* = rate of growth of productivity abroad. 

We assume that the world money supply rule follows the following 

stochastic process 

(139) in* = v* + rr* + u 
t t 

u
t 
~ i.i.d. N(O,o~) 

rr* = world inflation rate 

Using (2), we can write the world price level equation as 

follows: 

t 
(138' ) p* = rr l1 +rr *+u . J p* 

t j=d J 0 

If the exchange rate is assumed for the time being to be at its 
initial level sO' the corresponding domestic price level becomes: 

t 
(140) Pt = .II l1+rr*+uJ.JsoPO 

J=O 

t 
:= rr l1 +rr *+u . ] Po 

j=O J 

Note that while the analogues of price paths (138') and (140) in 

continuous-time representations are perfectly plausible for all 
states of nature, price paths (138') and (140) imply that there 
always exist some states of nature with pos;tive probabilities in 
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which the price levels would fall to zero. However, we ignore the 
problem because it clearly is associated with the formulation, 
since the formulation applied in (138 1

) and (140) ;s 6nly' valid 

for relatively small shocks UjO In the general discret~-time 

representation, log-normally distributed additive shocks would 

have to be used to formulate uncertainty so as to avoid the 
inconsistency for any state of nature. However, the adopted 
formulation is commonly used in the background of macroeconomic 
models and serves well in setting up the linear model. 

In addition. the stochasic process of the nominal world interest 
rate is fully exogenous to the home country agents. The rest of 
the world behaves in a non-strategic way with respect to the home 
country, so that home government policy actions do not generate 
retaliatory reactions in the rest of the world. The home country 
government tries to operate in a fixed exchange rate regime by 

means of direct intervention. i.e. by being prepared to make any 
offered currency trades at the official exchange rate. 

As in the continuous-time model, we assume specifically that the 
home country and the rest of the world have a permanent currency 
exchange arrangement so that the reserves grow autonomously at the 
rate of growth of productivity v. Similarly, the critical 
devaluation and revaluation limits ~t and Rt are assumed for 
simplicity to grow at rate v. If the actual level of reserves 

falls below Et, then the_home country will devalue the currency, 
while if it rises above Rt , then the home currency will be 

revalued. In both cases, the country follows the k-percent policy 
described in section 2.4. which is not very restrictive, as will 
be seen in section 4.3.3. 

The monetary and fiscal policies in the home country assumed in 

the following are simple. The world price level fixes the domestic 
price level completely in the case of the small open economy. The 
quantity theory equation holds in the home country. In order not 
to cause serious disturbances in the economy. the home country 



follows the monetarist money supply rule. The quantity of money 

then grows at the rate 

(141) in = v* + n* t 
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or at the same rate as in the rest of the world. Note that in 

(141) there is an implicit assumption that the home country rate 
of growth of productivity v equals v*. As in the closed economy 
analysis, we assume that the velocity of money adjusts so as to 
absorb random variations about the mean demand for nominal 

transactions balances. 

The home country always hires fractions a3 of the aggregate 
capital stock and the labor force in order to provide public 
services and goods. If there are no shocks, then the government 
borrows a fixed fraction (a3-s3) of the aggregate capital stock 
from abroad. 29 As, by assumption, the portfolio fraction s3 remains 

constant at s30 independently of shocks (see note 29), the 
government's borrowing from abroad to finance this permanent gap 
remains constant except for changes in valuation. The government 

runs a balanced budget so that it finances all the public 
expenditure, like wages and the debt service of the public sector, 

by raising taxes. 

29Recall from the analysis of section 2.4 that a3 is the 
preference weight of public expenditure in the preferences of 
consumers, whereas s30 is the portfolio fraction of government 
-bonds in the portfolios of investors. For simplicity, we assume 
that s10 = a1+a4 so that the portfolios of investors exhibit 
'correct' general equilibrium allocation of capital to the private 
sector in the initial state (i.e. imply full employment in that 
state). Also, we assume that substitution in the portfolios of 
consumers on1y occurs between shares and foreign bonds so that s3 
always remains constant. In the continuous-time model of section 
2.4 this implies the assumptions that cr* = PB*crB if v* > v, or 
cr B = PB*cr* if v > v*. Neither of the assumptions restricts the 
generality of the analysis to a nonnegligible extent. 
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The implications for the tax rule, disposable income and the 
capital account of the above assumptions will be studied later. 
Finally, we state that the riskless rate of return on government 
bonds issued only to domestic investors is rG, while the interest 
rate on foreign borrowing is the world interest rate specified 
below. 

Two different periodic sets of events must be distinguished in the 
input markets as well as in the whole economy. Production, 
consumption and investment decisions are made for each period. In 
addition, exogenous shocks can hit the economy in each period. By 
contrast, a wage contract is negotiated between the firms and a 
trade union only every nth period. The outcome of the negotiations 
specifies the contract wage for n periods. This distinction would 
empirically correspond to the notion that, while wage contracts 
are negotiated for, e.g., one year at a time, a number of other 
economically significant decisions can be made much more 
frequently, e.g., monthly or quarterly. 

The firms have a stochastic Cobb-Douglas technology defined by: 

(142) 

where 

t s 1-S .n (1+v+n
J
.}Ll t J=O 

v mean growth rate of productivity 
nt = productivity shock 
n t ~ Li.d. N(O,C5~) 

Technology (142) implies that the marginal productivities of both 

labor and capital are stochastic. Note that the remarks on price 
paths made above after equation (140) also apply where appropriate 
to the technology. 

Similarly, as in the basic models of sections 2.3 - 2.4, the firms 
choose the levels of inputs by maximizing expected logarithmic 
utility, or the preferences of investors, over the contract 
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period. The workers are represented in the labor market by a trade 
union. The trade union negotiates a wage contract with the firms 
for each contract period. For simplicity, the wage-setting rule is 
specified in the nonlinear model by the following statements: 

(143a) 

(143b) 

where 

. 
w = v 

wo 

. 
w 

wo 
dl 

+ rr* 

S (l-d )lSK1-s 
l 0 0 BlSK1- S 

o 0 
l l 

growth rate of the contract wage 

initial wage level 
risk premium paid in wages as the price of avoiding 

variations in the marginal productivity of labor 
B S{1-dl ) = income share of labor corrected for the 

risk premium 

The rule states that the expected rate of increase in the real 
wage rate equals the mean rate of growth of productivity. 

In the linear analysis, another, more realistic, wage-setting rule 

will be applied as well. 

It is important to notice that the specific wage-setting rule does 

not respond to excess supply in the labor markets, if such 
situations emerge within the contract periods. For their factor 
services, the shareholders receive the mean nominal interest rate 
rB = v + rr* plus the profit effects of price level shocks and of 
all the productivity variation in technology. For also bearing the 

productivity risks of the workers, the investors receive the risk 

premi um dl .3° 

30For derivation of the risk premium, see appendix 1. 
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Again we assume on the grounds of the same arguments as in section 
2.3 that the firms keep the capital-labor ratio constant in the 
short-run despite variations in the price level. To utilize the 
short-run fixed-coefficient property of the technology implied by 
the above assumption, we define next the concept of norm produc
tion. The norm production in period t is the output in private 
sector and if capital and labor are only employed in the private 
sector and are used in quantities corresponding to the long-run 
optimal capital-labor ratio, given the wage-setting rule and the 
productivity growth. Formally, we can express the norm production 
Yt' conditional on the wage-setting rule specified in (143), as: 

(144) 

where ~ = tHo is the full employment level of labor supply 
K = total capital stock owned by the investors 

Using the norm production concept and the fixed-coefficient 
property of the technology, we can now express the aggregate 
private sector production as: 

(145) Yt = ~1tYt 

~1t= portfolio fraction of shares for period t 

Formulation (145) will be extensively used in the analysis. Note 

that if the wage-setting rule remains unchanged throughout time, 
then the representation (145) is valid globally. 

Because of the preferences, the analysis of the demand side of the 
economy is simple if only we can develop a shock-dependent 
representation for aggregate real wealth. However, with Cobb

Douglas preferences and the assumption of an exogenous price level 
set by the world price level, it is more convenient to carry out 
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the analysis in terms of the periodic accumulation of real wealth, 
or, real income. Under these assumptions, both consumption and 

imports are fixed fractions of real income. 

In order to determine the real income we state first the ex
pressions for the nominal prices of assets and the nominal wage 

rate: 

(146a) 

(146b) 

(146c) 

(146d) 

where 

t 
QBt = rr ll+rB+a U·+a n·JQB j=O u J n J 

t 
Q* = rr ll+r*+n~JQ* 

t j=O B J 0 

rB = v + rr* = nominal rate of return on shares 

rS + nt = nominal world interest rate, 

nt ~ N(O,cr~*) i.i.d. 

In (146a), the coefficients a and a of the price and u n 
productivity shocks are the simplest linear approximations of the 
respective nonlinear factors in the continuous-time model of 

secti on 2.4)1 

Corresponding real variables are obtained by dividing expressions 
(146) by the price level given in (148). Assuming that p, or the 

rate of time preference of consumers, equals v, defining sl' s2' 
and s3 as the portfolio fractions of shares, foreign bonds and 

government bonds, respectively, and applying directly the 

31For the derivation of the coefficients, see appendix 2, 
equations (AlI) - (A20). 

',. -, 

\ 
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definition for disposable income in (82'), we can write the real 
disposable income as follows: 

( 147) 

where 
t QBO 

1 B t == v 1I II +v +a. U. +a. n· j -
j=O u J n J Po 

real income on shares if all capital is invested in 
shares at the general equilibrium rate of return 

t s Q* 
v 1I ll+r*-lI*-u.+n~j ~ 

j=O J J Po 

real income on foreign bonds if all capital is 
invested in foreign bonds 

t QO 
I t == v 1I ll+rG-u.j -

j=O J Po 

real income on government bonds if all capital is 
invested in government bonds 

t QHO 
I Ht == v 1I ll+v-u.J -

j=O J Po 

= real wage income 

Expression (147) specifies the real disposable income as a 

weighted average of different income components net of real taxes, 
where the weights are appropriate portfolio fractions. The 
expression can be simplified appreciably by investigating the net 
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tax function 'Rt. The government collects taxes to pay wages and 
interest payments abroad and to domestic investors, and runs a 
balanced budget. The government is assumed for simplicity to face 
the same world interest rate as the private investors. Therefore, 

the tax function must be of the following form: 

By noting that a3-s30 = S20,32 the real income (147) can be 
rewritten in the following relatively simple forffi': 

-
(149) It = Slt(IBt+I Ht} + (s2t-S20}It 

Expression (149) indicates that the real disposable income in the 
home country includes the real value of domestic output and the 
interest revenue on the net foreign lending in excess of the 
initial holdings of foreign bonds. 

With the Cobb-Douglas preferences, real consumption and imports 
are fixed fractions of the real income and are thus given by: 

(150a) 

-
(150b) c = (l-a}I mt t 

where a and 1-a are the Cobb-Douglas preference weights for 
consumption of the private good and the imported good, 

respectively. 

32This can be seen from the following sequence of identities: 
a3 = 1-(a1+a4) = 1-s10 = s20+s30' 
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Exports can be obtained simply by subtracting the consumption of 
the private good from the production of it. Formally, exports are 
then given by 

Besides the autonomous component, the actual level of real 
reserves at the end of each period is affect by the two 
traditional channels, namely, the current account and net capital 
flows. The real current account surplus for period t, denoted by 
St' is defined as the net exports during that period valued at the 
initial foreign price p5 = 1. Using (151) and (150b), we obtain 
directly that the real current account surplus is given by 

The determination of the real net flow of capital is relatively 
simple as well. The stock of capital exports from the home country 
is given by the fraction of total capital held ;n foreign bonds. 
The stock of capital imports is given by the residual demand for 
capital by the government. As was mentioned above, this residual 
demand is determined by two factors. First, the government always 
employs a fraction u3 of the home economy's total inputs in 
public production. On the other hand, the government only receives 
the fraction of capital corresponding to the portfolio fraction of 
government bonds directly from the home country investors. The 
rest of the capital the government borrows from abroad. The real 
stock of capital exports, Dt , and capital imports, Ft • at the end 
of period t are then given by the following expressions: 
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(153a) 

(153b) 

In (153a,b), the stocks are valued in the home currency and at the 

initial price level. 

The real net inflow of capital during period t, or the capital 

account surplus, et, consists of the difference between the one 
period changes in stocks (153b) and (153a). The net interest 

income from abroad is included in the disposable income. Then we 
can write the capital account surplus in the following form: 

The 'endogenous' change in actual real reserves during the period 
t is given by the sum of the current account surplus and the 
capital account surplus. The autonomous change caused by the 
exchange arrangement giyes the trend in the real reserves. Thus, 
using (152) and (154), we obtain the following expression for the 

changes in real reserves: 

(155) Rt - Rt _1 = R~ - R~_1 + PO~1tYt - I t 

where 

+ Ft - Ft -1 - [D t -D t _1] 

RP = autonomous real reserves at the end of period t 
t 

At the initial contracting time, the portfolio fractions of 
investors are at their general equilibrium values, derived from 

utility maximization, which we denote by ~10' ~20 and ~30. Within 
the contract period, the portfolio fractions are affected by pro
ductivity and world price shocks, and exchange rate jump expec-
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tations. In section 2.5, we showed that devaluation expectations 
are analogous to deflation of the world price level in that both 
raise the expected rate of return on foreign bonds. The difference 
between the two shocks is that devaluation expectations have no 
effects at all on the actual return or income as such; only if a 
devaluation actually occurs will the expected real income 

increases be realized as capital gains. This is due to the exoge
neity of the world financial markets to the home country 
investors: the real returns on foreign assets do not respond at 
all to exchange rate speculation in the home country. 

The portfolio decisions of investors are also affected by inertia. 
This is because we assume that there are costs associated with 
aggregate portfolio adjustments. 33 For convenience, we adopt here 

the technically simplest possible representation for the inertial 
portfolio adjustment. Let then f2 be the partial derivative of the 
portfolio fraction of shares of an optimizing agent with respect

to a unit change in the mean real rate of return on shares. 34 The 

33Empirically, it is quite plausible to assume that portfolio 
adjustments are costly, because only relatively small fractions of 
the total private sector portfolios - mainly some very short-term 
financial investment - are fully liquid assets. We used the 
costless adjustment assumption in the theoretical analysis of the 
third chapter and it might be preferable here as well for this 
reason alone. However, in the succeeding analysis we actually need 
some friction in adjustments, because the idea of the speculative 
exchange rate cycle implies instability of the dynamics to be 
studied. Under rational expectations, such an unstable system 
would explode at the very moment when speculation grows so strong 
that the instability becomes understood by all investors. Thus, we 
need rigidity in adjustments to prevent momentary jumps in 
reserves. Even though the friction could possibly be constructed 
in an analogous way to section 3.5, the partial adjustment 
mechanism is the simplest technical formulation in linear discrete 
time analysis. 

34Note from portfolio 

1 

rule (97a) that 
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portfolio fraction of shares of an optimizing investor for period 
t, operating in frictionless conditions, would be 

(156) 

where z = arbitrary anticipated change in the mean rate of 
t 

return 

But the investors are also affected by friction in portfolio 
adjustments. The s imp 1 est ava i1 ab 1 e representati on of such effects 
is to assume that the portfolio fraction ~1t is determined by the 
partial adjustment mechanism as follows: 

(157) 

~ f (0,1) . 

~lt = ~lt - ~1O 

~lt-1 ~ ~1t-1 - ~10 
-0 0 
~lt = ~lt ,- ~10 

The reduced form solution for the stochastic difference equation 

(157) takes the form 

(158) 

.-:'1,' 

= ~10·:"''I-'a f2 ~ (1-a) jZt· 
'.' j=O -J 

; .' ~ 

If the definition"of the variable ~lt is directly applied to 

equation (158), we obtain the solution for the portfolio fraction 

~lt as: 
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With the simplifying assumption on the variance-covariance 
structure between return on shares and foreign bonds (see 
note 29), the substitution in porfolios only occurs between 

shares and foreign bonds. We can then write the portfolio 
fraction of foreign bonds directly as: 

(160) 

Thus, the investment fraction of government bonds remains constant 
at s30 independently of the shocks. 

The building blocks of our nonlinear model .have now been specified 
in terms of end-of-period magnitudes of the relevant variables. 

4.2.2 Basic properties of the nonlinear model 

The basic logic of the properties of the open economy model is 
almost exactly analogous to that of the closed economy case of the 
previous chapter. The wage contracts fix the nominal wage for 
several periods (in the present simplified case, for all periods). 
If any exogenous anticipated events hit the economy during the 
contract period, they change the mean real rates of return on 
different assets in a non-neutral way. Consequently, investors 
adjust their portfolio composition in an optimal manner. Given the 
specific construction of the model, capital moves between the 

domestic private sector and the rest of the world. Employment and 
output vary accordingly in the home country. 

The open economy case differs from the closed economy setting in 
two respects. First, all transactions between the home country and 
the rest of the world involve changes in the reserves of the home 
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country. As the home country tries to maintain the fixed exchange 
rate, and yet has limited autonomous reserves, strong speculation 
may strengthen the tendencies towards real fluctuations in the 
home economy. Secondly, financial connections between the home 
country and the rest of the world, i.e. borrowing and lending, can 
involve genuine capital gains or losses to the home country. 

All the responses of the variables of the model are due to either 
portfolio substitution effects of capital gains effects. Portfolio 
effects alone determined variations in the real variables and 
capital flows. Because of the latter, the capital account effects 
on reserves are relatively easy to detect. On the other hand, 
income formation is affected simultaneously by both types of 
effects. Therefore, the current account effects on reserves are 
much less clearcut and more diffucult to model than the capital 

account effects. 

An increase in either the rate of growth of productivity or the 
world inflation rate which was unanticipated at the time of wage 
contracting makes investors reallocate their portfolios away from 
foreign bonds towards the shares of the domestic firms. The reason 
for this is that the firms' profits fall since the nominal labor 
costs are fixed by the contract and hence independent of the 
shocks. A productivity shock of a given size (say a one percentage 
point increase in the rate of growth of productivity) causes a 
larger portfolio effect than a world price shock of equal 
magnitude. The reason is that the price shock changes the real 
rate of return on shares only because a part of factor payments, 
i.e. wages, is paidat a fixed rate. Thus, price variations only 

cause income redistribution. The productivity shock, by contrast, 
increases the real rate of return on shares by increasing output 
and therefore total revenues. Hence, positive productivity shocks 
both generate more disposable income in the aggregate and re
distribute income in favor of investors. 

To understand the shock-dependence of real income, which is 
necessary for understanding the current account effects of the two 
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types of shocks, let us write the domestic real income presented 
in (149) in the following form: 

-
(161) It = ~lt(IBt+IHt-It) + ~10It 

In obtaining (161), we have used (159) and (160) and the 

definition ~1+~2+~3 = 1. 

Let us first investigate the world price shocks. Denoting the 
first order difference opera tor by ~, we can decompose the change 
in real disposable income from the previous period in the follow
ing way: 

(162) ~I = ~~lt(IBt-1+IHt-1-It-1) + ~lt-1 (~IBt+~IHt-~It) 

+ ~10~I1 

In the decomposition, the first term is the direct portfolio 
substitution effect. Income changes because capital moves from the 
home country abroad or vice versa and labo'r is consequently laid 
off or hired. The following two terms represent the direct income 
effects; income changes because different types of income are 
making capital gains and losses on account of the shocks. The 
second order effects are ignored. 

The decomposition can be simplified by recalling that, since price 
variations only cause variations in income distribution, the 
capital gains possibly made by the shareholders are exactly equal 

to the capital losses made by the workers, i.e. ~IBt = -~IHt. 
Applying this fact, the decomposition can be written as follows: 

-
(163) ~It = ~~lt(IBt-1+IHt-1-It-1) + (~10-~lt-1)~It 
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The sign of (163) is ambiguous. If there is acceleration in world 
inflation, investors adjust their portfolios towards shares and 

hence ~~lt is positive. A positive ~~lt implies increases in real 
national income because more capital and labor is employed in 
domestic production. On the other hand, it implies decreases in 
real income because less capital is earning revenue abroad. We 

assume that the overall effect of a positive ~~lt is positive, 
i.e. real national income is assumed to increase when unemployment 

decreases in the home country. The second term is unambiguously 
negative. Because of the fixed coefficient short-term technology, 

zero is the minimum of ~10-~lt-1 if no labor mobility is allowed. 
The real returns on foreign bonds. decrease as world inflation 

accelerates. Hence, ~It is negative, making the second term 
negative. 35 This negativeeffect may or may not make the aggregate 

change in income negative. 

The ambiguity of the sign of the aggregate change in real national 
income is, fortunately, not a very serious difficulty as regards 
the total current account effect on reserves. This can be seen by 
noting that the change in production due to the price shock is: 

-
(164) ~Yt = ~~ltYt-1 = ~~lt(IBt-1+IHt-1) 

In the case of an acceleration in inflation, the change in output 
is positive, as more inputs are employed in firms. Furthermore, 
the change in output is larger than the corresponding change in 
real income. This becomes formally obvious if one compares (163) 
and (164) and recalls the definition of income in (149). 

Intuitively, it is due to the fact that output increases by the 

35The interpretation of the second term is simple. The fraction 
~10-~lt-1 indicates, if positive, that the economy is out of the 
full employment equilibrium. Then, the revenues derived from the 
fraction ~2t-1-~20 invested in foreign bonds are not taxed by the 
government to cover the interest payments on the public debt 
raised abroad, but are subject to capital losses. 
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full impact of the shift of inputs into firms, while income only 
changes to the extent that new alternative uses of inputs generate 
more income than the old ones. By the above conclusions, exports 
must always increase more than imports when a world price shock 

causes increases in private production. Hence, the current account 
effect of such a shock on reserves must be unambiguously positive. 
Because of the positive portfolio effect, the capital account 
effect of the given shock on reserves is positive as well. 

Next, let us briefly study the income effects of productivity 
shocks. In the case of such shocks, foreign investments or labor 
income are not subject to capital gains or losses at alle Hence, 
the change in real national income becomes: 

-
(165) ~It = ~~lt(IBt-1+IHt-1-It_1) + ~lt-1~IBt 

In (165), using the convention adopted above in the context of 
(163), both terms are of the same signe Shifts of capital into the 
domestic private sector can only happen, if the productivity shock 
is positive, or, of ~IBt is positive. 

Output changes in the case of a productivity shock in the 
following way: 

The crucial point to observe here is that, since shareholders 
receive all the additional revenues caused by the productivity 

shock, then ~IBt = Pa~Yt must hold. Hence, in the current account, 
the capital gains effect on the demand side and the productivity 
effect on the supply side neutralize each other. The total current 
account effect on reserves of a productivity shock is then a pure 
portfolio effect, which in our case is positive by the same 
argument, as in the case of the price shock. The capital account 
effect is again positive. 
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In conclusion, we can say that the nonlinear model is in fact too 

nonlinear for analytical purposes. To see this clearly, let us 
convert the nonautonomous change in reserves in equation (155) 

into the difference operator notation as follows: 

Applying equations (163 - 166) and by recalling. that L;Ft = 0 and 

L;0t = -L; SltOt_1 when changes in valuation are neglected, equation 

(167) can be written in the following form: 

(168) "'R~ = L;SltlPoYt_1-(IBt_1+IHt_1-It_1)+Ot_1] 

+ (s10-Slt-1)L;It 

In equation (168), the first term in the square brackets repre
sents the production effect and the second term the income effect 
on the current account. The third term represents the capital flow 
effect. These three terms are due to the fact that capital moves 
between domestic private sector production and the rest of the 
world, and, consequently, the unemployment rate varies in the home 
country. The last term, on the other hand, is the capital gains 
effect on the current account and is the 'disequilibrium' effect 
on reserves. The capital gains effect is always positive if the 
country can only be a net investor in the world market, i.e. if 
the home country is limited to the full employment level of 
domestic activity by the immobility of labor and by the fixed
coefficient production technology. If the country were a net 
borrower in the world market, then this effect would be positive. 36 

36Note that fluctuations in the nominal world interest rate would 
generate other capital gains effects, which would follow the 
opposite sign pattern relative to the gains arising from the 
capital movements. We will abstract away from such capital gains 
effects. 
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If equation (168) were inserted into equation (155) in an 

appropriate form, it would be seen that the change in reserves 
could potentially include dynamics from several additively 

associated sources. This indicates that the underlying dynamics, 
even with the simplest available assumptions, would be of multiple 
order. Moreover, incorporating speculation explicitly into the 

analysis would further complicate the dynamics. It is therefore 
necessary for further analysis to develop a simpler, preferably 
fully linear, model which includes the local properties of the 
nonlinear model as accurately as possible. In section 4.3, we will 
proceed along these lines. It will then be seen that ignoring the 
capital gains effects facilitates the linearization to the extent 
that even a simple notion of speculation can be included in the 
analysis. 

A most illustrative way of presenting the properties of the 

nonlinear model is by means of a set of figures. In Figure 15, two 
series of shocks - a sequence of increases in world inflation and 
in productivity growth from their mean rates - hit the economy. 
Despite the serious nonlinearity of the reserves equation, it is 
assumed that the time series of the logarithmic deviations from 
the trend paths of production and reserves and the current account 
and capital account surpluses can be easily constructed. For the 
purposes of illustration, it is assumed that the time paths of the 
deviations are linear. In the four panels of Figure 15, the solld 
lines represent the responses of the model to the set of world 
price shocks and the broken lines the corresponding responses to 
the productivity shocks. 
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4.2.3 Existence of speculative exchange rate cycles 

The foregoing discussion on the basic properties of the nonlinear 
model made it clear that feasible sets of unanticipated produc
tivity or world price level shocks 'can, at least in principle, 
lead to such responses that implied reserve losses or gains cause 
endogenous devaluations or revaluations. The reason for this is 
that contract wage rigidity reduces the ability of the economy to 
automatically absorb shocks in full employment equilibrium. Here 
we examine what role speculation plays in endogenous exchange rate 
changes in the nonlinear model and under what circumstances 
speculation can be the immediate cause of exchange rate jumps. By 
immediate cause we mean that, at least during the subperiod ending 
in an exchange rate jump, there are no exogenous shocks at work in 
the economy. 

The intuitive characterization of the issues associated with the 
question is fairly simple. Uncertainties in productivity and the 
world price level make the level of real reserves at the end of 
each period a random variable. In our case, the distribution of 
reserves is likely to be some time-dependent variant of the 
log-normal distribution, but here we allow for a general 
distribution, the density and distribution functions of which are 
denoted by ft(R t ) and Ft(Rt ), respectively. Note that in the 
general case the density ft and the distribution Ft are time
dependent, i.e. the moments characterizing them vary endogenously 
over time. The only restriction for the distribution and the 
devaluation and revaluation limits Et and Rt is that, if the 
economy is on its trend path, then the probabilities of devalua
tion and revaluation are equally large. Formally, this can be 
specified in the following way: 

(169) 
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If a shock now enters the economy, it shifts the actual level of 
reserves so that the probability A of a devaluation or a revalua
tion occurring during the next period becomes positive. This 
magnifies the pure shock-induced reserve effect, as speculating 
investors adjust their portfolios. If the density function of 
reserves has the conventional single-peaked form and the peak is 

between the limits E and R, then the sequence of changes in the 
probabilities A is increasing in the deviations from the trend 
path. 37 Hence, it becomes possible that, after a sufficient amount 

of cumulative shocks, the implied increase in the probabilities A 

becomes so large that no additional exogenous shocks are needed, 
and the reserves still continue to deviate more and more from the 
trend path. Thus expectations of-an exchange rate jump may become 
self-fulfilling: changes in reserves·caused by speculation 
continue until the exchange rate jumps. 

To present the argument more formally, a critical observation has 
to be made: during a devaluation cycle, capital flows out while 
the opposite is true during a revaluation cycle. This observation 
is particularly useful because the devaluation and revaluation 
cycles can be given simple definitions in terms of the portfolio 

fraction S1t. The definitions are: 

(170a) if Et -1 (s1t-S1t-1) < 0, then a devaluation cycle is in 

operation 

(170b) if Et _1 (s1t-S1t-1) > 0, then a revaluation cycle is in 

operation 

Variations in the portfolio fraction S1t are in our formulation a 
function af variations in the expected yield differential between 

37This claim ignares the fact that the time-dependence af higher 
- than -first moments of the distribution Ft would passibly imply 
stricter conditians for guaranteeing the increasing sequence af 
the probabilities A. 
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shares and foreign bonds. This differential depends, on one hand, 
on exogenous world price level and productivity shocks. On the 
other hand, we showed in section 2.5 that this differential also 
depends on exchange rate jump expectations. Specifically, we saw 
that if a k-percent devaluation is expected to occur during period 
t with a probability At, then the yield differential between 

returns on shares and foreign bonds diminishes by a factor Atk' 
Denoting the exogenous shocks by Zt' the solution for the 
portfolio fraction S1t can be written as: 

(171) S1t = s10 - a f2lZt+(1-a)Zt_1+(1-a)2Zt_2+ ••• +(1-a)nZt_n 

where 

+Atk+(1-a)At_1k+(1-a)2At_2k+ ••• +(1-a)n-1At_n+1k] 

= s10 - a f2lZt+Zt_1+Atk+At_1k] 

2 Zt_1 = (1-a)Zt_1 + (1-a) Zt_2 + ••• + (1-a)zt_n 

At _1= (1-a)A t _1 + (1-a)2At_2 + ••• + (1-a)n-1 At_n+1 

Forming the corresponding solution for S1t-1' we can express the 
change in the fraction S1t in the following form: 

On the basis of (172) and using definition (170a,b), the two types 
of cycles can be distinguished formally by conditions 

Zt_1 > 0, 

then a devaluation cycle is in operation 

Zt_1 < 0, 



then a revaluation cycle is in operation 

where Zt_l = Zt_l + At _1k, or the cumulative present effect of 

past shocks. 
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The role of speculation in the course of the cycle is formally 

seen if we set Zt = 0 in conditions (173a,b). Considering only the 
devaluation cycle case, the condition becomes: 

(174) A > a Z 
t (l-alk t-l 

The condition says that, if the endogenously generated probability 
of devaluing is larger than the cumulative effect of the past 
shocks multiplied bY}, then the devaluation cycle continues 
without the contribution of present exogenous shocks. Furthermore, 
if the probability At satisfies condition (174), then the reserves 
decrease further during the tth period. This makes the probability 

At+l larger than the probability At • Hence, no t+l st period 
exogenous shocks are needed for the cycle to proceed, and so on. 
Speculation based on devaluation expectations makes the reserves 
fall, so that ultimately the expectations are fulfilled and the 

devaluation takes place. 

Note the important fact that the argument (170 - 174) is only 
relevant for illustration. In the whole argument, the 
probabilities At are treated parametrically, on the assumption 
that they are exogenously generated and in linear relationship 

with the portfolto fraction ~lt. In general this cannot be the 
case, and the essence of the idea of speculative exchange rate 
cycles is that the probabilities At are endogenously generated by 
the model and hence in a nonlinear relationship with the portfolio 

fraction ~lt. To gain some insight into the difficulties 
associated with endogenizing the probabilities At in condition 
(174), let us consider a special assumption on the distribution 
Ft • With this assumption, the generation of probabilities At can 
be approximated in terms of actual and expected reserves. 
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Specifically, let us assume that the density ft and the 

distribution Ft are time-independent, so that the higher-than
first moments of Ft are constant. I~ such a case, the effects of 
shocks on reserves become relatively straightforward. Such 
time-independent functions are denoted by f and F in the 
formalizations below. In Figure 16, the density function of the 

reserves and the reaction limits Rand R are drawn in the initial 
equilibrium and after some reserve losses. 

Fig.16. 

APPROXIMATION OF PROBABI LlTIES At 

If the economy loses reserves, then the location of the density 

shift to the left so that the mean of the distribution moves to 
the left to position R1 at the end of period one. This move can 
also be represented by moving the limits to the right by the 
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amount RO-R1 to positions ~1 and R1• The probability mass to the 

~eft of ~1 is larger than the corresponding mass to the right of 
R1• If another fall in reserves ~ccurs in the second period, the 
limits move to positions ~2 and R2• In general, for period t-1 the 
probability of devaluation is ex-post, i.e. knowing the actual 
reserves Rt_1 given by 

(175) At_1 F(~+RO-Rt_1) l1-F(R+RO-Rt _1)j 

F(~t_1) - l1-F(Rt _1)j 

The first order approximation of the probability At can now be 

written as 

where w = -t 

If the right hand side of equation (176) is substituted into (174) 

for At, we obtain 

Equation (177) defines implicitly the cumulative reserve losses 
required by the end of period t-1 in order for the endogenous 
changes in the probabilities A to become large enough for a 
speculative devaluation cycle to get under way from period t on. 
80th the weighting functions ~t' wt and the reserve losses ~Rt are 
nonlinear functions in our model, which makes further analysis of 
the equation without linearizations impossible. It should be 

understood that condition (177) is in fact a condition for the 
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dynamics of reserves. Roughly speaking, condition (177) states 
that there is a critical level of reserves, smaller than the trend 
reserves, such that, if actual reserves fall below this level, 
then the endogenous dynamics in reserves becomes unstable, 
characterizing the presence of self-fulfilling devaluation 
speculation. This is the line of argument that we will follow when 
we establish conditions for the.existence of self-fulfilling 
speculation in the linear model. 

4.3 Cyclical fluctuations in a small open economy: 
the linear model case 

4.3.1 The basic linear model 

In the following three subsections, the linear open economy model 
will be presented, its properties characterized and its macro
economic implications pointed outo As far as possible, we try to 
keep the exposition on the intuitive level. With this purpose in 
mind, we will discuss the key assumptions of the model and only 
state the results of the formal analysis. The derivations of the 
results are carried out in appendix 2, the relevant parts of which 
will be referred to in the following sections. 

We are interested in both the real and monetary adjustments in the 
economy when exogenous shocks introduce disturbances into the 
economy. In the analysis, we will characterize real fluctuations 
in terms of the dynamics of the unemployment rate. Monetary 
responses in the open economy are summarized by the time path of 
real reserves. It will turn out later that this choice of 'indi
cator' variables is very convenient from the analytical point of 
view. For the unemployment rate, we can find an exact linear 
representation, while the dynamics in reserves are so complicated 
that for linearization we have to simplify the determination of 
reserves in the nonlinear model by invoking some ad hoc assump
tions. 
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An important and useful observation is that in our model all real 
variables, including real reserves, grow at the mean rate of 
growth of productivity v if the economy is on the trend path. This 
fact makes it possible in principle for us to aim at deriving a 
linear representation in the logarithmic or percentage deviations 
of reserves from the trend path. Hence, we 'save' one order of 
dynamics in the linearization and also need fewer ad hoc assump
tions in the derivation. Moreover, logarithmic deviations from the 

trend path is precisely the concept of reserves that has the 
simplest connection with the unemployment rate. 

In section 4.2.3, we mentioned that all first order effects of 

shocks on reserves are either portfolio substitution effects or 
capital gains effects. Among the two types of effects, the 
portfolio effects are not very nonlinear, as the dynamics of the 
portfolio fractions was already linearized in equations 
(159 - 160). On the other hand, the capital gains effects are 
multiplicative in shocks, as can be seen from the last term of 
equation (168) above. There is no convenient approximation which 
could be used to linearize such effects. Thus, the current account 
effects of shocks on reserves are inherently nonlinear, given the 
capital gains effects. 

To avoid further difficulties in attempts to linearize the capital 
gains effects. we choose to ignore them entirely. This assumption 
is a good approximation if the economy is not very far from the 

initial general equilibrium ~1t = ~10' The capital gains effects 
arising from variations in the world price level can potentially 
be relatively large if the economy deviates greatly from the 

initial general equilibrium. Recall from the remarks below (168) 
that the income effects associated with the capital gains effects 
are negative if international labor mobility is not allowed, but 
can also be positive if it is allowed. Hence, the decision to 
ignore such effects implies that the approximation of the current 
account effects of shocks on reserves will be an underestimate in 
the former case and can be either an under- or an overestimate in 
the latter case (see also note 36). 
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Given the assumption that the capital gains eff~cts are negli
gible, reserves can deviate from the trend path only because of 
portfolio substitution effects. Such effects arise by our assump
tions from changes in output, changes in disposable income and 
changes in gross capital exports due to portfolio adjustments. 
Formally, we can state on the basis of equation (168) that the 

deviation of reserves from the trend path at the end of period t 
is: 

In equation (178), the contributions of terms POYt and Dt are 
clear. The term IBt + I Ht - .I! represents the income effects on 
the current account, and its origin can be most easily se en from 
equation (163). As was mentioned above after (163), this type of 
term represents the income changes in the current account, because 
some income earned on foreign lending will be lost if capital is 
shifted into domestic firms. The capital that is shifted then 
generates new income for both labor and capital in the domestic 
production process. The net effect is the difference between the 
two effects with opposite signs. Note that when the capital gains 
effects are ignored then the three terms in the square brackets 
are actually evaluated at the trend values. 

Equation (178) can be developed into a more convenient form by 
defining the following fractions: 



(179a) 

(179b) 

where 

l' 1 -
EOI"t 

POEOYt 
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unit opportunity national income earned by domestic 
capital if invested abroad38 

so 
~20 ~p EOQtK 

o t l' C := ---=--=-".. .. --
~lOPOEOYt 

ratio of the home currency value of the mean gross 
lending abroad to the mean value of output 

1'1 b (0,1) by assumption; YC > 0 

Using (179a-b) and recalling that POEOYt = EO(1Bt+1Ht)' we can 
write (178) in the following form: 

-
(180) Rt - R~ = (~lt-~10)ll'1+I'C]~10POEOYt 

381ntuitively, 1'1 has an appealing interpretation. 1f one unit of 
capital is invested in domestic private firms, it generates one 
unit of mean output, which has the real trend value po. On the 
other hand, if one unit of capital is invested abroad it generates 
an amount equivalent to 
vPO 
E p* EOQt o t 
of national income in the home country. This is approximately 
equal to l' p < p if measured in terms of the domestic oppor
tunity inc6m~. Th~ national income earned abroad can be considered 
smaller than the corresponding income earned in the home country, 
because the latter generates both labor income and capital income, 
while the former only generates capital income. 1mplicitly, we are 
assuming that if labor moves abroad with capital, then only the 
capital income is repatriated, while the labor income is spent 
abroad. 
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One more definition is needed before we are ready to state the 
expression for the logaritmic deviation of reserves from the trend 
path. Let then YR be defined as follows: 

(181) 
sIQPOEOYt 

RP 
t 

ratio of the mean value of output to the autonomous 
reserves 

Using (180) and (181), the percentage or logarithmic deviation of 
reserves from the trend, denoted by rt , is given by: 

(182) 

Note that in (182) YI represents the current account effects due 
to the fact that domestic resources move between two alternative 
uses that generate different amounts of national income per unit 
of resources. The capital flows effects are captured by the term 
Yc· Note that, in general, both YI and Yc can be time-dependent, 
but for convenience we will treat them as constants in the 
following. Finally, parameter YR' a constant, scales the varia
tions that are actually measured about the trend value of output 
into percentage deviations about the autonomous reserves. 

A representation for the unemployment rate is easily obtained. The 
short-term fixed-coefficient technology implies directly that, if 
the portfolio fraction Slt is below the initial general equilib

rium level s10' then a fraction s10-Slt of the domestic labor 
force is unemployed. The definition for the unemployment rate, 
denoted by unt , is then: 39 

39Note that if s10 < slt, then (183) specifies the labor imports 
as a fraction of the total domestic labor force. 
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Comparison of (182) and (183) indicates that there is a linear 
relationship between the logarithmic deviation of reserves from 
the trend path and the unemployment rate. Specifically, the rela

tionship is: 

(184) 

Thus, once we have derived a dynamic representation for one of the 
variables, the corresponding representation for the other is 
implied by (184). 

The logic in the dynamics of reserves and the unemployment ra te is 
clear from (182) and (183). The driving force of the time paths of 
the two variables lies in the choices of investors, which are 
fully characterized by the time path for the portfolio fraction 
~lt' The real rates of return for the different investment 
opportunities vary relative to each other, as different shocks 
distort the economy. The ultimate reason for the distortions is to 
be found in the rigidity of the contract wage and the exchange 

rate. 

We will consider four types of shocks which affect the decisions 
of investors. The two purely exogenous shocks are random 
variations in the world price level and in domestic productivity." 
Endogenous shocks are generated by wage-setting, as to alternative 
trade union contract policies are considered. One of the two 
policies implies contract wage-setting in which the mean rate of 
growth of the contract wage may systematically differ from the 
mean rate of growth of productivity. The fourth type of shock is 
the effects of exchange rate speculation on the decisions of 

investors. 
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The general dynamic representation for the portfolio fraction 
~lt with the partial adjustment mechanism included was presented 
above in (159). In this representation, the arbitrary rate-of
return shocks zi were left unspecified. To obtain a linear 
formulation for the shocks Zt in terms of the four types of 
shocks, we apply directly portfolio rule (97a) in which exchange 
rate speculation is explicitly formulated. Specifically, we obtain 
the following representation for the 'frictionless' portfolio 
fraction ~~ t: 

where 1 
2 2 

°B (l-PB*) 

w = rate of increase in the contract wage in period t 
w* = 'J + n* 
At = probability for a revaluation to occur within 

period t 

From the continuous time analysis of the second and third 
chapters, we know that the mean real rate of return on shares is 
nonlinear in variations in the inflation rate. The same holds for 
the other two types of shocks as well. Hence, we are obliged to 
develop simple forms which specify linear relationships between 
the shocks and the real rate of return on shares. Such forms are 
derived in the appendi~ (see expressions (AlI - A20) in 
appendix 2), and here we only state the final result in terms of 
the equation of motion for the portfolio fraction ~~t: 

In (186), the expression in the square brackets corresponds to the 

arbitrary shocks Zt in (159). Therefore, the specific solution for 
the time path of the portfolio fraction ~lt' in which the friction 
in adjustments is included, becomes: 
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(187) Slt = slO + af2 [l-{~-a)L] [~(Ut-(Wt-W*}) 
1 

+ Tl-BT nt + Atk] 

The linear coefficients of the inflation, contract wage and 
productivity shocks are intuitively quite appealing when one 

recalls that B and (l-B) are the risk-premium corrected income 
shares of labor and capital. The coefficient of the productivity 

shocks is larger than that of the other two shocks because the 
former shocks include variations in total income in addition to 
implying variations in income distribution. The latter shocks 

involve only income redistribution. 

Solution (18?) implies by (l82) the following representation for 

reserves: 

(l88) 

where 

In (188), the contract wage effects and effects of speculation 
need to be formalized before further analysis is possible. The 
latter effects will be specified here, while discussion on the 
former will be postponed till the following section. 

The behaviour of investors underlying (188) is based on the fact 
that ut and nt are anticipated shocks at the beginning of period 
t. But, in that case, (188) is a deterministic relation and there 

can be no role in it for speculation. To make (188) genuinely 
stochastic, we have to distinguish between unanticipated and 
anticipated shocks in the aggregate. In both cases, individual 
agents have anticipations concerning ut and nt. In the aggregate 
unanticipated case, individual agents do not know the anticipa
tions of other agents and their best estimates are that the 
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aggregate anticipations of price and productivity shocks are draws 

from probability distributions ut and nt, respectively. In the 
aggregate anticipated case, agents either have uniform anticipa
tions about the shocks, which all agents know, or then all agents 
know what the aggregate weighted anticipation is if individual 
anticipations differ. 

According to assumptions (139) and (143), the exogenous shocks are 
normally distributed independent random variables, i.e. 

ut - N(O,a~) and nt - N(O,a~). If the shocks are unanticipated in 
the aggregate, then by (188) and by the standard theorem on the 
linear combinations of independent, normally distributed random 
variables, the distribution of r t is: 

(189) 

where ~t = time-dependent mean of r t 
H = constant implied by the solution for r t 

The exchange rate speculation of investors is based on the dis

tribution (189) and on how the devaluation and revaluation limits 
!O and rO' defined in the appendix, are located relative to the 
mean ~t. The important properties of the distribution (189) are 
that the variance is constant and that higher order moments dis
appear. Then, the approximation procedure for the probabilities 
At proposed in section 4.2.3, equation (176), can be applied in 
the present analysis. The key idea in the procedure is that the 
drift in the mean of the distribution (189) can be replaced by 
making the limits !O and rO time-dependent, and by evaluating the 
probabilities relative to the trend path EO(rt ) = O. The approxi
mation is derived in the appendix (see equations A23 - A31 in 
appendix 2) and the derivation is not repeated here. Instead, we 
state directly that the approximation rule of the probabilities 
At is the following: 



(190) 

where f = f(rt_1) = f(rO+r t _1) if r t_1 < 0 

= f(t\_1) f(rO+rt _1) if r t_1 > 0 

f' f' (rt-1) if r
t
_
1 

< 0 

f' f' (r
t
_
1

) if r t _1 > 0 
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and f and f' are the density function of the distribution 
(189) and its derivative. 

In the analysis, f and f' will be treated as constant evaluations 
of the density and its derivative, but in the description of the 
results of the analysis the actual time-dependent f and f' prove 
to be very useful. The limitations of the rule given in (190) are 
discussed in the appendix. 

The form (190) is not a closed form approximation of the probabil

ities At' as the past probabilities At _1 appear in it. In cases 
where the past effects of speculation affect the present state of 
reserves, the closed form representation is needed. By iterating 
(190) form the initial state, it can be seen that the closed form 
solution is a sum of the infinite sums of the last two terms in 
(190). However, by considerations presented in the appendix, an 
unweighted sum of the last terms in (190) is likely to be an 
overestimate of the past effects. Therefore, the closed form 
solution for (190) to be used in the relevant contexts is: 
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where Vo € (0,1) 

Equipped with the approximation rule (190), we can write the 
general expression for the logarithmic deviation of reserves from 
the trend path in the following form: 

(191) - r J B l (. .*)J 1 r t - [l-(1-aJL] ·l1l-BT ut - wt-w + 1l-BT Tlt 

+ klAt_1+f(Et_1rt-rt_1) + ~ fl(Et_1rt-rt_2)]} 

The dynamic representation for the unemployment rate is directly 
defined by the identity in (184), in which rt is replaced by 
(191). 

The description of the basic linear model is now complete. In the 
following section, the technical properties of the basic model and 
its extensions will be studied under two alternative contract 
wage-setting policies. 

40The right hand side of the equality is exactly the following: 
t 

j:of(Et_j_lrt_j-rt_j_l) = f[Et_1rt+(Et_2rt_1-rt_1)+(Et_3rt_2-rt_2) 

+ ••• (EOr1-r1)-rO] 

= flEt_1rt+zt_1+Zt_2+···+z1-rO] 

where zi are i.i.d. expectations errors. 

If the system starts from equilibrium, then rO = O. For i.i.d. 
expectations errors, the sum of the errors converges asymp
totically to zero. Therefore, the form used in (190 1

) is asymp
totically justified. 
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4.3.2 Analytical properties of the basic linear model 

The dynamics in reserves and unemployment can be characterized in 
terms of different parameters implicitly included in the structure 
of a second order stochastic difference equation such as equation 
(191). We will characterize the dynamics under two alternative 
trade union contract wage-setting policies, which are very 
different in nature. 

According to the first contract wage-setting poliey, the trade 
union always sets the contract wage so that the expected rate of 
change of the contract wage equals the sum of the mean rate of 
growth of productivity and the mean world inflation rate. 
Specifically, then, we have that for the first policy 

(192) Wt = v + rr* = w* ~ t 

Hence, under the first policy there is no feedback from the 
unemployment rate or any other variables of the model to contract 
wage-setting, and the term Wt-w* disappears from the determination 

of reserves and unemployment. 

The first poliey, while a commonly proposed guideline for contract 
wage-setting in publie debates, is very ad hoc in nature and also 
unsatisfactory from the theoretical point of view, as it contains 
no feedback from labor market disequilibria to the wage-setting. As 
an alternative for the ad hoc rule, we assume that the union sets 
the contract wage so as to maximize the following preferences: 
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(193) max Gt = ql(wt-w*) - q2[} Et_l(unt+unt+1)] 
{w -w*} 

where Ql' q2' q3 ) 0 

wt - w* = wt +1 - w* 

According to the second poliey, there is a continuous feedback 
from the labor market diseQuilibria to the contract wage-setting. 
The union sets a wage contract for two periods at a time, and for 
convenience we assume that the rate of growth of the contract wage 
is the same for both subperiods. It is shown in the appendix that 
the first two terms in (193) resemble the static Stone-Geary 
preferences in the corresponding level variables. The third 
quadratic term represents the feedback mechanism in wage-setting. 
In particular, it will be seen later that the first two terms in 
preferences (193) generate a natural rate of unemployment in the 
economy. The role of the quadratic term is then to correct the 
contract wage in each contract so that the expected unemployment 
rate is stabilized about the natural rate. 

The magnitudes of parameters q1' q2' and q3 determine what is the 
actual natural rate of unemployment implicitly chosen by the union 
that behaves according to the preferences given in (193). Yet 
another interpretation for the preferences is that the first two 
terms represent the degree of money illusion in the trade union 
behaviour. It turns out - see appendix 2, equations (A64 - A65) 
- that the maximization problem in (193) produces the following 
general wage-setting rule: 
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v = {1_B)2 • (q _~) 
o 2q3{f2B)2 1 -B 

St = Et_1k[f{Et_1rt-rt_1) + }(Et_1rt-rt_2)] 

-1 -1 
L : L St = St+1 

- B 1 
Et = Et _1[ Tr-BT ut + Tr-BT nt ] 

B - 1-
:: Tr-BT ut + 1l-lfT n t 

shoeks antieipated at eontraeting time t-1 to oeeur 
in period t 

Intuitively, the wage-setting rule given in (194) is quite easy to 
interpret. The term Vo represents the autonomous money illusion 
eomponent in the rate of inerease in the eontraet wage. The rest 
of the terms represent adjustments in the rate of inerease in the 
eontraet wage needed to stabilize systematie fluetuations about 
the natural rate of unemployment eaused by struetural speeulation 
and antieipated shoeks. All the feedbaek terms enter as arithmetie 
averages of the values that the respeetive terms adopt in the two 

subperiods whieh the eontraet eovers. 

Next, eontraet the wage-setting rules in (192) and (194) are 
applied to the general equation for reserves, equation (191) and 
the implied equation for the unemployment rate. To distinguish 
between the rules, we will throughout use the superseripts A when 
we are referring to speeifie values assoeiated with poliey rule 
(192) and superseripts F when we want to identify the regime 
implied by rule (194). The first rule will be ealled the ad hoe 

rule and the seeond rule the feedbaek poliey. 

The time paths of the logarithmie deviations of reserves from the 
trend path and the unemployment rate implied by the ad hoe 
eontraet wage-setting rule are given by the following expressions: 
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(195) 

(196) 

80th expressions are essentially differences of two infinite sums 
of past price and productivity shocks scaled by appropriate 
constants. The signs of the two equations are mutually plausible: 
when r t is negative, un t is positive, and vice versa. A more 
detailed characterization of the dynamics in reserves and un
employment requires information on parameters H and K. First, it 
can be shown (see A49 - A54 in appendix 2) that 0 < K~ < 1 and 

K~ < K~; and that both H~ and H~ are negative. From these facts, 
it follows that the second infinite sum in (195) and (196) is 
larger in absolute value than the first sum. Also, the sign of the 
second sum is positive: if ut and nt are positive, the accumulated 
second sum will be positive. Then, the aggregate effects of world 
price and productivity shocks on reserves and unemployment have 
plausible signs. Negative price and productivity shocks will cause 
losses in reserves and increases in unemployment. 

A question of fundamental interest is whether the dynamics of 
reserves exhibits properties that are characteristic of self
fulfilling exchange rate speculation. To formulate the question 
properly, recall that exchange rate speculation is specified in 
terms of the probabilities At in our model. The approximation of 
these probabilities introduces the second order dynamics in 
reserves into the model. Hence, if the implied dynamics becomes 
unstable for some plausible parameter values, meaning that 
reserves will hit any finite limit in finite time, we can say that 
a process of self-fulfilling speculation is going on in the 
economy. In technical terms, the existence of self-fulfilling 
speculation can be characterized by imposing a simple condition on 



the dominating parameter K~: if K~ > 1, then the dynamics in 
reserves is unstable and ultimately the home country is forced 
either to devalue or to revalue. It is shown in the appendix 
(A55 - A56 in appendix 2) that the following condition can be 

established: 

( 197) K~ = 1 <=> f(l+vO) + f' 
ark rk 

where ra = r 
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In condition (197), the evaluations f and f' of the density of 
reserves and its derivative are treated as fixed points. If these 
fixed values are replaced in condition (197) by the appropriate 
variable values f(r t _1) and f'(r t _1). and some properties of the 
normal distribution and the definitions of the limits r t _1 and 

rt-1 are used, condition (197) can be developed into the follow
ing, intuitively appealing form (see A57 - A58 in appendix 2): 

(198) 
1 2 (1-vO) 
l~ [----- - - ] - (l+vO)] - r* 

2 ark rk 

revaluation speculation limit 

1 2 (l-vO) 
-lr:[----- - - ] - (l+v )] - r** 

2 ark rk 

devaluation speculation limit 

According to the condition in (198), if standardized reserves rise 
more than r* per cent above the trend path, then self-fulfilling 
revaluation speculation begins. Similarly, if reserves fall more 
than r** per cent below the trend path,_ self-fulfilling 
devaluation speculation begins. 

The properties of condition (198) are quite plausible. The 
speculation limits are negatively related to all of the structural 

/ 
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parameters. Thus, increases in the parameters make self-fulfilling 
speculation a more likely phenomenon in the economy. This is 
intuitively natural for_the following reasons. First, increases in 
the 'shock-multiplier' r magnify the income and capital flows 
effects of shocks on reserves. Second, increases in parameter a 
represent ~alls in portfolio-adjustment costs, and hence make 
investors more sensitive to shocks. Third, an increase in para
meter k makes exchange rate speculation more profitable, thus 
enhancing the motivation for speculation. Fourth, increases in the 
evaluation of the density, f, increase the weight of speculation 
in the decision making of investors. 

Condition (198) can also be stated in closed form, i.e. by 
developing Taylor expansions about some initial point for f and f' 
in condition (197), and then solving for the required reserves 
limits. The derivation of the closed form condition is presented 
in appendix 2 (A59 - A61) and here we only state the result: 

(199) A 1 
r t _1 2 (1-vo) 

r*A K2 ~ <=> -- ~ 80l--- - .. ] 81 -
°r ark rk 

r t _1 2 (1-vO) 
r**A --.;; 8 l-- - - ] + 81 -

°r o ark rk 

where 80, 81 > 0; r*A and r**A are speculation limits 

Not that the closed form conditions have the same properties 
relative to parameters as the implicit condition (198). The closed 
form conditions turn out to be useful later in comparisons with 
the feedback wage-setting model. 

The time paths of the logarithmic deviations of reserves and the 
unemployment rate generated in the feedback wage-setting economy 
- corresponding to the respective paths (195) and (196) in the 
ad hoc wage-setting economy - are specified by the following 
relationships: 
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F HF F 
H2 I B -

(200) r = [ 1 - F -1 ](T [TI=BT(ut-u t ) t ( l-KrU (I-K2L ) 

1 -
+ n::BT( n t -n t ) ] - rVOt) 

F F 

unF = 
af2 H1 H2 I B -

(201) -l F -1 ](T [TI=BT(u t - ut ) 
t r (1 KFU (I-K2L ) - 1 

1 -
+ Tl-BT( n t -n t) J - rVOt) 

Again, (200) and (201) are differences of two infinite sums, one 
summing effects from the past and one from the future. Given that 
Ki and K~ are real,41 the above equations have analogous technical 

properties to those of equations (195) and (196). In such a case, 
o < Ki < K~, Hi and H~ are both negative, and TI is positive. 
Hence, the infinite sum defined by the lead operator is the 
dominating sum in both equations. The forward looking sum 
contributes positively to the deviations of reserves: positive 
future surprises increase rt and negative future surprises 
deerease it. Therefore, the dynamics in reserves has expected 

properties relative to shocks. 

41Equations (200) and (201) are not las well behaved l as equations 
'(195) and (196). In particular, equations (200) and (201) may 
exhibit implausible fluctuating dynamics for the parameter values 
suggested in appendix 2, p. 258, unless the economy is relatively 
rigid in adjusting, i.e. unless parameter a is small. The problems 
with plausible dynamics are probably due to the fact that, 
analytically, we are restricted to two periods wage setting at 
most. As past systematic effects of speculation are eliminated 
from equations (200) and (201), the only role of speculation in 
these equations is in capitalizing future surprises, and is thus 
relatively weak. If wages were fixed .for more periods than two at 
a time, the range of plausible behaviour of the equations under 
study would possibly be extended. If the role of speculation is 
magnified in the model by e.g. changing the parameters in an 
appropriate way (see appendix 2, p. 227), the above equations 
become much better behaved. 
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When equations (200) and (201) are well-behaved, then it is also 

possible that periods of self-fulfilling speculation oc~ur in the 
feedback wage-setting economy. Again, the condition for 
self-fulfilling speculation to exist is that K~ ~ 1 must hold. In 
terms of observable variables, this condition can be formulated as 
follows (see (A74 - A75) in appendix 2): 

where 61,62 > 0; r*F and r**F are the revaluation and 

devaluation speculation limits 

According to condition (202), self-fulfilling speculation begins 
in the economy if standardized reserves at time t-1 are f*F per 
cent above the trend path 'or r**F per cent below it. In the former 

case, agents are expecting a revaluation and in the latter case a 
devaluation. The properties of the conditions in (202) are 
qualitatively plausible. The required deviations of reserves from 
the trend path that would trigger self-fulfilling speculation 
decrease if either the ability of the e~onomy to adjust increases 
(a increases), or the shock-multiplier r or the size of exchange 

rate jump k increase. We ean also conclude that the limits in 
(202) are likely to be larger than the corresponding limit~ in 
(199) (see parameter values 60 and 61 in (A61) and 60 and 61 in 

(A75), and remark 3 on p. 227 in appendix.2). Hence, under 

practically any cireumstances, the feedback wage-setting economy 
is less likely to experience self-fulfilling speculation generated 
by random shocks than the ad hoc wage-setting economy. The 
intuitive reason for this result is that, in the feedback 
wage-setting economy, the wage-setting provides the eeonomy with 
an additional ehannel for adjusting to exogenous disturbances, 
while in the ad hoe wage-setting economy, the only ways for the 
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economy to adjust are through variations in employment and capital 

flows. 

On the other hand, there could be an autonomous, natural 

unemployment rate in the feedback wage-setting economy caused by 
the money illusion included in the preferences of the trade union. 
In equations (200) and (201), this shows up if the term rVOt is 
positive. The lead-lag polynomial multiplying permanent, constant 
shocks rvO implies convergence in the long-run to a constant 
which, as defined by equation (201), is the natural rate of 
unemployment. 42 In principle, the term rvO could be negative as 
well, indicating negative money iJlusion in the preferences of the 
union. This alternative seems implausible to us, since it implies 
a negative natural rate of unemployment, i.e. permanent labor 
imports. 

According to the discussion above, the two types of economies 
differ substantially in the ways in which cycles of exchange rate 
jumps are generated in them. In the ad hoc economy, a favourable 
sequence of random shocks may cause such deviations of reserves 
from the trend path that strong speculation on an exchange rate 
jump begins, ultimately causing the jump. The economy 'inherits' 
the past disturbances, as there is no mechanism in it which would 
neutralize the past effects. The exchange rate cycle is the only 
way in which this type of economy adjusts to sequences of 

42Note that, for plausible results in all cases, the permanence of 
shocks rVO implies a specific restriction on the lead-lag 
structure in (200) and (201). If, namely, K~ > 1 occurs, the lead 

sum becomes immediately infinite, because the sum goes to in
finity. This is not very plausible for practical interpretations. 
Consequently, we have to assume that, for instance, the lead sum 
of terms rVO represents the sum of the terms of the first 10 
periods into the future and the lag sum the sum of the terms of 
the first 10 periods into the past, respectively. With such an 
assumption, the autonomous component in (200) and (201) never 
becomes infinite. 
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disturbances. In the feedback economy, there is an efficient 
mechanism for eliminating past and anticipated future shocks. The 
contract wage increases are set precisely so as to neutralize such 
shocks, and therefore, only shock~ that wer: unanticipated at the 
contracting time, i.e. shocks ut-U t and nt-nt, remain effective. 
Even these expectation errors will be taken into account in the 
following contract negotiations, as they will affect the expected 
unemployment rate for the subsequent wage contract period. In 
particular, future wage contracts will always be fully indexed to 
permanent shocks which start within contract periods. In 
principle, we can distinguish four different types of reasons for 
the realization of self-fulfilling speculation in the feedback 
wage-setting economy. First, the 'average' wage-setting over two 
subperiods may generate systematic unanticipated averaging erros 
into equation (200). As a practical reason, we ignore this 
contribution. Second, new exogenous shocks may drive reserves to 
the jump limit. Third, the autonomous money illusion shock may, 
given the assumption in note 15, gain sufficient weight to cause 
the jump. Fourth - and genuinely in the spirit of self-fulfilling 
speculation - investors may generate an unanticipated shock by 
themselves, by actually speculating, if they believe that the 
exchange rate jump can be endogenously enforced within a contract 
period. For this to happen, the reserves must be driven close 
enough to the jump limit by other shocks, so that a maximum one 
period portfolio shift can cause the jump. 

80th equations (195) and (196), and equations (200) and (201) for 
reserves and the unemployment rate are symmetric about the 
domestic full employment equilibrium, if it is assumed that shocks 
VOt ,are zero. Given this assumption, it is equally likely in both 
types of economies that devaluations will be experienced. The 
symmetricity about the domestic full employment equilibrium 
implies perfectly flexible labor supply when the entire domestic 
labor force is employed. This is an implausible implication, as 
the additional labor supply must be in the form of either overtime 
work by domestic labor or imports of labor. Neither costless 
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overtime working nor internationally frictionless labor mobility 

seem empirically valid assumptions. 

To introduce a simple notion of less than fully flexible labor 
supply at the domestic full employment level, we define the 
elasticity of the negative unemployment rate with respect to the 
rate of growth of the wage rate Wt to be the following at or above 

the full employment level: 

(203) 

where o ;;. 0 

w - w* t 

_ 0 

The above partially flexible labor supply assumption is 
illustrated in Figure 17. The key assumption in (203) is the 
constant elasticity of labor supply over the whole relevant range. 

For our purposes, it is not necessary to specify the source of the 
add.itional labor supply, but the negative unemployment rate could 
well be interpreted either as the supply of overtime work by 
domestic labor, or then as the residual labor supply function of 

the rest of the world. 

I 
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Fig.17. 

LABOR SUPPL Y FUNCTION 

w * 1--------./ 
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It is clear that if the economy starts at ful1 emp10yment and a 
positive wor1d price or productivity shock hits the economy, 
output wi11 not risetby as much as it wou1d if the economy started 
from an unemp10yment situation. When firms hire more 1abor, they 
bid up wages, which affects the rate of return on shares negative-
1y. Hence, investors wi11 not be wi11ing to increase their 
investments in firms by as much as they wou1d if wages did not 

respond. The connections between the 1abor supp1y assumption (203) 
and the determination of reserves and the negative unemp10yment 
rate are derived in appendix 2 (see A63 - A65), and only the 
outcomes wi11 be presented here. Thus, under assumption (203), 

given that ~1t ~ ~10' the deviations of reserves and the negative 
unemp10yment rate are given in the ad hoc wage-setting economy by 
the fol1owing equations: 



(204) 

(205) 

where H(L) 
A af2 H1 

= -r-l-( 1---KA-;--L-) 
1 
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The corresponding equations for the feedback wage-setting economy 

are: 

- -
(206) 

Bo(u -u )+o(n -n ) -F 
r I = r H(L)F lT ,( t t t t )-rV ] 
t S ~s af2 (1-B)o+BH(L)F Ot = r t 

1 t'" 10 

(207) 

where 

In the technical sense, the important property of equations 
(203 - 207) is that, as is seen in appendix 2, world price shocks 
u
t 

have smaller coefficients than l~B in the above equations. 
Similarly, productivity shocks nt have smaller coefficients than 
l=B in (203 - 207). This is precisely an indication of the 
property that, if assumption (203) is adopted, then the responses 

of the economy are no longer symmetric. Specifically, the 
asymmetric economy will, on the average experience unemployment, 
reserves below the trend level and devaluation speculation more 
often than the corresponding phenomena on the other side of the 
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full employment equilibrium. The feedback effect from wages 

dampens the effects of all shocks when the economy is above the 
full employment equilibrium. Note that the above properties are 
independent of which wage-setting regime is studied. 

4.3.3 Predictions of the linear model: the macroeconomic 

adjustment process of a small open economy 

We have now completed the technical analysi~ and characterization 
of the dynamic adjustment processes operating in a small open 
economy. From now on, we shall dispense with technical exercises 
and try to provide an intuitive description of the most important 
aspects and properties of the styl ized open- economy that we have 

constructed. 

The general logic of cyclical fluctuations is quite simple in our 
model. Wage contracts fix the nominal wage for a number of periods 
at a time, while all other types of economical decisions can be 
made ;n each period. When exogenous world price and productivity 
shocks hit the economy, the profitability of firms and the real 
rate of return on shares change. Hence, investors will observe 
incentives to adjust their portfolios. The implied flows of 
capital between the home country and the rest of the world are the 
driving force of real and nominal effects in our model. 

Consider first a sequence of decelerations in the world inflation 
rate or, alternatively, a sequence of negative productivity 
shocks. Both types of shocks reduce the profitability of firms, 
which are paying fixed nominal wages to employees. Consequently, 

investors will perceive shares as a less favourable investment and 
start shifting capital into foreign assets. The outflow of capital 
has several implications. First, output and employment fall. 
Second, income falls, proportionately less than output, as the 
foreign investments are earning opportunity income abroad. These 
two effects together generate a negative reserves effect: both 
exports and imports decrease, but the former decrease more. The 
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negative current account effect is reinforced by the negative 
capital account effect. As capital flows out and no capital 
imports by the government for counter-cyclical purposes are 
allowed, reserves are lost. When the sequence of negative profit
ability shocks continues, investors will understand that the 
probability of the home country government being forced to devalue 

the currency becomes nonnegligible. This observation will further 
magnify the effects on output, employment, income, capital outflow 
and reserves as the investors start speculating on the devalua
tion. 

When the home country eventually ~evalues, the profitability of 
firms improves as long as wages remain nonindexed to the devalua
tion. Investors again begin to invest more in domestic firms and a 
reverse process to the one described above may result. 

An analogous chain of events takes place if a sequence of positive 
profitability shocks hits the economy. Investors import capital 
(or, rather, repatriate it) and output and employment increase. 
Income increases proportionately less than output. The subsequent 
current and capital account effects on reserves are positive. 
Unless inflexibilities in labor supply prevent the process from 
continuing, the accumulation of reserves reinforced by revaluation 
speculation will make the home country revalue. This decreases the 
profitability of firms, turning the cycle towards recession. 

The general logic of events can b~ further clarified and deepened 
by making a few remarks on some more limited issues. First, and 
independently of the different model cases and regimes, two types 
of cyclical fluctuations can be distinguished in the economy. If 
the exogenous shocks that distort the economy are relatively small 
and money illusion has no weight in the contract wage-setting, 
then unemployment, output and reserves fluctuate mildly about the 
respective full employment general equilibrium levels, and no 
jumps in the exchange rate will occur. If, on the other hand, the 
exogenous shocks are large, then the real variables and reserves 
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may fluctuate with considerable amplitude. and exchange rate jumps 
are observed. Cycles of the former type will be called stable 
cycles and those of the latter type speculative cycles. 43 The two 
types of cycles are illustrated in Figure 18. in which the 
stylized time paths of the logarithmic deviations of reserves from 
the trend path and the unemployment rate are drawn. The solid 

-lines represent reserves and the broken lines the unemployment 
rate. 1n both panels of Figure 18, the revaluation and devaluation 
limits rO and !O and the revaluation and devaluation speculation 
limits r* and r** are drawn. Actual exchange rate jumps occur when 
reserves hit rO or !O. Self-fulfilling speculation begins when 
reserves hit either r* or r**. The latter two points indicate the 
losses or gains of reserves that have to be decumulated or 
accumulated before K2 > 1 can result. 1n the stable cycle. 
reserves will never rise to r* or fall to r**, and hence self
fulfilling speculation never gets started. 

Another property of some interest is the partial irrelevance of 
the size of the ~xchange rate jump percentage. The size of k is 
important in that it directly affects the dynamics of the model. 
But. as to the actual change in the exchange rate. it is not 
important. The country could, for instance, apply a one percent 
devaluation rule mechanically every time a devaluation is carried 
outo 1f such a devalua~ion were not large enough to reverse the 
trend in reserves. unstable speculation would continue. The 
country would be forced to devalue again. and so on. Thus. the 
markets would search for the cumulative devaluation percentage 
that would be large enough to reverse the trend in reserves. 

43The terminology is due to the fact that the two cases are 
distinguished by the stability condition on reserves. During 
stable cycles. reserves will always follow stable time paths. i.e. 
K2 < 1. During speculative cycles. on the other hand. K2 > 1 will 
always hold at the latest at the time when the exchange rate 
jumps. and the dynamics of reserves are unstable. 
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In our model, average deviations in reserves and real variables 
from the full employment general equilibrium levels are caused by 
two types of factors. If money illusion enters into the trade 
union's preferences, reserves will be lower and the unemployment 
rate higher, on the average, than their respective full employment 
general equilibrium values. Similarly, a country in which there 
are rigidities in labor supply at the domestic full employment 
level is asymmetric with respect to symmetric shocks. Of course, 
it is possible even in the asymmetric cases to observe e.g. 
revaluations and periods of full employment, but these are 
generated by feasible stochastic events, which may not have very 
high probabilities. 

The two different wage-setting policies, while they have rather 
similar analytical properties, may possibly differ in their 
economic implications. The essential feature of the ad hoc 
wage-setting economy is that it has no mechanism for eliminating 
cumulative effects of past and present shocks. Thus, with a 
feasible sequence of shocks, such an economy is bound to end up in 
a speculative cycle, and possibly experience relatively large real 
effects as well. On the other hand, this type of economy is also 
responsive to policy shocks. A devaluation or a revaluation will 
have rapid and strong effects on real variables in this kind of 
economy, the reason being that devaluation and revaluation affect 
the profitability of firms and are not neutralized by actions of 
other agents. 

The feedback wage-setting economy is efficient in eliminating past 
shocks. It also has the basic autonomous component of a natural 
rate of unemployment caused by the money illusion. Still, one 
might suggest that such an economy performs better relative to 
exogenous shocks than the ad hoc wage-setting economy. An argument 
in support of this suggestion is the fact that, even with the 
permanent money illusion shock, the feedback economy rarely 
experiences shocks large enough to bring about the deviations of 
reserves needed to make the self-fulfilling speculation start. The 
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weakness of the feedback economy may lie in the fact that it could 
actually be 'too' efficient in eliminating any anticipated and 
past shocks, such as a change in the exchange rate. It might well 
be that in such an economy wage contracts are indexed to changes 
in the exchange rate at the first possible moment. Then, effects 
of e.g. a devaluation on the profitability of firms would be 
neutralized, and the desired adjustments in employment and output 

would not happen. 

To see the above point more clearly, consider equations (195), 
(196), (200), and (201) when they are subjected to a sequence of 

specific shocks. For simplicity, assume that the shocks are 
announced at the beginning of the period in which they occur, so 
that they are anticipated one period before, but unanticipated 

earlier. Suppose that wage contracts are negotiated at times 
t ± 2i, i = 0,1,2. Let us study the simple special case in which 

deflationary world price shocks ut _3, ut - 1, and ut hit the 
economy. Let all other shocks except the permanent money illusion 
shock be equal to zero. Given these shocks, the unemployment rate 
and the deviations of reserves from the trend path at the end of 
period t are the following in the ad hoc and feedback wage-setting 

economies: 

(208) 

(208b) 

A A B A A 3 
rt = - HIT'TI=BT[Ut+KtUt_l+(Kl) ut _3] 

A B A A 3 
+ H2T TI=BT[Ut+KIUt_l+(Kl) ut _3] 

unA = af2 A 
t - -r- r t 

/ 
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(2-09a) rF = t - VOt - (HF_HF)T'~ 
1 2 - t 

HF HF 
where VOt = [ 1 _ 2 ]T'V 

O-KiU (l-KFL -1) Ot 
2 

(209b) ul = 
af2 F 

t - -r- r t 

The two economies differ fundamentally in their responses to the 
above shocks. The shocks ut_1 and ut _3' which were known at the 
wage contracting time, are neutralized completely in the feedback 
wage-setting economy, but have full effects in the ad hoc economy. 
On the other hand, the money illusion shocks VOt create a 
structural deviation of reserves from the trend path and a 
'natural' rate of unemployment in the feedback wage-setting 
economy. 

To make the experiment interesting, let us assume that for both 
types of economies the deviations of reserves from the trend path 
at time t are smaller than the respective devaluation speculation 
limits, thus causing self-fulfilling devaluation speculation to 
start. For convenience, let us also assume that a k-percent 
devaluation occurs at time t+l in both economies and that 
investors observe it before their decisions concerning the period 
t+2. The reserves at times t+2 and t+3 in the two types of 
economies are then the following: 

(210a) 
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where A-r t 
A B A A 3 

H1r TI=BT[Ut+KIUt_l+(Kl) ut _3] 

A+ r t 
A B A A 3 

H2r TI=BT[Ut+KIUt_l+(Kl) Ut _3] 

(211a) F 
VOt+2 

HFr' B + HFr' B F 2 
r t+2 - - TI=BT k Tl-iIT[k-(K1) ut ] 2 1 

(211b) F 
VOt+3 

+ HFKFr' B k _ HFr' B F 3 
r t+3 - - :rr:BT (K1) ut 1 1 TI=BT 1 

VOt+3 
+ KFHFr' B F 2 

- - TI=BT[k-(K1) ut ] 1 1 

Equations (210a,b) clearly indicate that the ad hoc economy is 
well-behaved in the recovery from the period of high unemployment 
and low profitability preceding the devaluation. By well-behaved 
w~ mean that, if the devaluation leads to increases in the 
reserves in the first period after the devaluation, then the 
reserves will continue rising in the subsequent periods as well. 
Ultimately, the reserves will overshoot to a new level above the 
trend path level, unless new shocks change the environment. 

On the other hand, according to equations (211a,b), the feedback 
economy is not at all well-behaved during the recovery. Reserves 
may increase in the first period after the devaluation if the 
devaluation percentage k is large enough. In the first period 
after the devaluation, there are two effects which can potentially 
resist the direct effect of devaluation on reserves. First, the 
autonomous money illusion shock again has a negative effect on 

reserves. Second, the feedback wage-setting policy implies 
- besides indexing wages fully to anticipated shocks - that wages 
are subsequently adjusted 50 as to eliminate partially the effects 
of unanticipated events as well. rhus, on one hand, wages are 
adjusted downwards to eliminate the expansionary effect of the 
price shock ut on unemployment. But, on the other hand, wages are 
also adjusted upwards to capitalize, as wage increases, part of 
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the decrease in unemployment caused by the devaluation in the 
first period, when the union had no possibility to respond to it. 
The difference k-(K~)2Ut represents the aggregate response of 
wages to unanticipated shocks, and it is likely to be positive. 
But in such a case the reponse of the contract wage to un
anticipated shocks has a negative effect on reserves in the 
aggregate. 

Even if reserves increase in the first period after the devalua
tion, they may, and are likely to, decrease again later. This is 
because in the following wage contract the wage rate is fully 
indexed to the devaluation. Hence, the positive profitability 
shock due to the devaluation can only be temporary, and exists 
only in one period in our special case. After the first period, 
only the autonomous shock and the response of wages to un
anticipated shocks remain, and both of these are likely to have 
negative effects on reserves. 

The time paths of reserves and unemployment are drawn in Figure 19 
for the two types of economies and assuming the shocks discussed 
above. In panel (a), the consistent recovery of reserves and 
employment after the devaluation is shown in the ad hoc wage 
setting economy. In panel (b), the corresponding alternative time 
paths of reserves and unemployment are presented in the feedback 
wage-setting economy. It is observed in all alternatives that a 
sustained recovery after the devaluation is unlikely. If the 
increase in reserves in the first period after the devaluation is 
so small that the economy remains in the speculative regime 
(r** > rt+2), then K~ > 1 holds, and in the subsequent periods the 
money illusion shocks will drive the economy to a new devaluation. 
If the reserves increase so much in period t+2 that the economy 
returns to the stable regime (r** < rt+2, K~ < 1), several alterna-

tive cases are possible. If the shock k-(Ki)2 Ut is positive, the 

reserves begin to fall again from the second period after the 
devaluation and finally converge on 'some stationary level if no 
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mor~ shoeks emerge. This level may be above or below r**. If the 
level is below r**, then, at some point of time, the speeulative 
regime resumes and the autonomous money illusion shoeks eause a 
new devaluation. If the level is above r**, then reserves and 
unemployment eonverge gradually to new 'natural' levels. 

These levels must imply reserves below and unemployment above the 
initial 'natural' levels. This ean be easily seen by iterating 
equation (211b) further into the future. Shoeks VOj are the same 
for all periods j, but, in addition to the autonomous shoeks, 
there is also the effeet of unantieipated shoeks in the equation 
for reserves. Henee, the new natural level of reserves eannot be 
the same as the initial level. Only in the ease where k-(Ki)2 Ut is 
negative and the reserves still inerease in the first period after 
the devaluation so that r** < rt+2 would the reserves eontinue 
rising in the subsequent periods as well. This ease ean be 
eonsidered very unlikely, beeause the devaluation pereentage k 
must be relatively large in order to make even the first period 
effeet on reserves positive. 

Now we are ready to eharaeterize in general terms the maero
eeonomie adjustment proeesses in the two types of eeonomies. We 
take the partially elastie labor supply at the full employment 
level to be the general eonstraint for both types of eeonomies •. 
The dynamie behaviour of the ad hoe wage-setting eeonomy is then 

eharaeterized by equations (195) and (196) when ~lt<~10' or there 
is unemployment in the eeonomy, and by equations (204) and (205) 

when ~1t?~10' The eorresponding equations in the feedbaek wage
setting eeonomy are (200) and (201) if ~lt<~10' and (206) and 
(207) if ~1t?~10' The general implieation of the partially elastie 
labor supply assumption is that, merely for this reason, both 
types of eeonomies tend, on the average, to experienee periods of 
unemployment, reserves below the trend level, devaluation speeula
tion and devaluations more frequently than periods of labor 
imports, reserves above the autonomous level, revaluation speeula
tion and revaluations. 
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In the ad hoc wage-setting economy, exogenous shocks are the 
immediate reason for cyclical fluctuations in reserves and 
unemployment. Since the contract wage is rigid, exogenous shocks 
cause variations in the real profitability of the firms. From the 
point of view of investors, the relative desirability of different 
investment opportunities varies, making them willing to adjust 

their portfolios. Thus fluctuations in reserves and unemployment 
replace the lack of flexibility in the labor costs of the firms as 
channels of adjustment in the economy. The cyclical fluctuations 
would occur both with or without exchange rate speculation. What 
speculation adds to the adjustment process is that it speeds up 
the cyclical fluctuations: given a specific sequence of shocks 
that leads to a devaluation, both with and without speculation, 
the devaluation occurs earlier in a speculative economy. Exchange 
rate changes are an efficient policy measure in the ad hoc 
wage-setting economy. They constitute permanent profitability 
shocks to firms, which guarantee consistent adjustments from the 
disequilibria towards the full employment general equilibrium. 
However, because of the permanence of devaluation and revaluation 
shocks, a given single exchange rate change always overcorrects 
the disequilibrium. A revaluation implies convergence of reserves 
to a level below the trend path and unemployment. Hence, only a 
combination of at least two exchange rate changes in opposite 
directions can correctly neutralize the effects of exogenous 
shocks in the economy. These facts are an indication of the 
overshooting property that our model has if the exchange rate 
jumps. Overshooting in reserves is a natural property in a fixed 
exchange rate economy with a relative price rigidity, as there is 
nothing ultimately different in the model relative to the rational 

expectations models under flexible exchange rates, in which 
overshooting results (see Frenkel-Rodriguez (1982)). 

The nature of the macroeconomic adjustment process is sharply 
different in the feedbacK wage-setting economy. If the information 
sets of the trade union, investors and firms are the same, then 
only shocks which were unanticipated at the contract wage-setting 
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time and occur within the contract period can cause fluctuations 
in reserves and unemployment. All anticipated and permanent shocks 
are eliminated by full indexation in the wage contracts. 1n this 
sense, the feedback wage-setting economy experiences fewer and 
milder fluctuations than the ad hoc wage-setting economy. On the 
other hand, there may be a higher average unemployment rate in the 

feedback wage-setting economy because of the possible weight given 
to money illusion in the preferences of the trade union. Non
indexed shocks can cause an exchange rate change in the feedback 
wage-setting economy. The sensitivity of the economy to such 
shocks is increased by the presence of exchange rate speculation. 

Let us now ignore the money illusion for a moment. Then, the 
crucial general property that follows from the feedback wage
setting is that the efficiency of exchange rate changes as policy 
measures is substantially weakened. Exchange rate changes are 
permanent shocks and therefore the wage contracts concluded after 
an exchange rate change are fully indexed to it. Hence, devalua
tions and revaluations are profitability shocks to firms only in 
the short-run, in our specific case only for one period. Thus, 
exchange rate policy has desirable effects on real activity and 
reserves only in the first period. Moreover, in subsequent periods 
the exchange rate change is likely to have the opposite effect on 
reserves, since future wage contracts will include the response of 
wages to the exchange rate change because it was an unanticipated 
shock in the period when it occurred. The role of exchange rate 
speculation then becomes important if the combined effects of the 
exchange rate change and the unanticipated shock keep the economy 
in the range of destabilizing speculation. 1n that case, the 

economy is relatively sensitive to future.shocks and repeated 
exchange rate changes may result. 

The autonomous money illusion shocks make the consequences of 
devaluations and revaluations asymmetric. 1f exogenous shocks 
cause a revaluation and reserves decrease in the first period 
succeeding it, they are likely to continue decreasing further. 
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This is due to the fact that, while the only effect of the 
revaluation itself is that it was an unanticipated shock to the 
union, money illusion shocks are permanent negative profitability 
shocks, which drive the economy towards the state of the natural 
rate of unemployment. On the other hand, if a devaluation is not 
large enough to lift the economy out of the range of destabilizing 

devaluation speculation, then the moneY,illusion shocks enforce a 
new devaluation. Thus, with money illusion, it is much harder to 
steer the economy towards higher levels of activity through 
devaluations than to bring it down from booms through revalua
tions. In conclusion, we can say that the partial sterilization of 
exchange rate policy in the feedback wage-setting economy is an 
indirect policy neutrality result in the Lucasian spirit. 
Exogenous shocks combined with a structure in which different 
groupsof agents make decisions according to different criteria 
can generate states which are undesirable from the social welfare 
point of view. However, neutralization of such distortions by 
means of policy is difficult, because agents consider permanent 
policy changes as anticipated events. They change their decisions 
so that the effects of policy measures are partially eliminated. 
Only policies based on surprises or regulation of the wage 
determination can correct the distortions. 

4.3.4 Comparison of the results with some other studies 

From the analytical point of view, the novelty in the above 
analysis is the introduction of the notion of endogenously 
determined exchange rate speculation into an open economy model. 
Exchange rate speculati.on under fixed exchange rates has been 
examined in a few studies (see Krugman (1979'), Turnovsky (1980), 
and Obstfeld (1982)), but in all of them speculation is based on 
deterministic information on the timing of the actions of the 
government. In our analysis, the probability of a discrete jump in 
an exchange rate within a given time-interval is endogenously 
determined by the whole macroeconomic model. The technique of 
continuous-time stochastic programming provides a means of 
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formu1ating the effects of such endogenous1y generated probabi1-
ities on the decisions of agents. The key idea in the derivation 
of decision ru1es that take possib1e exchange rate jumps into 
account is to interpret the jump probabi1ities as instantaneous 
probabi1ities of a Poisson process. Turnovsky (1980) brief1y 
mentions a case in which the agents expect the exchange rate to 

jump with some probabi1ity within a given time-interva1, but he 
takes the probabi1ity as exogenous. 

Exchange rate specu1ation interpretd in terms of an endogenous1y 
changing probabi1ity of deriving discrete capita1 gains or 10sses 
1eads to two interesting general ana1ytica1 properties. First, it 
was seen above that there exist 1imits defined in terms of 10sses 
or gains in reserves beyond which specu1ation becomes se1f
fu1fi11ing. These 1imits correspond to the notion of specu1ative 
attacks by agents on reserves, which is the central feature in 
both Krugman's (1979) and Obstfeld's (1982) ana1yses. Second, the 
notions of p1ausib1e dynamics and stabi1ity in our mode1 differ 
sharp1y from those in other rationa1 expectations mode1s in the 
theory of f1exib1e exchange rates (e.g. the origina1 contributions 
of Kouri (1976), Branson (1976), and Dornbusch (1976)) as we11 as 
those in the c10sed economy context (e.g. Taylor (1980), Fischer 
(1977), (1979)). 

In the tradition of rationa1 expectations or perfect foresight 
ana1yses, the general convention has been that the sadd1e-point 
solution for the dynamics is the on1y plausib1e case to be 
considered. Whi1e it is we11-known that there is on1y one path 
which has the sadd1e point property and an ,infinite number of 

unstab1e paths, the general assumption is that agents find the 
stab1e path, because other paths wou1d imp1y outcomes which are 
imp1ausib1e given the rationa1ity assumption. Such irrational 
outcomes cou1d, for examp1e, generate infinite capita1 10sses for 
agents in finite time (for an interesting discussiorr on this 
point, see the ear1y paper by She11-Stiglitz (1967)). 
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In our model. on the other hand. the whole characterization of the 

self-fulfilling speculation is based on the fact that. at some 
point in the dynamic process. the underlying dYDamics can change 
from the stable to the unstable regime. In particular. such a 
change is perfectly consistent with rational behaviour. The reason 
for the nonconventional view on plausible dynamics in our study is 
that the actions of the government support the global stability of 
the economy. The government always reacts by changing the exchange 
rate before its reserve losses or gains become too large. When the 

agents know this. they can indeed speculate - and. by so doing. 
generate the unstable dynamics - without worrying about states of 
nature that would e.g. imply zero wealth for them. This idea that 
economies are likely to contain forces which prevent the worst 
states of nature from occurring and guarantee that the economy 
stays within a 'corridor' no matter what the dynamics of the 
system is between the limits. should be of substantial interest in 
macroeconomic analysis in general. It might be fruitful and 
interesting to analyze e.g. the Branson-Kouri portfolio balance 

model under such a general assumption. 

Concerning the economic predictions of our analysis. two studies. 

in particular. are directly comparable to ours. Both Korkman 
(1978) and Kouri (1979) a~alyze the phenomenon of the devaluation 
cycle observed in e.g. the Finnish economy. In both studies. the 
tradeables - nontradeables framework with capital accumulation is 
used. In our model. we ignore issues of variations in the terms of 
trade as well as those of capital accumulation. Thus. our model 
neither has the two-sector distinction nor specifies the differ
ence between savings and investment. On the other hand. we specify 

rational behaviour. speculation and expectations formation in a 
genuinely uncertain environment. and pay special attention to 
trade union behaviour by assuming that the trade union is a 
monopoly relative to the firms in the labor market. 

While all three studies charaterize the devaluation cycle in terms 

of variations in the profitability of firms (in the tradeables 
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sector in Kouri and Korkman), our analysis provides some new 
aspects concerning the explanation of the phenomenon. First, our 
analysis gives a natural interpretation in terms of rigidities in 
labor supply at the full employment level or money illusion in 
wage-setting to why an economy may be biased towards the 
devaluation cycle. Second, our analysis distinguishes between two 
types of wage-setting policies, and makes clear the sharply 
different cyclical fluctuations implied by the two policies. 
Third, our analysis points out the different roles of optimizing 
behaviour in the open economy. In particular, the distortionary 
role of exchange rate speculation and the policy neutralizing role 
of feedback wage-setting are emphasized. Fourth, our analysis 
shows that, from the point of view of microeconomic theory, the 
origin of the cyclical fluctuations may li~ in the fact that, 
while agents behave optimally, they may maximize different 
preferences so that their internally consistent decisions need not 
result in socially optimal aggregate outcomes. 

4.4 Concluding remarks 

In the foregoing analysis, an open economy model was developed. In 
the first stage, we converted the basic choice-theoretic framework 
derived in chapter one into a discrete-time nonlinear open econo~ 
model. The key economic properties of the model were determined, 
and the role of exchange rate speculation in it was demonstrated. 
In the second stage, a completely linearized version of the 
nonlinear model with similar local properties was developed. 

It was shown that endogenous exchange rate jumps can be part of 
the macroeconomic adjustment process even if the contract wage
setting policy of the trade union is based on maximizing prefer
ences in expected unemployment within the contract period and the 
contract wage rate. This result is due to the difference in 
adjustment speeds between wages and prices, and the separation of 
capital and labor supply decisions. As wages are set for a longer 
time than other economic decisions are binding, the wage contracts 



introduce a rigidity into the economy. The economy facing 
exogenous shocks ultimately adjusts the consequences of this 
rigidity by setting the exchange rate at a new level. 
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The role of speculation was seen to be crucial in generating 
endogenous exchange rate jumps. If exogenous shocks lead to 

sufficient losses or gains in reserves, then speculative behaviour 
can become so decisive that only strong exogenous events operating 
in the opposite direction can prevent the expectations behind the 
speculation from becoming fulfilled. 

The ad hoc wage-setting policy and- the feedback wage-setting 
policy turn out to have strictly dichotomous properties in respect 
to causing cyclical fluctuations. The ad hoc rule makes the 
economy more prone to cyclical fluctuations caused by exogenous 
shocks than the feedback rule. On the other hand, the ad hoc 
wage-setting makes the economy consistently responsive to policy 
measures. Under such wage determination, a devaluation leads to a 
steady recovery in the level of real activity. An economy in which 
wages are determined by the feedback rule may, by contrast, remain 
locked to low levels of activity after the devaluation. Such a 
wage-setting policy neutralizes anticipated policy measures in the 

standard Lucasian fashion. 

Finally, the elasticity of labor supply and the weight of money 
illusion in the preferences of the trade union are crucial in 
determining whether the economy is symmetric relative to devalua
tion and revaluation cycles. If the labor supply is perfectly 
elastic at the full employment level, implying completely flexible 

labor mobility, and there is no money illusion in the wage
setting, then the economy is equally likely to experience both 
revaluations and devaluations. If labor supply is partially 
elastic at the full employment level, or there is money illusion 
in wage-setting, then devaluations are carried out more often in 

the economy than revaluations. 



5 SUMMARY AND POSSIBLE EXTENSION 

The results of the study will only be briefly.reviewed here, as 
Chapters 2 - 4 include their own conclusions. Furthermore, 
sections 3.8 - 3.9 and 4.3 contain relatively detailed discussions 
on and interpretations of the results of the closed and open 
economy analyses. 

In the second chapter, analytical frameworks for the study were 
developed. The method of continuous-time stochastic dynamic 
programming was applied to derive optimizing behaviour for 
different types of agents. The main innovations of the chapter 
were the derivation of an explicit general equilibrium solution 
for the simple basic closed economy model and the decision rules 
of an investor facing discrete jumps in some of the relative 
prices. 

As macroeconomic issues of a specific type of economy were the 
main interest of the study, a distortion characteristic of the 
institutional setting of that type of economy was introduced. The 
distortion consisted of two parts. First, the capital and labor 
supply decisions were separated by assuming that the decisions are 
made by entirely different agents. Second, nominal wage adjust
ments were made sticky by assuming that one trade union, a 

monopoly relative to the firms, sets the contract wage concerning 
the whole economy for a certain contract period at a time. This 
type of distortion essentially makes the Tobin effect the driving 
force of the analysis. 

In the third chapter, the case of the closed economy was investi
gated. The main conclusion was that an economy with the above 
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distortion has Leijonhufvud's so-called corridor property. The 
economy can absorb 'small' demand shocks in full employment by 
means of an automatic stabilizer, in our case by means of the real 
balance effect, but requires actions by the poricy maker to remain 
in full employment when subject to 'large' demand shocks. A shock 
was interpreted as being 'small' if it is unanticipated or 
anticipated in the limited sen se that the timing of the shock is 
not precisely known. On the other hand, a shock was interpreted as 
being 'large' if it is anticipated in the conventional sense. 
Interpreted in light of the standard policy neutrality analyses, 
our analysis produced dynamics which differ from the dynamics 
obtained in analogous contexts and considered conventional 
(Fischer (1979)). Some hidden assumptions in Fischer's analysis 
were pointed out, which seem to explain the differences. The 
interest rate targeting policy turned out to be superior to the 
money targeting policy in neutralizing real effects. 

In the fourth chapter, the case of the small open economy was 
studied. The analysis was carried out in a linearized discrete 
time approximation of the underlying continuous-time model. 
Exchange rate speculation under fixed exchange rates and the 
general distortion were the sources of cyclical fluctuations in 
real and nominal variables. It turned out that, with symmetric 
exogenous world price and productivity shocks, the economy is 
biased towards devaluations and real activity below capacity 
levels if labor supply is not infinitely elastic at the domestic 
full employment level. This would require labor which is fully 
mobile internationally. Money illusion in the wage-setting 
provides the same result. Two alternative wage-setting policies 
- the ad hoc poliey, in which the rate of increase of the expected 
real wage is always set equal to the trend growth rate of pro
ductivity, and the feedback poliey, in which variations of 
unemployment are minimized about a natural level of unemployment 
- turned out to predict very different cyclical fluctuations. The 
ad hoc policy leads to more frequent fluctuations than the 
feedback poliey, but an economy with such wage determination is 
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also more amenable to control by the government through exchange 
rate policy. Under both types of wage determination, the economy 
was shown to have the property that a self-fulfilling exchange 
rate speculation can emerge. Specifically, levels of reserves were 
shown to exist such that, if actual reserves deviate from the 
trend reserves further than specified by these limits, then 
speculation on the jump in the exchange rate can begin and this 
ultimately enforces the jump, unless exogenous events intervene. 

The analytical framework and approach of'our study can be applied 
and extended to numerous contexts and issues. Here we will mention 
only three possible extensions, which we consider the most 
interesting and immediate. 

First, the closed economy model of the third chapter could he made 
linear and converted into the discrete-time format. Then the model 
would be comparable to the conventional rational expectations 
models. The interesting modification in the converted model in 
relation to conventional models would be the notion of shocks 
which occur with some endogenously generated probabilfty within a 
given time-interval. The dynamics of the price level and real 
variables could be analyzed in a standard fashiön. The dynamics 
with endogenously generated probabilities for the occurrence of 
shocks would possibly imply unstable dynamics for some states of 
nature. To support the global stability of the system, the 
government reaction could then be made endogenous. Then the agents 
would know that, if their des'tabi1izing speculative actiot1s take 
the economy far enough from the, f'ull employm.ent equilibrium; the 
government is guaranteed to 'bail out' the economy. The two 

aspects of this extension, i.e. that in practice many events are 
expected to occur at an unspecified time within a given time
interval and that, for individual agents, it is natural to think 
that an exogenous force will always intervene in the coutse of 
events if disturbances grow too large, are certainly of great 
theoretical and practical interest. 
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Another extension of some interest would be to convert the linear 
open economy model into the flexible exchange rate regime. The 
model would then be directly comparable to other exchange rate 
determination models. Again, speculative behaviour could be made 
an important factor in exchange rate determination, if it were 
assumed that the government allows exchange rates to be determined 

in the market as long as the market rate stays within certain 
limits. Beyond these limits the government would intervene in the 
market. The dynamics of the exchange rate would most likely differ 
substantially from what is predicted by, for example, the port

folio balance models. 

The final extension we mention concerns the assumptions of our 
linear fixed exchange rate open econamy model. The variations in 
the terms af trade could be an important factor in the cyclical 
fluctuations of the small open economy. Therefore, including such 
variations in the model would generalize it further. However, the 
difficulty with such variations is that they might further 
complicate the nonlinear dynamics. In such a situation, which is 
likely to be the case, we would be obliged to introduce another 
linear approximation into the model. This would reduce the 
possibilities of identifying different effects. Even so the 
exercise would certainly be worth trying. 



APPENDIX 1 

Derivation of the Risk Premium dl 

The condition that implicitly defines the risk premium dl is the 
formalization of the requirement that the expected discounted 
utility from producing over the contract period is at the competi
tive level for individual firms, i.e. at the level at which firms 
are indifferent between producing and not producing. 

In (Al), profits, or u(s), is given by 

The stochastic differential of profits can be written as: 

(A3 ) 

s 
exp{aJdz}adz 

du (s) = v ds + __ -=--0 ___ _ 
~ s 

exp{aJdz} - (l-dl ) 
o 

s s s 2 
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let us evaluate (A3) at the point 

s 
EO exp{ a J dz} 1 , 

o 

which yields 

(A4 ) 

(A4) can be solved for the logarithm of instantaneous profits, or 

(A5) log(u(s» = log(u(O» + (v - -} (l-;l) iJs + %.- J dz. 
dl _ l 0 

Using the fact that u(O) = SPOYOdl , the expectation of the 
logarithm of instantaneous profits can be written as: 

(A6) 

Note that condition (Al) must hold for the initial riskless state 
in which h = (O,TC) --> O. Then we have that the following 
equality must hold: 

Using (A7), the expectations of the logarithm of instantaneous 
profits simplifies to: 

(A6' ) 
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Using (A6') and assuming that the· expectations operator can be 
included in the integral operator, the condition (Al) can now be 

written as: 

(A8) T [[ 1 c (l-d )0' 

6 e -p s logC + v - } d~ _ 

The condition can only be satisfied if 

(A9 ) 

From condition (A9), dl can be easily solved as: 

2 
(AIO) - 0' 

According to (AIO), dl is positive, independent of time, and, 
perhaps somewhat surprisingly, also independent of the length of 
the contract period. These facts are due to the logarithmic 
objective function, in which the coefficient of relative risk 
aversion is one. From this it follows that accumulation of profits 
over time does not change the risk-premium, and hence the length 

of the contract period becomes irrelevant. 



APPENDIX 2 

The complete linear model 

A2.1 The structure of the linear model 

In section 4.2, the discrete-time version of the basic open 

economy model of section 2.4 - 2.5 was outlined. It became clear 
that the model is seriously nonlinear in shocks and hence 
impossible to study by means of analytical methods. 

In this appendix, we specify and- analyze an ad hoc dynamic 
discrete-time model which has qualitative properties closely 
related to the local properties of the nonlinear model and which 
is linear in shocks. For our purposes, i.e. for the study of the 
macroeconomic adjustment process in an open economy with speculat
ing investors, it is sufficient to formulate representations for 
the dynamic behaviour of reserves and unemployment. These two 
equations, the former describing 'nominal' adjustments and the 
latter real fluctuations in the economy, capture fully the effects 
of wage and exchange rate rigidity and the separation of input 

supply decisions. 

To derive an ad hoc representation for reserves, it is useful to 
note that, by our assumptions, all real variables, including real 
reserves, grow at the rate of growth of productivity v if no 
shocks affect the economy. Then it seems reasonable to model the 
dynamics of real reserves as percentage or logarithmic deviations 

from the long-term trend path. 

The logarithmic deviations of reserves from the long-term trend 

can in principle be related to present, past and possibly future 
productivity and world price shocks, and correspoding deviations 
of portfolios from the trend composition. According to equation 
(155), shocks can affect reserves directly by changing output and 
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real income, and indirectly by making investors adjust their 
portfolios~ which cause changes in output, real income and net 
capital flows. In addition, these changes are reinforced by the 
fact that optimizing investors may start speculating on possible 
jumps in the exchange rate if observed or anticipated events make 
such jumps likely. 

In the considerations of section 4.2.2, it was pointed out that 
real reserves follow a very nonlinear dynamic path. This is mainly 
due to capital gains effects. Capital gains that affect the 
current account are mainly caused by world price shocks. In the 
following analysis, we abstract from the capital gains effects on 

real income formation. Also, we ignore variations in the nominal 
world interest rate. With these assumptions, non-autonomous 
changes in reserves are only caused by changes in the portfolio 
fraction ~lt' as all other terms in equation (168) disappear. In 
particular, the non-autonomous change in reserves, measured in 
home currency, takes the following form: 

-
(A1) ~R~ = ~~lt(POYt-1-(IBt-1+It-1-It-1) + Dt _1) 

With the simplified assumptions, the reserves can only deviate 
from the trend path as long as investors want to adjust their 
portfolios. The latter occurs if shocks are anticipated and if 
there is exchange rate speculation going on. Analogously to (A1), 
the deviation of reserves from the trend path is given by: 

To develop an expression for the logarithmic deviations of 
reserves from the mean path, we have to develop the right hand 
side of (A2) into a more convenient form. First, note that 

POEOYt = EO(IBt+IHt)' Let us define the ratio of the mean gross 
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revenues on domestic capital if it is invested abroad and the mean 

value of output, denoted by YI' as follows: 

(A3) 

Another interpretation would be that YI is the unit opportunity 
national income earned by domestic capital if invested abroad. 

For simplicity, we assume YI to be time-independent, even though 
this would not be the case in general. Next, let us define the 
ratio between the home currency value of the mean gross lending 

abroad and the mean value of output, denoted by Yc ' as follows: 

(M) 

Again, we abstract from complexities by assuming that Yc is 

time-independent. 

Equipped with definitions (A3) and (A4), we can write (A2) in an 

alternative form: 

To proceed from (A5) towards an expression for the logarithmic 

deviation of reserves from the trend path, we still need to define 
the ratio between the mean value of output and the autonomous 

reserves. Denoting this ratio by YR' the definition for it is: 
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(A6) 

Using definition (A6), the percentage or logarithmic deviation of 
reserves from the trend, denoted by r t , is given by: 

(A7) 

Note that in (A7), YI represents the net current account effect, 
while Yc represents the capital account effect. The interpretation 

of (A7) is simple: If the difference ~lt-~10 equals, say, -a, then 
reserves deviate from their trend path by -a[Yi+YC]YR percent. One 
should bear in mind that (A7) is an approximation, as the capital 
gains effects, shocks in the world interest rate and the actual 
time-dependence of coefficients YI and YC have been ignored. 

While the dynamic representation for reserves is somewhat of an 
ad hoc nature, we can develop an exact formulation for the 

.unemployment rate. With short-term fixed-coefficient technology, 
the deviations of the portfolio fraction ~1 from the trend level 
~10 also indicate labor market disequilibria •. When the actual 

~1 is above ~10' then a fraction ~lt-~10 of the total labor force 
in the home country is imported from the rest of the world. When, 

on the other hand, ~1 is below ~10' then a fraction ~10-~lt of the 
domestic labor force is unemployed. Hence, the natural definition 
for the unemployment rate, denoted by un t ; is 
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The important thing to notice in (A7) and (A8) is that the real 
and nominal effects, i.e. variations in the unemployment rate and 
reserves are proportional to each other. Specifically, the 
relationship between unt and rt is: 

(A9) 

Hence, as soon as we have found a representation for the 
logarithmic deviation of reserves, we have a solution for the 
unemployment rate as well. 

In (156) - (159) above we derived the general relationship between 

shocks in the mean rate of return on shares and the portfolio 
fraction ~1t. This relationship left the shocks completely 
unspecified. In the following analysis, shocks of four types will 
be considered. Random world price and domestic productivity shocks 
are the two purely exogenous disturbances in the analysis. The 
third type of shock is caused by contract wages. As we will study 
different contract wage setting rules, we allow for the contract 
wage rate increase to deviate from the mean growth rate of 
productivity under some circumstances. The above three types of 
shocks affect the portfolio fraction ~1t - if they are antici
pated - by affecting the mean real rate of return on shares. The 
fourth shock is due to exchange rate speculation. If the probabil-

-ity to devalue or to r.evalue increases. the effective mean rate of 
return on foreign bonds changes accordingly, making the portfolio 
fraction ~1t change. This effect was formally stated in section 
2.5 in the portfolio rules (97). 

The general relationship between the portfolio fraction ~1t and 
all the four types of shocks can be specified by applying directly 

portfolio rule (97a), and using the assumption that o~ = PB*oB. 
Under these circumstances, we can write the general expression for 
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Under these circumstances, we can write the general expression for 
the portfolio fraction ~~, with exchange rate speculation included 
and under the assumption of costless adjustments, as follows 

(AIO) 

where 1 
f 2 = 2 2 

(J B (l-p B*) 

wt = rate of increase in the contract wage in period t 

w* = v + rr* = rate of increase in the contract wage 
according to the ad hoc rule, when wt = v + rr* ~ t 

At = probability that a revaluation occurs within 
period t 

1n order to proceed, we need to specify linear relationships 
between the mean nominal rate of return on shares rB and the three 
(anticipated) shocks ut ' nt, and wt-w*. To do this, it is most 
convenient to resume the continuous-time exposition for the 
moment. Let us again write first the definition for the mean real 
price of a share 

(All ) QBR(t) (l-B) y(t) = (j)(t)y(t) _ Bj)(t)y(t)) _1 __ 
vK j)(t)vK 

where the bars refer to means of the respective variables 

Consider then a shift function w(t) which can enter (AlI) in three 
different ways, corresponding to the three types of anticipated 
shocks. 1n the first case, there is an anticipated multiplicative 
shift w(t) in the world price level within a wage contract period, 
while production is assumed to stay on the mean path. 1n this 
case, (All) takes the form: 

(A12) 



The real rate of return on shares in case (A12) is: 

(A13) + v 

If we approximate (A13) by assuming that ~(t) is close to one, 

we obtain 

(A14) 
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(A14) is the linear approximation that we will use to formulate 
the effect of anticipated price shocks on the real rate of return 

on shares. 

Secondly, let us assume that w{t) represents a productivity shift 
which is anticipated by investors, but is not indexed in wage 
contracts. In this case, the expression for the real price of a 

share becomes: 

The real rate of return on shares is the following: 

(A16) 

The approximation of (A16) corresponding to (A14) is: 

(A17) = v 
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(A17) is the linear approximation of the relationship between the 
real rate of return on shares and anticipated productivity shocks. 

Consider finally the case that the actual nominal wage shifts. 
The real price of a share is then: 

(A18) (l-B1jJ(t)) y(t) 
vK 

The rate of return on a share is now: 

(A19) 

The linear approximation of (A19) is: 

The form (A20) will be used in modelling the effects of contract 
wage shocks on the real rate of return on shares. 

Now we are ready to return to the discrete-time exposition. If we 
assume that the shift d1jJ(t) corresponds to the different discrete 
shocks and apply directly the linear approximations (A14), (A17), 
and (A20) to specify the relationship between anticipated shocks 
and the real rate of return on shares, we obtain the following 
stochastic difference equation for the optimal 'frictionless' 
portfolio fraction ~~t: 

We observe immediately from (A21) that the sum in the square 
brackets corresponds to Zt in (156) above. Then we obtain the 

i. 
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solution for ~1t immediately by substituting the sum in the square 

brackets in (A21) into (159) for Zt. The solution is: 

(A22) ~1 t = ~1 + af2 [l-(LalL] [~(Ut-(Wt-W*)) 
1 

+ r-B nt+Atk] 

The interpretation of (A22) is relatively simple as long as it is 

recalled that B and 1-B are the risk premium corrected income 
shares of labor and capital. An anticipated increase of one 
percentage point in the world price level or an equivalent 
decrease in the difference Wt-w* increases the mean real rate of 
return on shares by the percentage l~B' An identical productivity 
shock, on the other hand, increases the return by the percentage 
1=B' The reason for the fact that a productivity shock has a 
larger effect than price and wage shocks is that the former 
represents a gain in the aggregate, while the latter two 

essentially involve income redistribution. 

An operational formulation of (A22) still requires an approxima
tion of the probabilities At. Before developing the approximation, 
it is worth making a few points concerning the stochastic nature 
of (A22). According to assumptions (139) and (142), the exogenous 
shocks ut and n't are both normally distributed about zero and 
independent, identical random variables for all periods t. On the 
other hand, (A22) was derived assuming that shocks ut and nt are 
anticipated at the beginning of period t. If this is always the 
case in the aggregate and investors hold similar anticipations, 
(A22) is a deterministic relationship and agents know with 
certainty when the possible jump in the exchange rate is going to 
happen. To obtain a meaningful definition of the probabilities At, 
we have to distinguish between unanticipated and anticipated 
events in the aggregate. In the former case, we assume that all 
individual investors have anticipations about the shocks ut and 

nt' Thus, they behave according to (A22) as individuals. We also 
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assume that individual investors do not know each other's antici
pations, but behave as if the anticipations of individual 

investors were distributed so that the aggregate anticipated price 
and productivity shock would have the distributions ut and nt. 
Specifically, this assumption means that the individual investors 
believe that the weighted aggregate anticipations constructed from 
the anticipations of individual investors are distributed accord
ing to distributions ut and nt, respectively. Thus, whatever 
aggregate anticipations result, individual investors interpret 
them to be draws from random variables ut and nt' An aggregate 
anticipated event, on the other hand, is an event about which 
either all investors have identical and correct anticipations in 

advance, or about which all investors know the aggregate weighted 
anticipation. Such an event causes a certain shift in the port
folio fraction sl as well as in reserves. 

The form of (A22) indicates that, under aggregate unanticipated 
events, the deviation of reserves from the trend path in period t 
has a normal distribution which is a linear combination of the 
normally distributed random variables ut and nt' Hence, the 
distribution has constant parameters and we can develop a rela

tively simple approximation for the probabilities At along the 

lines presented in section 4.2.3. 

The first step is to specify expressions for the counterparts of 
devaluation and revaluation limits that are comparable to the 
logarithmic deviation concepts. By our assumptions, the two limits 
are: 

(A23a) 

(A23b) 
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The 1imits grow at the same rate as the mean of reserves. The 
10garithmic deviations of the 1imits from the trend reserves are: 

(A24a) 

(A24b) 

R 
d == 10g(Rt ) 

t 
10g ~o - 10g RO 

-
10g RO - 10g RO 

To simp1ify matters, we assume that -d = d == d. Then the initia1 
deva1uation and reva1uation 1imits that correspond to the 
10garithmic deviation of reserves from the trend can be defined as 

follows: 

(A25a) !O = v - d 

(A25b) rO=v+d 

where !O and rO are the devaluation and reva1uation 1imits, 

respective1y 

If the reserves deviate from the trend path, the probability 
distribution of the 10garithmic deviation of reserves for the 
fo110wing period is no 10nger concentrated about v, but, instead, 
about r t _1• Shifts of this type can be taken into account by 
making the 1imits vary according1y over time and by fixing the 

mean of the distribution at v. The particu1ar time-dependent 

1imits are of the fo110wing form: 
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According to (A26a), the devaluation limit Et increases, thus 
making devaluation more likely if reserves fall below the trend 
path. The revaluation limit rt decreases, hence raising the 
probability for revaluation, if reserves rise above the trend 
level. 

Having derived the limits Et and r t , we can apply the approxima
tion for the probabilities At suggested in (176) in the context of 
the nonlinear analysis. In the linear analysis, a construction of 
type (176) cannot be directly applied as the specification of the 
speculative behaviour. The problem is that a straightforward 
linearization of the weighting function ~t+Wt would lead to 
quadratic expressions in logarithmic deviations of reserves. This 
fact is an indication of the fundamental nonlinearity that 
speculation can generate in the determination of reserves. 
Somehow, this nonlinearity must be captured in any linear 
approximation that could be considered satisfactory. 

Let us use the notation that F(r~) and f(r~) are the distribution 

and density functions of rt evaluated at r~. With this notation, 
and applying (A26a), (A26b), and (176), the probability in 
period t for devaluation, or At can be written as: 

(A27) At = F(rt_1) - ll-F(rt _1)J + f(rt_1)(Et_1~rt) 

+ }f' (rt-1 )(E t _1H t )2 + f(r\_l )(E t _1H t ) 

+ }f' ( r t-1 )( E t-1 ~ r t ) 2 

(A27) can be simplified to the form: 

(A28) At = At _1 + l f(rt_1 )+f(rt _1)J (E t _1H t ) 

+ ~ f'(rt_1)+f'(r t _1)] (E t _1H t )2 



To see the assumptions needed for the linearization of (A28), 

Figure 20 is illustrative: 

Fig.20. 

LlNEARIZATION OF "t 

f(r) 

r 
IO It-1 It 
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The figure demonstrates that if the devaluation probability 
becomes positive, then the values of both the density function and 

its derivative at the adjusted devaluation limit point !t-l 
become much larger than the corresponding values at the 
revaluation limit point rt _1• For linearity in (A28), we prefer 

ignoring the smaller values and use a combined fixed evaluation 

point for both the value of the density function and its 
derivative. Let such fixed values be f and f'. These assumptions 

allow (A28) to be written as: 
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(A29) is still nonlinear in the second degree term and it is 
difficult to find a good linear approximation for the squared 
term. We suggest the following approximation: 

(A30) 

Note that approximation (A30) is quite accurate, if 

~rt ~ 2 ~ ~rt_l. Moreover, it captures the nonlinearity, at least 
to a certain extent, since it introduces second order dynamics 
into the analysis. Furthermore, the approximation overestimates 
the nonlinearity for slowly accumulating reserves, i.e. for 
~rt < 2, and underestimates it for rapidly accumulating reserves, 
i.e. for ~rt > 2. Hence, when we use (A30), the resulting effect 
of speculation on reserves is too strong for economies with slow 
trends in reserves and too weak for economies with strong trends 
in reserves. Applying (A30), we obtain the final form for (A28): 

Approximation (A31) will be used in the analysis as the specifica
tion of the effects of speculation on real reserves. Note that 
equation (A31) is not a closed from solution, as the probability 
At_l' capturing the accumulated effects from the past, appears in 
it. In analytical contexts in which the systematic effects from 
the past are eliminated by the structure of the model, form (A31) 
is a valid representation. One of the two specific cases to be 
studied is of this type. However, in the other example, the past 
effects exercise an influence in the model. Therefore, we have to 
develop an approximate closed form solution for (A31). Iterating 
equation (A31), we obtain the following forms (see note 40 in 
Chapter 4): 
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t 
At = AO + .: [f(Et_j_1rt_j-rt_j_1) 

J-O ' 

+ l-f' (Et' 1r t .-rt . 2)] 
Co -J- -J -J-

1 t 
= AO + f(E t _1r t -rO) + 2"f'j~0(Et_j-1rt-trt-j-2) 

Assuming that the initial probability AO and the initial deviation 

rO are equal to zero, we have that 

t 
f( E ) + 1 f' (E ) At = t-1 rt ~ 2: t' 1rt .-rt . 2 

Co j=O -J- -J -J-

The problem with the, form obtained is that the second term is 
likely to seriously overestimate the sum of (Et_j_1~rt)2, which it 
is meant to approximate, because in the early stages of the 
process reserves are likely to deviate only slightly from the 
trend path. To remedy this problem, we suggest the following 

corrected approximation: 

(A31') 

where 

In (A31'), low weights are given to the second differences far 
back in the past.'The form (A31') is the closed form solution for 

the probabilitieSq~t that will be used in~appropriate contexts. 

It should be understood that approximations (A31) and (A31') are 
not very general. In defending their use, however, we can say that 
any linear approximation of probabilities of combined events that 
are generated by the normal distribution and move over time are 
going to be unsatisfactory. It will be seen that, even with the 
simple notion of 'the dynamic motion of probabilities, the result 
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of the analysis are intuitively plausible and relatively easy to 
interpret in terms of the parameters in (A31) and (A31'). 

Substituting (A31) into (A22) for At, we obtain the following 
expression for the portfolio fraetion Slt: 

- af2 {B l (. .*)] 1 (A32) Slt - slO + [l-(l-a}L] TI=BT ut - wt-w + TI=BT nt 

+ klAt_l+f(Et_lrt-rt_l) + tf'(Et_lrt-rt_2)]} 

By using (A32) in (A7) i~ an appropriate way, the following 
representation for the logarithmie deviations of reserves from the 
trend path results: 

(A33) af2 B 1 
rt = yRhI+Yc] [l-(1-a}L] {TI=BT[ut-(wt-w*)] + Tr:BT nt 

+ k[ At_l +f(E t _1 r t -r t-l) + t f ' (E t _1 r t -r t-2)]} 

The dynamies of equation (A33) is studied in the following two 
seetions under two different eontraet wage-setting rules. Onee the 
dynamies of rt is made elear, then the dynamies in real variables 
will follow direetly from (A9). 

A2.2 The dynamies of reserves and unemployment under 
the ad hoe eontraet wage-setting rule 

In this seetion, we analyze the dynamies of reserves and 
unemployment when the eontraet wage always inerease at the rate 
v+rr*, or at the trend rate of growth of produetivity eorreeted by 
the trend ~orld inflation rate. Under this assumption, wt = w* 
always so that the eontraet wage-setting never introduees shoeks 
into the eeonomy. 
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Under the ad hoc wage-setting rule, the equation for the 
logarithmic deviation of reserves from the trend path, or equation 
(A33), can be written in the following form: 

(A34) 
af2 B 1 

rt = yRhI+Yc] [l-(1-aJL] {n::.m-ut+ r-snt 

+k[At_l+f(E t_1 rt-rt _1)+ 4fl (E t _1 r t -rt _2)]} 

Imbedded in (A34) is a second order stochastic difference equation 
governing the behaviour of expected deviations of reserves from 
the trend path. To find the solution for the equation, we take 
expectations dated at t-l on (A34), obtaining: 

(A35) Et_1rt = [l-H-aJL] lAt_l+f(Et_lrt-Et_lrt_l) 

+ tfl (E t _1 rt-E t _1 r t _2)] 

In (A35), the term At_l still appears, including the accumulated 
effects of the lagged values of rt • Therefore, we have to replace 
At by the closed form approximation (A31 1

). By doing so, we obtain 

the following equation, in which At-l does not appear: 

Rearranging terms and using the standard lag operator notation, 

(A36) can be written in the following form: 
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(A37) [l-rk(f+ }f ' ) - (l-a+vO- rkfvO)L + (VO(l-a)+} rkf ' )L2] 

o Et _1r t = Et 

where Et is an arbitrary autonomous shock to be replaced later 
by actual shocks 

The solution for (A34) is found by studying the lag polynomial in 
(A37). The polynomial can be factorized as follows: 

(A38) 
(l-a+vo-rkfvO) vO(l-a) + }rkf l 2 

1 - 1 L + 1 L = (1-K1L)(1-K2L) 
1 - r k (f+ 2f I ) 1 - r k (f+ 2f I ) 

Following Sargent (1979), the values of the undetermined coef
ficients K1 and K2 are found by solving the characteristic 
equation: 

(A39) 

where 
vO(1-a) + ~kf' 1 - a + Vo - rkfvO C = C = - ----=-.--~ 

2 1 - r k (f+ }f 1)' 1 1-r k (f+ }f I ) 

Z = 1_ 
K 

The solutions for K1 and K2 implied by (A36) are: 

(MO) 

(Ml) 



where 00 = 2(vO(1-a)+ }kf' ) 

01 = 1 - a + Vo - rkfvO 

02 = 4(v0(1-a)+ }kf' VO)(1-rk(f+ i f' ) 
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Using the factorization, the solution for (A37) can be written as: 

(A42) 

The coefficient operator on the right hand side of (A39) can 

further be written as follows: 

(A43) 1 

The undetermined coefficients Ao and A1 in (A40) can be solved by 
cross-multiplying the numerators by denominators and then equating 
the coefficients of terms of the same degree on both sides. The 

solution are 

(A44) 

(A45) 

By applying (A44) and (A45), the solution (A42) can finally be 

written in the closed form as follows: 

(A46) 
K1 1 K2 

l (K1-K2) (1-K1L) - (K1-K2) 

.l 1 J E 

(l-rk( f+ }f ' » t 
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In (A46), we have the solution for the expectation of the 
logaritmic deviation of reserves at the end of the tth period 

formed one period earlier, given an autonomous arbitrary shock Et. 

Naturally, then, the actual logarithmic deviation of reserves from 
the trend path becomes: 

(Ml) 1 K2 1 
(l-KlL) (K l -K2) (1-K2L)] 

l r B 1 (11-BT ut + 11-BT nt ) J 

where the notation used in the latter form is obvious. 

Applying the definition for the unemployment rate presented above 
in (A9), we can write the present period unemployment rate as: 

(M8) 

To see the properties of the solutions for reserves and the 
unemployment rate, we need to study parameters Kl , K2, Hl , H2, and 
T. First, let us write the solution for K in the following general 
form: 

(M9) 

From the form (A49), we can see that Kl and K2 are real if 
Di-D2 ~ O. After some algebraic steps, the following condition can 
be established: 

. /. 
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(A50) 

where R > 0 

The smallest feasible value of (A50) is obtained at a = Vo = l-E, 
where E is very small. With. these values, the condition becomes: 

The most negative estimate of (A51) is obtained at R = O. The 
implication of such an estimate is: 

(A52) Di - D2 < 0 <=> rkf » i 
That condition (A52) is unlikely to hold for plausible parameter 
values will be seen after we establish another condition which 
more precisely specifies the nature of the dynamics in equation 

(M8) and (M9). 

If, namely, K1 and K2 are real, then 0 < K1 < K2 holds always if 

D2 > O. This is the case if 

(A53) 4(vO(1-a)+ ~kf'vo)(l-rk(f+ tf') > 0 

<=> 1 > rk(f+ tf') <=> f' < 2lh- -fJ 
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We suggest the following values for parameters: 

20 

Yc = 0.2 

0.4 

(ratio of trend value of output to trend 
reserves) 
(ratio of gross trend foreign lending to trend 
val ue of output) 

(opportunity unit national income earned by 
domestic capital if employed abroad) 
(partial derivative of the portfolio fraction 
sl with respect to a change in the mean return 
differential) 

k = 0.05 (devaluation or revaluation percentage) 
a = 0.5 (adjustment coefficient) 

The suggested parameter values generate a value rk = 0.3. Hence, 
for these parameter values, oi < O2 can never occur as f b (0,1). 
Also O2 > 0 holds always. 

In conclusion, then, 0 < K1 < K2• With the notation of (A53), 
H1 and H2 can be written as follows: 

(A54a) H1 
K1 < 0 K1 - K2 

(A54b) H2 
K2 < 0 K1 - K2 

The signs of K and H provide us with two important conclusions: 

1 Because K2 is larger than K1, the second infinite sum 
dominates the time paths of reserves and unemployment. 

2 Because H1 and H2 are both negative, then the sign of the 
aggregate effect must be positive, i.e. a positive shock 
on reserves exercises a positive effect through the 
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infinite sums as well. This is due to the fact that 
H2 enters with the negative sign in the infinite sum that 
is defined by the dominating parameter K2• 

From the preceding remarks on the magnitudes of constants YR' YI' 
Yc' f2, k, f, and f', it is clear that the parameter T in (A47) 
and (A48) is positive. In conclusion, then, this fact and results 
(A49) and (A54a,b) tell us that the logarithmic deviation of 
reserves from the trend path has plausible properties. If there is 
an anticipated acceleration in the world inflation rate or an 
anticipated rise in the rate of growth of productivity, neither of 
which are indexed in the wage contracts, then reserves become 
larger than the trend reserves. Similarly, labor is imported, i.e. 
the unemployment rate becomes negative. The opposite effects 
result if the shocks in question are negative. 

Through approximation (A31), exchange rate speculation is imbedded 

in equations (A47) and (A48). Therefore, a question of some 
interest is whether equations (A47) and (A48) become unstable at 
any plausible parameter values. If this is the case, we can claim 
that speculation is self-fulfilling, i.e. that speculation leads 
to the realization of the event that agents are speculating on. 
Self-fulfilling speculation exists in the linear model if the 
dominating parameter K2 grows larger than one. 

The simple condition for K2 to be larger than one is obtained 
from the constants of the characteristic equation (A39) as follows 
(see Sargent (1979)): 

Vo + rkfvO + vO(l-a) + i rkf' 
<=> ----~--~~--=------..:.=--- ;;. 1 

1 - r k (f+ }f I ) 

-1 + a -
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Manipulating the last inequality in an appropriate way, we obtain 
the following condition: 

(A56) 

where r =!:. a 

2 - ----
ark 

Condition (A56) can be further developed by recalling that f and 
f' are evaluations of the density and its derivative of one of the 
random variables rt _1 and rt-l' in particular, evaluations of the 
moving jump limit which is closer to v. The effective exchange 
rate jump limits rt _1 and rt-l have normal distributions with 

- d d· 2. b means rt _2 an rt-2 an varlance Gr glven y: 

(A57) 

where 

r t 1 - r t _2 r t_1 Note that the random variables - = -- have standard 
Gr Gr normal distributions. 

The standard normal density function and its derivative are 
related in the following way: 
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Using this fact in condition (A56), we can solve for the following 
condition in terms of r t _1 and the ultimate parameters: 

(A58) K2 ) 1 <=> 
r
t
_
1 

- r
t
_2 r t _1 1 2 (l-vO) 

=--) [r3-- - - ] O"r O"r 2 ark rk 

-(I+vO)] - r* 

!'t-l- !'t-2 r 1 2 (l-vo) 
= t-l ~ [T,J-.r- - " ] 

O"r O"r 2 ark rk 

- (l+vO)J - r** 

The interpretation of condition (A58) is very simple and 
appealing. If the standardized reserves rise more than r* percent 
above or fall more than r** percent below the trend path, then 
agents perceive the speculative prospects very favourable. They 
start speculating so strongly on the possible revaluation or 
devaluation that their actions actually cause the jump in the 
exchange rate even if no other exogenous shocks emerge. The 
properties of condition (A58) are quite plausible. The 'threshold' 
deviation of reserves from the trend path required to generate 
K2 > 1, or the self-fulfilling exchang~ rate speculation, 
decreases with the 'shock-multiplier' rand the fixed devaluation 

and revaluation percentage k. It also decreases with parameter a, 
so that a rigidly adjusting economy (small a) is less prone to 
self-fulfilling speculation than a flexible economy (large a). 
Note that in the present case, r* and r** are symmetric relative 
to the trend path, which is due to the assumption of flexible 
labor mobility under which the results were derived. The responses 
of the limits r* and r** are also negative with respect to the 
technical parameter vO• This should be expected, as it increases 
the weight of speculation in the approximation (A31~), thus making 
speculative behaviour a more important factor in the determination 

of reserves. 

Condition (A56) can be developed into a more explicit form by 
approximating f and f' on the left hand side by a first order 
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Taylor approximation developed about a convenient point. The left 
hand side of (A56) can be written in the following form 

(A59) 

r r 
+ f' + f"( t-1_~) 

o 0 <J"r <J"r 

Let the convenient initial point be rO -/2<J"r' so that r t _1 < 0 
is assumed. Then we have that 

1 
f O = - e 

/2il 
1 = -- ~ 0.13 

ffrre 

f' 
l2<J"r 1 = -- f --0 <J"r 0 Ine 

12<J" 2 
f" = ( __ r) fo + fO 0 <J"r 

3fo 
3 

l2rre 

Substituting these values into the approximation (A59), we obtain 
the following expansion: 

(A60) 

r 
+ _3_· -(/2 _ t-1) 

nrre <J"r 
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After some manipulation in (A61) and after substituting the outcome 
into condition (A56), we can establish the following conditions, 
which are approximate closed forms corresponding to conditions 

(A58) : 

(A61) 

where 

K2 ;;. 1 
r t _1 2 (l-vO) 

<=> --;;. 80l--.,- - '" ] 
°r ark rk 

rt -1 2 (l-vO) 
--,;; -80l-=- - '" J 
°r ark rk 

l2rre 

3 (1 +vO) + 41"2" 

1"2"(1+V
O

) + 3 

- 81 

- 81 

Conditions (A61) add no new information to what is obtained from 
the conditions in (A58). Parameters 80 and 81' which scale the 
structural part in conditions (A61), depend on the initial point 

about which the expansion is developed. 

The analysis under the ad hoc contract wage-setting is now 
completed. Two remarks are, however, in place here before moving 
on to analyze the alternative union poliey. First, throughout the 
analysis, we treat f and f' parametrically as fixed evaluations of 
the density and its derivative. This is necessary to keep the 
dynamics of reserves technically manageable. In this sense, the 

dynamics of reserves and unemployment can only be analyzed 
qualitatively under alternative regimes in which f and f' adopt 

different but fixed values. 

Second, the analysis was, carried out under the assumption that 
labor is completely mobile internationally. The situation changes 
drastically, however, if labor mobility is limited. Consider first 
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the case in which there is no mobility of labor at all, nor any 
possibility of overtime work. If the economy is in equilibrium 

under such circumstances, i.e. ~lt = ~10' and investors anticipate 
further improvements in the profitability of domestic firms, they 
will not continue increasing investments in the domestic 
production. If they decided to do so, their actions would only 
lead to th~ firms bidding for workers from each other. This would 
lead to the following wage shock in period t+l: 

(A62) 

where 
. 
w = actual rate of increase in the wage rate 

By (A62), the shareholders' gain from their action would be zero 
in period t+l. Furthermore, if the rise in wages is indeed wage 
drift and the contract wage is always set according to the ad hoc 
rule, then the action of investors causes a permanent jump 
downwards in the profitability of firms in future periods. Hence, 
it is not optimal for the investors to continue investing in 
domestic firms under the prevailing circumstances. But, our 
economy can never gain more reserves than what is implied by the 
autonomous generation of reserves. Regardless of the normally 
distributed exogenous shocks, it will never be optimal for 
investors to speculate on revaluation, since by doing so they 
would eliminate the causes of speculation. 

Consider now a more realistic case in which partially flexible 
labor supply in the form of e.g. labor imports is allowed at the 
domestic full employment level. In particular, let us assume that 
the elasticity of the (negative) unemployment rate (rate of labor 
imports) with respect to the percentage deviation between the rate 
of increase in the actual wage rate wt and w* is the following at 
and above the full employment level: 
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(A63 ) 

where o > 0 

When investors observe a shock that makes them invest more in 
domestic firms and there is full employment in the domestic 
economy, they wi 11 have to take (A63) into account. Thei r 
investment decisions start bidding up wages, and consequently the 
real rate of return on shares will not rise by as much as it would 
if ,the unemployment rate were positive. Given a sequence ut of 
price shocks, the negative unemployment rate can be written as 

fo11ows: 

where 

Applying (A63) to the unemployment rate, we obtain: 

The solution for Wt - w* of the above equation is: 

. w* = BH(L) 
wt - (1-B)o + BH{U ut 

The result is the additional rate of increase in the wage rate 
which the firms have to pay in order to hire the implied amount of 
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labor. The expression for the unemployment rate that takes the 
partially flexible labor supply into account is obtained by 
substituting the solution for the additional rate of increase in 
the wage rate into the equation for the unemployment rate. The 
substitution gives the following result: 

B BH(L) ] 
(A64a) Slt - slO = H(L)lTI=BT(l- (1-BJ6 + BH{LJ)ut 

= H(L)l{1_BJ6B~ BH(LJ ut ] 

The corresponding equation for reserves is obtained directly by 
applying the definition between the unemployment rate and 
reserves: 

The first form of (A64a) indicates clearly that the coefficient of 
the price shocks ut is smaller than 1~B. This is the expected 
result when labor supply is partially flexible, and the wage rate 
must adjust if employment changes. 

The coefficient polynomial for productivity shocks under the 
partially flexible labor supply can also be derived easily along 
the lines applied above. The equation for the negative unemploy
ment rate when only a sequence nt of productivity shocks occurs 
i s: 

1 Again, the coefficient for shocks nt is smaller than r:B' or the 
coefficient in the case when some labor is unemployed. 

Equations (A64a,b) and the above information on the case of 
productivity shocks can be combined to formulate the, general 
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expressions for reserves and negative unemployment when labor 

supply is governed by (A63). The equations are: 

(A65a) 

(A65b) 
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The important property of equations (A65a,b) is that symmetric 
shocks will no longer cause symmetric deviations in reserves and 
the unemployment rate about the full- employment equilibrium. 
Instead, reserves will, on average, be below the trend path if 
labor supply is partially flexible above the full employment 
level. Furthermore, the economy will, on average, experience 
unemployment. Finally, the economy is more likely to experience 
devaluations than revaluations because positive shocks in (A65a) 

'will be scaled down by the wage effect. 

A2.3 The dynamics of reserves and unemployment under 
optimizing contract wage-setting policy 

In the final section of this appendix, we briefly analyze the 
dynamics of reserves and unemployment when the trade union follows 
an optimizing contract wage-setting poliey. We assume that the 
union sets a contract wage for two periods at a time, while 
investors can respond to shocks in each period. The contract 
specifies one unique rate of growth W of the contract wage for 

both subperiods. The union sets the contract wage by considering 
both the nominal wage increase and the unemployment rate during 
the contract per-lod. Specifically, we state that the union sets 
the rate of increase in the contract wage relative to the mean 
growth rate of productivity so as to maximize the following 

objective function: 
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(A66) 

where ql' q2' and q3 are nonnegative constants 

Preferences (A66) consist of two parts. The first two terms are 
somewhat analogous to the static Stone-Geary preferences under 
certainty. To see the connection, let us compare the static 
Stone-Geary preferences in the corresponding level variables with 
our dynamic formulation: 

q -q 
max(w-w*) l(L*-L) 2 <=> max{q1log(w-w*) - q2 log (L*-L) 

<=> 

• ql -q2 
(l+wt)w"t_l L"t 

maxl ( ( ) (l-un JL* 
Cl-w*)w* t-l t t 

For simple demonstration, it has been assumed in the latter chain 
of equivalences that there are deviations between the target and 
actual value only in the present period. 

The last term, on the other hand, represents the quadratic element 
technically necessary for maximization with respect to the control 
variable. The economic meaning of the term is that expected 
variations in the unemployment rate about some natural rate cause 
frictional disutility to the union leaders. The natural rate of 
unemployment is specified by the first two terms of preferences 
(A66). If the expected unemployment rate falls below the natural 
rate, then the contract wage rate increases are too small to 
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maximize preferences. and vice versa. In effect. the third term 
corrects contract wage-setting so that the expected unemployment 
rate is stabilized about the natural rate. 

To proceed. let us, apply equation (A32). which by (A8) defines 
the unemployment rate under an arbitrary contract wage pol icy. 
Equations (A32) and (A8) imply the following forms for the second 
and third terms in (A66): 

(A67a) 

(A67b) 

2 
(1_L-1) - 2 

+ 4 (kA t _1+St-Et) J 

- (1~B) (wt -w*)(l-L -1)(kAt_1+St-~t)] 

where -1 
L St == St+1 

St == Et _1kl f(Et_1rt-rt_1) + if'(Et_1rt-rt_2)] 

k[ f(E t _1 r t -E t _1 r t _1) + i f ' (E t _1 r t -E t _1 r t_2)] 

B 1 
Et = Et _1l r-B ut + r-B nt] 

B - 1 - .. 
== r:B ut + 1-B nt = antlclpated shocks 

If expression (A67a.b) are substituted into (A66) for the 
respective terms and the appropriate first order· condition is 
formed. the following solution for the contract wage-setting rule 

is obtained: 
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(A68) 

According to the rule given in (A68), the rate of growth of the 
contract wage is set below the mean productivity growth rate if 
the cumulative effects of speculation and exogenous shocks, repre
sented by the second terms, have run down reserves sufficiently 
far below the trend path, thus implying unemployment. The first 
term can be either positive or negative, depending on the magni
tude of parameters. If the union applies relatively greater weight 
to nominal wage increases than expected unemployment, then the 
term is positive. Otherwise, the opposite is true. 

We proceed by deriving the solution for the time path of r t , or 
the logarithmic deviation of reserves from the trend path. If 
(A68) is substituted into the general equation for reserves, 
equation (A33), the following results: 

(A69) r t = [I-<l-alL] {<l~Bl ut + I~B nt - VOt 
1 -1 -

- 2(1+L )(kA t _1+St-E t) + kA t _1 + k[f(Et_1rt-rt_1) 

+ ~fl(Et_1rt-rt_2)]} 

where 

The expectation of (A69) formed at t-1 is: 
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Note that in(A69) and (A70) we have time-;ndexed VO' as it is a 
permanent shoek with a eonstant magnitude due to union preferenees 
rather than a eonstant. 

Equation (A70), eomparable to equation (A35) in the analysis with 
the ad hoe wage-setting rule, seems a relatively eomplieated dif

ference equation in the present form. Fortunately, it can be 
simplified by observing some properties. First, by approximation 
rule (A31), kAt_1+St = kAto Seeond, L-1kAt_1 = kA t as well. Third 
L-1St = St+1' Using these faets in (A70), it simplifies to: 

(A71) Et_1rt = [1-å-alLj [ -VOt - iSt+1} 

[f-(i-alLj{-VOt - ~[f(Et_1rt+l-Et_1rt) 

+ tf ' (E t _1 r t+CEt-1 r t-1 )]} 

Note, in partieular, that no At-1 appears in (A71). This implies 
that the union's eontraet wage-setting policy completely 
eliminates the systematie effects of past speeulation on the 
unemployment rate. Instead, there is an autonomous shoek VOt in 
the equation, whieh will have systematic effects on reserves and 
unemployment. The term VOt ean, in asense, be interpreted as the 
money illusion eomponent in wage eontraeting. 

Equation (A71) is the second order differenee equation that 
defines the dynamies of reserves under the feedback wage-setting 
poliey. It is exaetly analogous to equation (A36) in the case of 
the ad hoe union poliey. The solution procedure in solving (A71) 

is the same as in solving (A36) and will not be repeated here. The 
solution for reserves implied by (A71) is the following: 
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(A72) 

where 
rkl f+ }f' J 

K1 2 = --;---;::==::::;,===::;::==:::;:======:;;== 
, 1-a+} kf'±J (l-a+{r kf' ) 2 -2(1- }rkf} (rk( f+}f' ) } 

°0 - --=::;::::= 
01 ± '[Oi-02J 

T' 

The eorresponding solution for the unemployment rate is: 

(A73) 

Strueturally, the solutions (A72) and (A73) differ from the 
eorresponding solutions (A47) and (A48) derived under the ad hoe 
wage-setting rule in two respeets. First, in (A72) and (A73), 
there is one lag operator and one lead operator,.with the latter 
providingthe potential self-fulfilling sp,eeulation, as will be 
seen later. This refleets the faet that wage-setting neutralizes 
past destabilizing shoeks, but eannot eliminate unantieipated 
shoeks that oeeur within the eontraet period. Second, there is a 
potential autonomous tendency in reserves towards the devaluation 



or revaluation limits eaused by the autonomous eomponent Vo in 

eontraet wage-setting. 
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The teehnieal properties of the dynamies of reserves as well as 

the existenee of the speeulative eyele ean be shown in exaetly the 
same way as in the previous seetion A2.2. Therefore, we only list 

here the important properties and results together with some 
remarks. 

1 Equations (A72) and (A73) are very different in nature 
from the eorresponding equations (A47) and (A48) in the 
ad hoe wage-setting ease. For the parameter values stated 
above on p. 258, it is even possible that the dynamies in 
reserves eould be fluetuating. To guarantee nonflue
tuating dynamies in (A72) and (A73), relatively small 
values of parameter a would be needed, given the other 
parameters. Thus rigid adjustments in portfolios guaran
tee plausible properties for the dynamies of the feedbaek 
wage-setting model. The problems arising in eonneetion 
with plausible qynamies refleets the faet that, in prin
eiple, only one period shoeks ean trigger speeulation 
when the wage is set for two periods at a time. Past 
shoeks are neutralized in the new wage eontraeting. If 
wages were set for several periods at a time, these 
problems would probably disappear, but, analytieally, we 
are restrieted to two-period wage-setting. 

2 If speeulative motive is made stronger in the eeonomy by 
ehanging the basie parametrization, the feedbaek wage
setting model beeomes elosely analogous to the ad hoe 
wage-setting model. The eondition in the feedbaek wage
setting model for the speeulation to beeome self
fulfilling is the following: 

(A74) 2 K2 > 1 <=> rk = af - 1 

If the parametrization is ehanged so that YR = 50, 
Y1 = 0.5, YC = 0.4, k = 0.2, f = 0.25, a = 0.8, then the 
eondition is satisfied and speeulation is self
fulfilling. In the eeonomy with the above speeifieati~ns, 
the probabilities of exehange rate jumps are always rela
tively high and eapital gains from speeulation large. 

3 Condition (A74) ean also be solved for the approximate 
reserve gains or losses by a similar approximation 
proeedure as was applied above in (A59 - A61). The 
approximate eritieal reserve limits implied by the 
proeedure (with the same initial point used in the 
Taylor expansion) are the following: 
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(A75) 

~ 

where 13 0 = me 
13 = ~ 
1 l2 

Conditions (A75) indicate the fact that the feedback 
wage-setting economy is less likely to experience 
self-fulfilling speculation than the ad hoc wage-setting 
economy. In (A75), the structural part is smaller in 
magnitude than in (A61), but the coefficient BO is much 
larger than 130 in (A61). Coefficients Sl and 131 are 
roughly of the same magnitude. Hence, limits (A75) imply 
larger accumulated losses of reserves than limits (A61) 
in most cases. However, if the shock-multiplier rand the 
jump size parameter k are very large, implying very 
strong effects of speculation on the economy, then the 
forward-looking feedback wage-setting economy may require 
smaller limits. 

4 The economy with the feedback wage-setting rule is 
symmetric about the full employment equilibrium. This 
economy could also be made asymmetric by introducing the 
notion of labor mobility defined in section A2.2. Such a 
change would make the present economy more prone to 
devaluation cycles than revaluation cycles • 
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